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Abstract 
In this thesis I have corroborated earlier findings showing that in a one-dimensional 
system we have a direct correspondence between some of the physical properties of 
bosons and fermions. I have shown there is a very good agreement with the length of 
two-body correlations between a many body Bose system and an exact Fermi system in 
one dimension. I have also calculated the energy per particle of the Bose system and 
found that as we approach the Tonks-Girardeau regime of impenetrable bosons that this 
energy is comparable to the kinetic energy of a non-interacting Fermi gas. The point-
like interaction or hard core condition acts like a pseudo Pauli exclusion principle in the 
Bose system. As we decrease the density the interaction potential becomes negligible 
and we find an almost direct agreement with the kinetic energy of the Bose fluid and the 
kinetic energy of a system of non-interacting fermions. In high density regimes we find 
that we have a direct agreement with the mean field approximation and as we tend to 
low density systems we see that our energy levels cross over to those determined by 
Fermi statistics. The results gained within the hypemetted-chain scheme show a direct 
relationship with those gained within the framework of the Quantum Monte Carlo 
simulations for the same system of impenetrable bosons. 
We go on to develop further analytical models in one-dimension, including a ring of 
spinless fermions or Josephson Junctions and to calculate ground state energies and 
subsequent currents induced. Here we find Aharonov-Bohm oscillations in our one-
dimensional investigation dependant on the magnetic flux applied to the systems 
studied. 
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Overview 
In this thesis I shall investigate the one-dimensional hard core Bose system and 
compare it with that of the one-dimensional Fermi free gas and show that we encounter 
similarities in the two-body radial distribution functions of either system. The radial 
distribution function is a two-body wave function dependant on distance giving the 
effective probability of finding two particles at a certain separation. A method for 
calculating a many-body radial distribution function with respect to two bodies was first 
outlined in the 1960's by Leeuwen at al with a diagrammatic summation of clusters of 
particles represented by Nodal and non-Nodal diagrams. This is known as the 
Hypernetted-Chain or HNC scheme and operates within a set of three self-consistent 
equations that can be iterated to a desired convergence level. This technique is 
embedded classical physics but it was then adapted by Polls & Mazzanti to be used in 
conjunction with a Jastrow wave function constructed from two-body interactions. 
These two techniques are covered in the introductory chapter along with a method 
derived by Saarela which minimises the energy with respect to variational parameters. 
This derivation of an alternate set of self-consistent equations allows us to access 
particle-hole interactions and the induced potential which itself can be interpreted as the 
potential from the different diagrams or clusters calculated. 
In the second and third chapter I shall show my trial calculations of a simple 
mathematical system and compare the exact analytical expression for the first iteration 
in the HNC scheme with that gained from the numerical routine and show the validity 
of the program's design. 
In chapter four I shall outline the theory behind the Base/Fermi crossover in one 
dimension and compare the results gained from the HNC scheme for a hard core Bose 
system to those gained within the Quantum Monte Carlo method. I shall highlight 
similarities between the two sets of results but more importantly corroborate the fact 
that a many-body hard core Base system adopts Fermi properties when the system is 
dilute. 
I shall then go on to cover one-dimensional work by Lieb & Liniger and the Bethe 
Anzatz, which used a weighted summation of permutated plane waves to gain a wave 
function and then solve to derive energy levels with respect to the density of the system. 
Following on from this I shall derive the Tight-Binding model equations and show 
similarities with a system calculated using the Slater determinant or Hartree-Fock 
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method of plane waves. The potential energy of such systems is calculated via the 
Effective potential which is a simple multiplication of the radial distribution function 
and the two-body potential. The kinetic energy of such systems is accessed via a one-
body operator known as the off-diagonal density matrix and is calculated for a system of 
fermions using the anti-symmetric Slater determinant wave function. 
When returning to the numerical results gained within the HNC scheme I shall compare 
the analytical Fermi radial distribution function with the Bose functions in the 
numerical routine and show an exact match for the length of correlations in dilute 
systems. I will then go on to calculate the energy per particle for a Bose fluid and show 
we have agreement in high density systems with the effective potential and also show 
that the kinetic energy in dilute systems agrees with the analytically calculated Fermi 
energy. This is in agreement with past work and shows a one-dimensional crossover 
between Bose and Fermi systems as the gas parameter « 1. 
I shall finally use my analytical anti-symmetric functions effectively in applied one-
dimensional situations under study presently. Firstly the application to Quantum Dots 
which can be modelled in one dimension by a string of fermions and we calculate the 
potentials due to tunnelling and a Coulomb interaction. As the Coulomb interaction is 
divergent under integration it is treated with a discrete radial distribution function and a 
summation is used to gain results. Following on from this calculation I briefly outline 
the theory of degenerate matter and such systems known as electron-hole liquids, also 
known as metallic hydrogen, which are areas of great interest presently. Again using 
the discrete radial distribution function I shall calculate the potential energy due to: 
electron-electron, hole-hole and electron-hole interactions in one dimension which can 
be used as a comparison to current work undertaken in three dimensions. 
The systems briefly covered in the final sections have been left open for further study. 
Such systems involve: Quantum Wires (packed with fermions or bosons which can be 
solved using the anti-symmetric or symmetric wave functions calculated within the 
framework of this thesis) and a Ring of Josephson Junctions (the superconducting 
islands can also be modelled using analytical functions calculated in this thesis). 
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Introduction 
Presently there is a great deal of interest in so called Strongly Correlated systems. 
These first came about in an attempt to describe systems where the Coulomb interaction 
and subsequent exchange effect in the motion between electrons can no longer be 
ignored. Two main examples of such systems are that of; heavy fermions [I] where the 
interactions are so strong that the effective mass of the particle becomes several orders 
of magnitude greater than the electron mass me and Mott Insulators [2] where the 
electron-electron interactions localise the d-electrons and subsequently electrical 
conductivity vanishes whereas under normal band theory the material should conduct. 
The challenges in solving these systems is that the correlations can be difficult to deal 
with and also that they are hard to access experimentally due to the requirement of ultra-
low temperatures and high pressures. 
One such system, that received a great deal of interest, was superfluid 4He. Due to its 
macroscopic quantum behaviour it has been one of the most intensely studied many-
body systems over recent years. The importance of strong short-range correlations in 
4He make the system very hard to treat by theoretical means and it was not until the 
1980's when two approaches were able to give a good understanding ofthe ground state 
properties. One came about through the coupling of powerful numerical routines with 
advances in computer technology but the other was a variational method based on 
Feenberg's correlated basis functions, also known as CBF theory [31• These two 
methods formed the very basis for gaining a theoretical understanding of these systems 
and was adapted by Krotscheck and Miller in 1999 when they applied a Jastrow-
Feenberg variational method to calculate the ground state properties of one-dimensional 
4He [4] and that of the hard core Bose gas [SJ. The ground state wave function was 
created from the Jastrow-Feenberg form 
where the most important component was the two-body correlation function u2 (x,,x1), 
which described both the long and short-range behaviour of the pairs of particles. These 
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n-body functions un were detennined by the minimisation of the energy expectation 
value 
The infonnation needed to solve these equations was in the connection between the 
correlated wave functions and the physically observable distribution functions. This 
connection was provided by the hypemetted-chain equations, or HNC scheme [J1. These 
equations were derived by the diagrammatic analysis of the two-body radial distribution 
function with respect to the two-body correlation functions, 
where E ( x) represents an infinite series of elementary diagrams and N ( x) represents 
so-called Nodal diagrams. The level of the HNC scheme was then defined by the initial 
choice of elementary diagrams i.e. HNC/0 neglected the elementary diagrams 
altogether. 
Over the years many strongly correlated systems have been studied but currently there 
is a great deal of excitement surrounding the subject of a Tonks-Girardeau Gas [6,71. A 
Tonks Girardeau gas is composed of bosons confined to one dimension of axial motion. 
In one dimension the repulsive force between the bosons dominates and in order to 
minimise the energy for this mutual repulsion the particles are prevented fonn 
occupying the same space. This is directly analogous to the Pauli exclusion principle 
obeyed by fennions and as a result the bosonic particles display fennionic attributes [6•71 • 
Although the bosonic system displays analogous attributes they are not ideal Fenni 
properties and the quantum behaviour does not exactly match either theoretical extreme 
and this is reflected in their momentum distribution [81• 
The physics of these one-dimensional ultra-cold Bose systems varies greatly from the 
three-dimensional case of a cold gas [6'9' 101• This is highlighted if we decrease the 
particle density p, a three-dimensional quantum many-body system will become more 
ideal whereas in a one-dimensional Bose gas interactions dominate and become the area 
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of interest. This is due to the fact that as we approach T ~ 0 the kinetic energy 
decreases with decreasing density far faster than the interaction energy. 
Until now such a system was lacking in experimental realisation but with improved 
methods of trapping and cooling we are now beginning to access them properly for the 
first time [Ill. Attaining a true one-dimensional Bose gas in the Tonks-Girardeau regime 
and observing the fermionisation of such a system is still a very difficult and 
complicated task but also complements experiments where bosonic properties are 
observed in one-dimensional fermionic quantum gases [I 2- 15l. A one-dimensional 
regime can be attained by tightly confining the motion of particles in two directions 
down to zero point oscillations [9,10'161 and was shown experimentally [17'181 for a weakly 
interacting Base-condensed trapped gas. In Ref [19] a tight radial confinement was 
achieved by using an array of two-dimensional optical lattice potentials that effectively 
resulted in an array of one-dimensional quantum gases. Later studies with optical 
lattices [20'211 have been able to achieve one-dimensional quantum gases that are in 
between the states of a weakly interacting Bose gas and a fermionized Tonks-Girardeau 
gas. They have not however been able to fully bridge the gap between the two systems 
and bring a bosonic gas completely into the Tonks-Girardeau regime. To do this they 
would need to either decrease the density of the quantum gas or increase the interaction 
strength between the particles. Lieb and Liniger l61 detailed a variable r which can be 
expressed as r = mg / 1i2 p, where g is the one-dimensional interaction strength, m is the 
mass of a single atom and p is the one-dimensional density. The Tonks-Girardeau 
regime is achieved when y » 1 and we can see how our earlier statement holds true for 
achieving a true fermionized state by decreasing the density. 
A novel way of achieving the Tonks-Girardeau regime was introduced in by Parades et 
a/ [221• This method incorporated a periodic potential along the third axis of motion 
which increased the effective mass of the particles involved and allowed researchers to 
access systems for which y ~ 5-200. When we reach a system under such conditions 
the bosons can be described using a fermionic approach [23'241 and the ground state of N 
bosons at zero temperature when y ~ oo can be described by the many-body wave 
function 
i,j = 1,2, ... ,N, 
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where det denotes the Slater determinant and (/J; ( x) is the ith eigenfunction of the 
single particle Hamiltonian. The Slater determinant wave function guarantees that two 
particles can never occupy the same space and taking the absolute value of the 
determinant allows for the symmetric condition required for bosons. This wave 
function shows the fundamental similarities between strongly interacting bosons and 
non-interacting fermions in one dimension. 
The main difference between the symmetric and anti-symmetric cases has been shown 
to be the momentum distribution. The momentum distribution has been experimentally 
accessed [111 for a one-dimensional Bose gas. The paper, published by T. Kinoshita et 
a/, showed that momentum is not conserved in collisions and the gas never reaches 
thermal equilibrium as momentum is not exchanged. 
The group adiabatically loaded a Bose-Einstein condensate of 2.5 xl05 87Rb atoms 
produced by all-optical means [251 into a two-dimensional crossed dipole/lattice trap 
combination. The relatively new method of all-optical cooling [261 replaces the final step 
in the creation of a condensate. Traditionally atoms were confined to a magnetic trap 
for evaporative cooling where a radio frequency is applied causing the hottest atoms to 
evaporate off allowing the condensate to form. In this new technique researchers placed 
the atoms in a crossed laser trap to confine them then rapidly reduce the power of the 
laser. This lowers the depth of the confinement and forces the hottest atoms to 
evaporate off and can produce a Bose-Einstein condensate in just a few seconds. This 
method of laser trapping has advantages over magnetic trapping as it allows for a wide 
variety of atoms and even molecules to be trapped, potentially along with alkali metals. 
As long as the atoms can be cooled sufficiently for the laser trap to make the final step 
then we can create a condensate consisting of any atomic elements, not just ones 
restricted to magnetic or other properties. 
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Fig I - Shows a two-dimensional optical 
lattice. As the laser power drops the 
amplitude of the lattice decreases and 
atoms with a higher thermal temperature 
boil off and the particles cool to a 
condensate. 
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Fig 2 - Shows the realisation of an 
array of quantum one-dimensional 
gases using two-dimensional optical 
lattice [221 
When the Bose-Einstein condensate is loaded into the traps the two-dimensional lattice 
provides a tight confinement ofparallel one-dimensional gases and the cross dipole trap 
provides a weak axial confinement [271• The gases are one-dimensional as the lowest 
transverse excitation nOJ,, where OJ, j27l =67kHz is the transverse oscillation frequency, 
far exceeds all other energies in the problem and there is negligible tunnelling among 
the tubes [llJ. 
A magnetic field was then used to cancel the effect of gravity on the atoms in the trap. 
The axial oscillation period r was varied from 13 to 34 ms by changing the power and 
width of the crossed dipole trap. The number of atoms trapped into each one-
dimensional array was then dependent on the value of r when the two-dimensional 
optical lattice was turned on and wou ld vary between 40-250 atoms per string. They 
could then change the one-dimensional density p from 1. 7 x 106 to 1.2 x 10 7 atoms per 
metre by either varying the number of atoms in the string or by changing r during the 
observations. Varying the density allowed them to vary the one-dimensional coupling 
strength given by r = 12/ ~oPI , where law I~a; /2a is the one-dimensional scattering 
length, a = 5.3 nm is the three-dimensional scattering length, 
a,= (njmOJJ12 = 41.5 nm is the transverse oscillator width and m is the 87Rb mass [6J . 
To study the gases they then turned off the cross dipole trap which allowed the atoms to 
expand in one dimension for a set time period before taking an absorption image from 
the transverse direction in the trap. The images transverse to the tubes were then 
integrated to gain a one-dimensional spatial distribution which corresponds to the 
momentum distribution after expansion. Although the individual gases had a Tonks-
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Girardeau profiles, when summed over many gases with differing numbers of particles a 
Gaussian distribution was measured which is analogous to that of a trapped Fermi gas 
[27-29] 
To create the non-equilibrium momentum distributions they pulsed a 3.2THz detuned 
wave along the one-dimensional tubes which altered the momentum values 
by±2hk [30•3 '1 where k is the wave-vector associated with the one-dimensional lattice 
light. What was then observed from the data was that each atom still had the same 
momentum peak it was given from the detuned lattice even after a considerable time 
period. This inferred that the atoms were not exchanging momentum upon collisions 
and the system would never reach an equilibrium state of thermalisation. In fact the 
group observed the time-evolution of thousands of parallel one-dimensional Bose gases 
from the Tonks-Girardeau limit into the intermediate coupling regime with one 
conclusion. Even after thousands of collisions between hundreds of atoms a one-
dimensional Bose gas at zero temperature never reaches thermal equilibrium. 
This phenomenon can best be explained by the fact that a one-dimensional homogenous 
Bose gas with point-like collision interactions is known as an integrable system[321·[33l. 
Integrable, in this sense means that it is a system to which the exact analytical solutions 
are available or that it is solvable. Until this recent publication [II J the time-evolution of 
a one-dimensional Bose gas for out-of-equilibrium systems has been unsettled 
theoretically [34-361 as practical factors such as imperfect point-like interactions or slight 
interactions between the harmonic trap and the atoms have been known to compromise 
the integrability ofthe system. 
The out-of-equilibrium Bose gas has been likened to a Newton ' s cradle or be it, a 
quantum Newton 's cradle. In an ideal Newton' s cradle, particles just exchange specific 
momentum values which is similar to the thermal behaviour in the one-dimensional gas. 
The overlapping wave functions of a one-dimensional Bose gas leads to 
indistinguishability of particles and clouds the picture of independent particles colliding 
as with a classical Newton 's cradle. Due to this indistinguishability the particles can 
transmit through each other as well as reflecting as the fmal states after transmission or 
reflection are indistinguishable. 
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Hypernetted-Chain Equations 
This process is well established for calculating the pair distribution function for an 
imperfect gas in classical statistical mechanics and I shall firstly go through van 
Leeuwen et al 's derivation of the diagrammatic scheme [381 . The radial distribution 
function itself is defined as a density function depending n-body interactions. 
The temperature is defmed as T = ljk8 f3 and with a density p the radial distribution 
given as 
{1.1.1} 
where 1P('ij) is the interaction between the particles i and j . The following functions 
are then defmed as 
{ 1.1.2} 
and 
{1.1.3} 
where f (r12 ) is the correlation factor and h(r12 ) is a short -range force that tends to zero 
at large r. For values of 'iz that are greater than the range of the inter-particle 
interaction, the radial distribution function is very well defined as I and therefore, 
h(r12 ) is a short-range force that tends to zero at larger. 
The distribution function may be written as a series expansion in powers of density as 
{ 1.1.4} 
where 
{1.1.5} 
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The summation inside the integral is carried out over all the different products of f(rif ) 
that correspond to the specific irreducible (sp.irr) l-2 diagrams. These irreducible and 
reducible diagrams are to be explained as follows . The terminology used in conjunction 
with these diagrams describes the external points (or reference points) as co-ordinates 
that are not integration variables (points 1 and 2) while, the internal points (or field 
points) are the co-ordinates that are integration variables. 
Figure 1.1.1 - shows reducible diagrams 
0 Internal point 
0 Articulation point 
0 External point 
Reducible Diagrams 
The internal points are connected by bonds that each correspond to one of the 
components of f(rif ) in the previous equation. The articulation point is a point at which 
the diagram may be split into sub-diagrams as shown infigure 1.1.1 
If a diagram is irreducible then each point must be connected to every other by at least 1 
bond and there must be no articulation points. Examples of these are shown in figure 
1.1.2 
Irreducible 
Figure 1.1. 2 - shows examples of simple irreducible diagrams. 
The contribution to the integral from 2 diagrams, which only differ through an exchange 
of internal points, is the same and therefore, in the previous equation the summation 
may only be carried out over different generic diagrams. The number of specific 
diagrams that which correspond to I particular generic diagram is k!/ s, where s is the 
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symmetry number containing the number of permutations that do not lead to a new 
specific diagram. The previous equation can then be written as 
{ 1.1.6} 
where the summation goes over the different generic irreducible 1-2 diagrams, K, that 
have k internal points and a symmetry numbers(k, K)corresponding to the generic 
irreducible diagram. 
The diagrams may be connected in parallel and therefore an irreducible 1 -2 diagram 
may be composed of two or more sub-diagrams that forrn parallel connections between 
the points I and 2. 
Composite Irreducible 
Figure 1.1.3 - shows a composite in·educible 
diagram. Along with .figure 1.1.2 the composite and 
simple diagrams make the C-set. 
As the points 1 and 2 are not integration variables then the integral that corresponds to a 
composite diagram may be factorised into the products of each of the 1-2 sub-diagrams. 
The contribution from the simple irreducible diagrams that have I internal points is 
given as 
{1.1.7} 
or 
{ 1.1.8} 
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The generic simple and composite diagrams have k internal points and are composed of 
simple sub-diagrams of 1, 2, ... internal points represented by {m1} = m1, m2, ... 
respectively. If we choose all possible generic simple diagrams, one out of each of the 
m1, m2, ... complete sub-set, then van Leeuwen et a/ determined that the complete set of 
simple and composite diagrams may be written as 
{1.1.9} 
and from this the foJlowing relation was obtained 
{1.1.10} 
with 
"' S(r12 ) = Sf(r) = "'[J3k (r12)pk, {1.1.11} 
k=l 
being the contribution from the S-set of all simple 1-2 diagrams. Upon expanding the 
exponential we obtain S(r12 ) and the sum of all the composite diagrams with their 
correct weights. A similar expression, in terms of C(r12 ) , was determined by Sa/peter 
and the radial distribution function is given by 
{1.1.12} 
This way we can distinguish between simple and composite diagrams and C(r1J can be 
expressed in terms of the set of simple 1-2 diagrams. 
From here we move on to discuss nodal and non-nodal diagrams. A diagram is 
determined to be nodal if it has points which all paths must go through to reach point 2 
from 1. A diagram that is defmed as composite cannot be nodal while a nodal 
irreducible diagram is determined to be simple. A simple diagram that contributes to 
C(r12 ) can be either nodal or non-nodal but the non-nodal diagrams in this case are 
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deemed to be elementary. The contributions to S(r12 ) can therefore be split into two 
different sections, which are contributions from the N-set of nodal diagrams and the E-
set of elementary diagrams giving 
{1.1.13} 
This gives the new radial distribution function as 
{1.1.14} 
Examples ofthese elementary diagrams are shown infigure 1.1.4. 
Elementary 
Figure 1.1.4 - shows elementary diagrams belonging to theE-set 
Generally, a nodal diagram can be obtained by connecting, in series, a number of non-
nodal sub-diagrams. We could consider using the C-set of non-nodal diagrams but it 
turns out that these are not sufficient. This is due to the fact that it is essential for a 
series connection that a direct bond be used which is not included in the C-set. Van 
Leeuwen et al then extended the C-set to create the G-set which includes all the 
diagrams that correspond to the different terms in the distribution function. Examples of 
the G-set are shown infigure 1.1.5. The radial distribution function is then shown to be 
{1.1.15} 
The N-set of nodal diagrams is a sub-set of the original C-set which itself, is a sub-set of 
the G-set. Now if we introduce the X-set 
{1.1.16} 
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which is a complete set of all the possible diagrams to be used as sub-diagrams to 
construct nodal diagrams. The diagrammatic summation can be expressed as 
0 0 ~ e-PIP('i 2) 
~ ~ e -Mru) ( N ('i2) + E (r12)) 
e -+ - PQ>(rl2 ) (N('i2)+ E('i2)r e 2! 
The diagrams, {1.1.17}- {1.1.19}, can be summed as follows 
- PQ>( (N +Er J g(lj 2 )=e 1+(N+E)+ 2! + ... 
then from {1.1.16} we have 
on- odal 
o---o 
Nodal 
Figure 1.1.5 - shows the extended C-set, known as the G-set with nodal and 
non-nodal diagrams. 
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{1.1.17} 
{ 1.1.18} 
{1.1.19} 
{ 1.1.20} 
{1.1.21 } 
{ 1.1.22} 
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Following on from van Leeuwen et al an integral equation for N(r12 ) can be obtained. 
This quantity corresponds to the nodal diagrams of the G-set and is determined in 
relation to the non-nodal diagrams of the G-set, X(r12 ) ,and is shown as 
cr--o 
1 2 
o---o--o 
1 3 2 
{1.1.23} 
{ 1.1.24} 
{1.1.25} 
As this summation proceeds, the number of internal points will increase making the 
inside section nodal. This can be represented by the Ornstein-Zeinike relation 
equation 
3 2 I : · N C'i2) = P f {X ('i3) + N(r13 )) X (r32 )dr3 { 1.1 .26} 
(N+X) 
This is completely general and involves no approximations and it is easy to check this 
equation by iteration. As the previous equation is of the convolution type, then by going 
into Fourier space we can obtain the following 
xc~ ) = feik(r, - r, ) ~x(k) 
13 (2nf 
{ 1.1.27} 
{1.1.28} 
{1.1.29} 
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{1.1.30} 
Then we can add the N term back in to gain the right-hand side of the equation for 
N(r12 ) as a Fourier transform. 
{ 1.1.31} 
{1.1.32} 
Taking a Fourier transform of the left-hand side and setting it equal to the right-hand 
side gives us 
N(k) = p ( X(k) + N(k) ).i(k) = pX(k) 2 + pX(k)N(k) 
N(k)( 1- pX(k)) = pX(k)2 
:. N(k) = pX0)
2 
1-pX(k) 
{1.1.33} 
{ 1.1.34} 
{1.1.35} 
{I. L.36} 
The pair distribution function is now found within the HNC scheme by solving the 
following coupled equations 
X(1j2) = h(rl2)- N(rl2) 
N(k) = pX(~)2 
1- pX(k) 
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{1.1.37} 
{ 1.1.38} 
{ 1.1.39} 
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When the calculations are carried out however, there is a problem in that the 
contributions from the elementary diagrams are not available as a function of r. 
Therefore as a first approximation the elementary contribution is set to zero, E(r) =0. 
The first few iterations were covered and starting at the zeroth order we have 
{1.1.40} 
which gives 
X~0) (r) = e -prp(r) - I = j(r) { 1.1.41} 
Here the subscript 0 denotes the fact that E(r) = 0 and from this the radial distribution 
function is given as 
{1.1.42} 
If the Fourier transform is taken in the first order, as X~0l (k) = f(k) then we obtain 
- (0) 2 - . 2 
fvr<ll(k) = pXo_ (k) = pf(~) 
0 1- pX~0l (k) 1- p j(k)' { 1.1.43} 
and the inverse of this transform gives us N~1 l (r) which corresponds to all the nodal 
diagrams attainable by joining single bonds of f (r) in series. This gives an improved 
approximation to X(r12 ) as 
{ 1.1.44} 
This equation corresponds to all the nodal diagrams joined in parallel from the set of 
nodal diagrams that contributes to N~1 l (r). From this iteration we can now gain an 
improved radial distribution function as 
{1.1.45} 
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Jastrow Wave Function 
A. Polls and F. Mazzanti [391 detailed the calculation of the density function for a 
Jastrow wave function [40•411 . A Jastrow-Feenberg wave function is defined as a 
summation of two-body correlations u2 (r, ,r1 ) rs9J 
{1.2.1} 
For a Jastrow wave function our g (rij ) becomes 
{ 1.2.2} 
where: the correlation factor J; (rij ) = ei"2('i, ), dR is the integration over all co-ordinates 
and dR12 is the integration over all co-ordinates except 1 and 2. Here we take it that 
there is a direct Link between the correlation factor, J; (rij ), and the two particle Jastrow 
wave function, 1f(r,1) . Polls and Mazzanti determined that the problem they were 
dealing with was equivalent to the calculation of the distribution function of a classical 
fluid at a fmite temperature given as 
{1.2.3} 
This had already been calculated years earlier by Leeuwen et al and the diagrammatic 
notation had been designed. The parallelism comes from identifying / 2 (rij ) with 
-V(r){,. 
e lff and from here the HNC equations can be derived . A flow chart of the method 
used for the Jastrow wave function can be seen infigure 1.2.1. 
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X(r)=h(r)=J;(r)2 -1 
X(r) = J;(r/eN(r)- N(r)-l 
Fig 1.2.1 - Shows the schematic flow diagram oft he iterative procedzn·e used by 
Polls and Mazzanti. The green arrows indicate a Fourier transform. 
The calculation of the expectation value of the potential energy per particle is gained 
from 
{1.2.4} 
which can be rewritten as 
{ 1.2.5} 
where the last term coincides with the expression for the radial distribution function 
therefore 
{1.2.6} 
For a system that is uniform and homogeneous the radial distribution function, g(r!J ) 
depends on the magnitude of r and is proportional to the probability of fmding two 
particles separated by a distance r. The distribution function is normalised such that 
g('ij)~l as r!J ~ex:>. After changing the variables from (fi , r2 )to ('i r = r2 - r,)and 
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performing the integration oven; we find that the calculation of the potential energy is 
now in terms ofthe two-body radial distribution function [391. 
1 1 J 
-(V)=-p dr V(r)g(r) N 2 { 1.2.7} 
For a simple bosonic system that is expressed through a Jastrow wave function and over 
which a similar change of variables is applied then one arrives at an expression for the 
kinetic energy as 
1 1 n2 
-(T)=-p- Jdr g(r)(-~ln};(r)) 
N 2 2m 
{ 1.2.8} 
These two results can be collected together to give an expression for the total energy of 
a boson fluid described by a Jastrow wave function as 
{ 1.2.9} 
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Alternate Iterative Equations 
With modifications to the original Jastrow wave function, it is possible to derive an 
alternate set of iterative equations by introducing a generalised normalisation integral 
that is dependant on a coefficient f3. This method effectively minimises the total ground 
state energy 
{ 1.3.1} 
with respect to then-particle densities of the system 
{ 1.3.2} 
and gives us a variationally optimised radial distribution function [421 
{1.3.3} 
Now introducing Feenberg's quadratic form 
{ 1.3.4} 
we can show that the right hand side of { 1.3.4} can be expressed as distribution 
functions. If these are correctly generated from the solution to the Schrodinger 
equation, H01f10 = E01f10 , then the right hand side vanishes defining the n-particle Euler 
equation of the system. For Bose systems the wavefunction is a real, positive function 
of co-ordinates such that 
{1.3.5} 
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where the kinetic part of the Hamiltonian can be written as 
{ 1.3.6} 
and the integrand in { 1.3.4} becomes 
If we now introduce a generalised normalisation integral 
{ 1.3.8} 
with the Jackson-Feenberg potential 
{1.3.9} 
The square of the wave function, IJI~, can also be replaced momentarily by a {3-
dependant wave function such that 
{1.3.10} 
Now values such as the radial distribution function, g ( r), and the energy expectation 
values that depend on the wave function become {3-dependant. The original notation is 
still held when f3 is set to zero at the end of the calculation. The total energy of the 
system is then given by 
Eo = _!!_ 10 (.8)1 
d,B P=O 
{1.3.11} 
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and the integrand in {1.3.7} can take the form 
{1.3.12} 
The quadratic equation given in {1.3.4} can now be integrated to give 
(n) ( ) _ d ( . /3)1 h2 ~ 2 ( • ) X lj, ... ,rN --Pn lj, ... ,rN, --LJ V;Pn lj, ... ,rN,O 
d f3 P=O Sm i=t 
{ 1.3.13} 
In the case where n = 2, if the Schrodinger equation is satisfied, then 
{1.3.14} 
and we arrive at the Euler equation for the radial distribution function { 1.3 .3} 
d I tz2 g'(r)=-g(r;/3) =-V2g(r;O) 
d/3 P=O 4m 
{1.3.15} 
For a Jastrow wave function the generalised normalisation integral becomes 
{1.3.16} 
where the generalised radial distribution function is attained by adding the Jastrow 
correlation function into the Jackson-Feenberg potential { 1.3.9}. 
u, (r;p) ~ u, (r )+ p(v(r )- :: V'u, (r )J { 1.3.17} 
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In addition, its ,8-derivative is simply calculated as 
{The ~derivative here is marked with Feenberg 's prime 
notation and should not be confused with the normal 
derivative} 
{ 1.3.18} 
The ,8-derivative ofthe radial distribution function within the HNC scheme is given as 
g'(r) = g(r )(u~ (r )+ N'(r )+ E'(r )), {1.3.19} 
knowing that u2 ( r) = log g ( r)- N ( r)- E ( r) and inserting into { 1.3 .18} we obtain a 
new expression for the ,8-derivative of the radial distribution function 
g'(r) = g(r )(v (r )+ N'(r )+ E'(r )) 
;,2 
--(g(r)V2 logg(r)- g(r){V2 N(r)+ V2 E(r))) 
4m 
{1.3.20} 
From here it is useful to define two new quantities. Firstly the induced potential v;nd is 
given in terms ofthe sum of nodal diagrams and is equivalent to 
{1.3.21} 
The second quantity is the effective potential that arises due to the elementary diagrams 
such that 
{1.3.22} 
With these two new quantities defined and using the identity 
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the Euler equation {1.3.15} can now be written in the form of a zero energy 
Schrodinger equation where ~g(r) plays the role of the wave function 
tz2 
--;;; V2 ~g(r) +(V(r )+ v;nd (r )+ V.rem (r ))~g(r) ~ 0 {1.3.24} 
This however, is not easy to solve due to the fact that V;nd and Vefem depend on the 
solution g(r) making it highly non-linear. This method puts emphasis on the solution 
to the short-range behaviour of the radial distribution function but there is another way 
to solve the Euler equation {1.3.15} with the emphasis on the long-range behaviour. 
We start by defining the effective particle-hole interaction 
{ 1.3.25} 
where X'(r)=g'(r)-N'(r). Now using the logarithmic identity 
g(r )V2 logg(r) = V2g(r )-4( ~g(r) r equation {1.3.20} can now be written in a new 
form by subtracting N' (r) from either side and then inserting the new quantities 
{1.3.21} and {1.3.22} we obtain 
Now when this result is combined with the equation for the particle-hole interaction 
{1.3.25} we obtain 
{ 1.3.27} 
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For a homogeneous system it is often preferable to work with the structure factor S(k) 
in momentum space. The structure factor is defined as the Fourier transform of the 
radial distribution function: S ( k) = I+ p f( g (r) -1 )e;.v dr . Similarly the ,8-derivative of 
the structure factor is S'(k)= p(Jg'(r)e;.vdr). Now the Euler equation {1.3.15} can 
be written in momentum space 
S' ( k) = - 112 k2 ( S ( k) -1) 
4m 
{1.3.28} 
Now making use ofthe Omstein-Zeinike integral equation 
{1.3.29} 
which sums the nodal diagrams N ( r) , and with the direct distribution function, 
X(r) =g(r)-1-N(r) we can solve {1.3.29} to give 
- 1 X(k)=1--S(k) 
Now taking the ,8-derivative and using { 1.3.28} we obtain 
{1.3.30} 
{1.3.31} 
Now we have defined X(k)we can go back to {1.3.25} and derive an expression for 
the Fourier transform of the effective particle-hole interaction 
vp-h ( k) = x' ( k)- 11;~2 x ( k) {1.3.32} 
V (k) = _ n2e (S(k)-1 + S(k)-1) p-h 4m S2 (k) S(k) {1.3.33} 
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{ 1.3.34} 
This can be re-written in terms of the structure factor S ( k) and we obtain the 
Bogoljubov-like form of the Euler equation 
k 
S ( k) = ---;:::=
2 
=4=m=-=( =) 
k + tz2 vp-h k 
{1.3.35} 
We still however, need to calculate the induced potential arising from the nodal 
diagrams Vint~defined in {1.3.21}. Using equation {1.3.30} we get 
_( )- (s(k)-1)2 
N k - S(k) {1.3.36} 
Now upon taking the ,8-derivative and making use of equations { 1.3.28} and { 1.3.30} 
we are left with 
it ( k) = S' ( k)- X' ( k) = - tz2 k2 ( s ( k) -1 t ( s ( k) + 1) 
4m 8 2 (k) · { 1.3.37} 
Now if we insert these into the equation for Vind {1.3.21} we obtain the Fourier 
transfonn for the induced potential as 
fl;nd ( k) = N' ( k)- tz2 k 2 if ( k) 
4m 
{1.3.38} 
{1.3.39} 
{1.3.40} 
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Now we have obtained an expression for the induced potential we are left with a set of 
self-consistent equations { 1.3.27} { 1.3.34} { 1.3.40} that can be solved iteratively. 
s ( k) = ----;==2 =4=~=-=( =) 
k + n? vp-h k 
{1.3.41} 
{1.3.42} 
;,_2 2 
V p-h ( r) = g ( r) (V ( r) + ~!em ( r)) + ( g ( r) -1) V;nd ( r) + 
4
m (V~ g ( r)) {1.3.43} 
This is an alternative method of calculating the pair distribution function g (r) and can 
be used as a comparison with the Jastrow method that we have already used. If we start 
by assuming a trial radial distribution function g(r) and, via a Fourier transform, gain 
its basic structure factor S ( k) we can start the iterative procedure. To obtain the 
improved radial distribution function we simply Fourier transform the structure factor 
S ( k) that has been iterated upon. 
I g(r) 
.t. ~ 
""' 
7 
l S(k) 1 J J l 
y vp-h ( k) J 
Loughborough University 
~nd (k) 1 J 
I 
l 
I 
vind (r) J l 
Vp-h (r) r-
29 
Fig. 1.3.1 - Shows the 
schematic outlay of the new 
set of self-consistent 
equations. The green lines 
represent Fourier 
transforms. 
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Trial Model 
With the Pair Correlation technique it is possible to continue the iterations as the 
equations will eventually converge giving an accurate model of the many-body system. 
The next step is to try this technique on a trial function where the outcome is known and 
the result can be validated. For example, we wi11 take a simple mathematical model that 
is proportional to distance such as q1(r) =a lxl. The absolute value of x is taken as the 
function must be symmetrical aboutx = 0 . This has to be normalised and as such the 
normalising condition for our trial function is set as 
p J(g(r)-l)dr = -1 = p J-e-alxl dx = -1 
Normalised Function 
g(x) lritici Function 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
r-----~------~----~------~----~ X 
2 4 6 8 10 
{2.1.1} 
Figure 2.1.1 - Shows the 
initial normalised function 
from where the iterations 
start. 
This gives us our initial g (x) -1 to start the iteration with. 
X (X) = h (X) = g (X) -1 = -e -alxl {2.1.2} 
From here a Fourier transform is applied to gain an equation for X ( k) 
X { k) = 1 eikx ( -e -ai~ ) dx = _ ( J eikx+ax dx + 1 eikx-ax dx) 
-<0 -<0 0 
{2.1.3} 
X(k)=(-1 ___ 1_)=- 2a 
ik-a ik+a e +a2 {2.1.4} 
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Now we have the equation for X ( k) we can obtain N ( k) and from there an inverse 
Fourier transform can give the correction due to the sum of nodal diagrams in the first 
iteration. 
( )
2 
-2a 
N(k)= p k2+a2 
I+ p( 22a 2) 
k +a 
{2.1.5} 
{2.1.6} 
It is evident that this equation will encounter singularities or poles when k nears a 
critical value determined by a or p. Due to this the inverse Fourier transform can be 
dealt with using a technique known as Complex Variable Method in which the sum of 
the residues calculated at the poles will give the value of the integral. 
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Complex Variable Method 
Before I address the complex variable theory 1 shall first go over some background 
required to gain an understanding of the method involved and how it has come about. 
The first theorem I would like to outline is the Cauchy Integral Theorem. This states 
that if we have a function f ( z ) that is analytic in a region R then the line integral 
{2.2.1} 
for any closed contour that is contained in R. The complex residue theorem allows us to 
evaluate a contour integral for any contour in the complex plane relying on the 
properties of a few points inside the contour. If we take a function that is analytic the 
Laurent series is given as 
00 
f ( z) = I a, ( z- Zo r {2.2.2} 
If we now integrate this term by term using a closed contour, y, that encloses zo we 
obtain 
f f ( Z) dz = f a, f ( Z - Zo r dz {2.2.3} 
r n=-co r 
{2.2.4} 
From the previously discussed Cauchy Integral Theorem we require the first and last 
terms to vanish so we are left with 
JJ( z )dz = a_1 J_:!:__ , z-z r r o {2.2.5} 
where a_1 is the complex residue. If we use the contour z =re,>= eu + z0 then we obtain 
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f dz 
2
J" ie1' dt 2 . --= - 11-= nz , 
r z- Zo o e 
{2.2.6} 
therefore we have 
fl( z )dz = 2nia_1 {2.2.7} 
r 
If the contour encloses multiple poles we gain 
J I ( z) dz = 2ni I Res I ( z) , 
r aEA z-+a 
{2.2.8} 
where A is a set of poles that are enclosed by the contour y. This method allows us to 
expand the pole with the use of complex numbers into the complex plane. The value of 
the integral can be obtained by calculating the residues at the poles then summing them 
together. 
We now know that the residue of a function I ( z ) at a simple pole z = z0 is equal to the 
a.1 coefficient in the Laurent expansion of I ( z) . Now, for example, if we take 
l(z) = ~+ a0 + a1 (z-z0 )+a2 (z -z0 ) 2 + ... , 
z-z0 
{2.2.9} 
and multiply it by (z = zo), then take the limit as z ~ z0 we obtain 
iim(z-z0 )l(z)=a_1 = Residueofl(z) 
Z-4Zo 
{2.2.10} 
ez 
If we take an example function such as I ( z) = 2 2 and expand the poles with z +a 
complex numbers we obtain 
ez 
f ( z) = ...,....( z-+-ia_)_( z---ia...,...) {2.2. 1 1} 
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This has two simple poles at z = ±ia and if we now take the limit we obtain 
z 
Hm(z-ia)f(z) = lim ( e . ) 
z~1a z~la z + 10 2ia 
{2.2.12} 
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Trial Model Continued 
If we now go back to our trial model where the inverse Fourier transform had left us 
with 
{2.3.1} 
It can be seen here that we have four poles. Two of which are positive and two of 
which are negative. We only need evaluate two of them but we have to make sure we 
take either both positive or both negative. The first is k 2 = -a 2 and the second is 
k2 = -f3 2 where /32 = a 2 + 2pa. The poles are then expanded with the use of complex 
numbers so that we have 
N(x)=-1 } 4pa2e-ilcc dk 
21r _
00 
( k + ia )( k- ia )(k + if3)( k- i/3) {2.3.2} 
These poles are depicted infigure 2.3.1. When the integral is to be calculated there will 
be two complex poles from each original pole. Each is equal and opposite so for the 
correct value of the integral we must take the two positive poles or the two negative 
poles but never one of each. 
Imk 
Fig. 2. 3.1 - depicts the poles 
that we shall evaluate and sum 
the residues. 
We shall now use the complex variable method to evaluate this integral 
<Xl f f ( k )e-;1ccdk = 2Jri( Res (ia) +Res (i/3)), {2.3.3} 
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where Res- residue of the pole in the complex plane. The first pole we shall address is 
at k = ia and it is quite clear that as e ---+ -a1 this pole will tend to zero and give our 
singularity. The pole can then be expanded with the use of complex numbers and the 
residue may be calculated as follows 
4pa1e1Ja 
Res(ia) = ( k + ia )( k -ia )( k+ if3)(k - i/3) k=ta 
4 pa 2ei(ia)x Res ( ia ) = ---:--'--------:-:---~ 
2ia (ia + ifJ)(ia - ifJ) 
4 pa 2e-ax 
2ia({J 2- a 2) 
{2.3.4} 
{2.3.5} 
The second pole can be treated in much the same manner by expanding with complex 
numbers and then substituting back in to the inverse Fourier transform 
The value of the integral we wish to calculate is now given as 
Therefore the inverse Fourier transfonn upon N ( k) has given 
Now if we re-substitute back in for f3 we have 
N(x) =( e-alxl _ ra e==-lxi=Ja=2+1==pa J 
~a1 +2pa 
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The completion of the first iteration leads to an improvement on the original interaction 
as 
{2.3.11} 
A further Fourier transform upon g ( x) will give the structure factor of the system 
S ( k). Now the first iteration is complete it can be applied again to further correct the 
imperfections in the model. An improved X ( x) can be gained from N ( x) by means of 
the following equation 
(
- aj>j ae~J 
e -I~Ja2+2pa 
X(x)=(-e -alxj +l)e Ja2+2pa -[e-alxl _ae J-1 ~a2 + 2pa {2.3.12} 
The iteration may now be carried out again to gain a further improved model but the 
complexity of the equations encountered will make them difficult to evaluate 
analytically. A plot ofthe improved g(x) calculated is shown infigure 2.3.2. 
g(x) lritia/ & 1st lteraion 
~----~--------------~------~----~ X 
2 4 6 8 10 
Fig 2.3.2 - Shows the 
initial radial 
distribution function in 
orange and the 
improvement after the 
first iteration in red. 
From here further iterations must be carried out to see if the function converges. If it 
does not converge then there is an error in the earlier calculations that must be found. 
However, further iterations will become very complex analytically so a numerical 
method may be applied to test for convergence. If a program can be constructed to 
carry out the iterations to the desired accuracy it can be seen if the numerical values 
converge to a single value. 
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Numerical Fourier Routine 
Before we proceed to program the routines for our HNC equations, we shall first 
evaluate the Fourier transform technique analytically then numerically to see if our 
chosen algorithm holds. For a symmetric function that satisfies f (x) = f ( -x) then we 
have 
"' -<0 f f ( x) e;~a dx = - f f (-y) e -tky dy ..... { x = - y} {3.1.1} 
-<0 0 
- f f(y)e -tkydy= f f(y)e 1kydy {3 .1.2} 
0 
"' 0 
:. fJ( x)etJadx= f !(-x)etiady {3. 1.3} 
0 
Now here we can check our analytical solution to the Fourier transform by performing 
the calculations on both sides of the origin. Proof {3.1.3} states that the solutions 
gained on either side should be the same and this will be our check. Now if we assume 
a simple g ( x) to perform the discrete transform on such 
g(x)=x-I } 
g(-x)=-x-1 O::;x::;l {3.1.4} 
Now if we take the positive x-range the calculation becomes 
l I I 
f( x -l)etia dx = Jxetia dx- fe tia dx {3.1.5} 
0 0 
[ X tla f) ikx]l [ 1 1/a ]l -e - -e - -e ik ik 0 ik 0 {3.1.6} 
' etk 1 I f( x-l)e1iadx = - - -+-
0 e k2 ik • 
{3.1.7} 
and simi larly in the negative x-range we have 
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0 0 0 f{ -x-l)e1kxdx =- J xe1kxdx- fe 1kx dx 
- 1 - 1 - 1 
[-;-efh + J~efh] 0 -[~e;.tt]0 zk zk _1 zk _1 
0 - ik l 1 
f(-x-1)e 'kxdx= ek2 -/1- ik 
- I 
3.1 - umerical Fourier 
{3 .1.8} 
{3.1 .9} 
{3.1.10} 
{3.1.11} 
When {3.1.7} and {3.1.11} are summed we obtain the real, non-complex, value of the 
Fourier transform. If the slope of the straight line is altered along with integration limits 
it can be shown that for a gradient of Ij n , integrated from zero to n we obtain 
2cos(nk) 2 
nk2 ne 
{3.1.12} 
Now {3.1.12} is a Fourier transform of a function that intersects x = 0 at y = -I and 
tends to zero as x increases. This is very similar to the g ( x) -1 function that becomes 
the structure factor. In fact all we are missing is a multiplication factor p, which is the 
density determined from the area under g ( x) -1. This gives us an analytical expression 
for structure factor between 0 and n giving 
( ) _ ( 2 cos ( nk) __ 2 J Sk-I+ 22 22 
n k n k 
{3.1.13} 
This can now be used as a validation technique for the numerical transform. Different 
gradients for g ( x) -I have been plotted along with the analytical structure factors . 
These have then been compared with a simple numerical Fourier routine where we 
simply take the real numeric values from the integral. This is shown infigure 3.1.1. 
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4 
3.1 - Numerical Fourier 
Fig 3. 1. 1 - Shows the 
numerical structure 
factor in blue and the 
analytical in red 
forn = 5. 
This shows that the simple numerical evaluation is accurate, but only over a discrete 
range. Although this evaluation gives the same result as the discrete range analytical 
evaluation it is most probable that it is not true for the full range transform that we wish 
to take. One solution is to extend the range far beyond any characteristics of the 
functions i.e.- oo. This however, gives rise to another limitation, in that if we are to do 
this then computing time can become very large and in fact if we are to gain a perfect 
transform then we must tend to infinity in x-space, therefore our computing time tends 
to infinity. A method for getting round this problem is introducing an analytical tail to 
the numerical function that will take over the integration from some cut point to 
infmity. It will allow a full range integration to be carried out without drastically 
increasing the computing time and the method is outlined in the next section. 
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Analytical Tail 
The previous algorithm calculated the Fourier transform by breaking the function into 
points then performing the numerical routines on them before interpolating these points 
into a simpler polynomial expressions. This method of breaking the function into 
( x, y) co-ordinates means the computer has to deal with every point separately, 
severely limiting the range of evaluation and ruling it out altogether. It was then 
thought to introduce an analytical tail that would take over the infmite range evaluation 
from some cut point xn. This would work by taking the discrete range integration and 
adding the transform of the tail to gain the full range evaluation. The tail function T ( x) 
had the form 
T(x) = -C e-~, {3.2.1} 
where C and A. are constants calculated from the boundary conditions. These boundary 
conditions include the gradient of the line the tail connects with and the actual value of 
the function, f ( x) , it is joining with at C. The constants were calculated as 
/( Xn) = -C e _xi, f(xn_2) = -C e _x,_~ 
j (X ) -x,+xn-2 
-'--~n.:....t...,-= e ;. 
f(xn-2 ) 
C __ f(x, ) 
- e-x~ 
{3.2.2} 
{3 .2.3} 
{3.2.4} 
{3.2.5} 
The tail has been introduced to take over the Fourier transform from x, to infmity so 
the tail itself must be transformed analytically. The analytical integration will take both 
the negative and positive range integration and then cancel the imaginary parts to gain a 
real function . 
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{3.2.6} 
{3.2.7} 
{3.2.8} 
- x., CA, - x., (ik+l/2) 
-C J e"(ik+l/-' ldx = __ e __ _ 
_,., (ik-1 + 1) {3.2.9} 
These two results from {3.2.7} and {3.2.9}combine to give 
{3.2.10} 
The complex parts can be expanded into trigonometric variables and cancelled to give 
-2Ck_xi (cos(kx, )-kA-sin(kx, )) 
eA? +1 
{3.2.11} 
as the Fourier transform of our tail function from the cut point x, to infinity. 
This could now be used inside the program to give us a full-range integration. To test 
this we applied the transform to a straight line with an analytical tail then applied the 
inverse, also adopting the tail method the resulting function should match the straight 
line we started with . Also by adjusting the gradient and therefore the range of the 
numerical routine we can test the algorithm and see if it has any limiting factors. The 
results from this testing are shown in figure 3. 2.1. 
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-1 
-1 
-1 
g(x)-1 with 'Tail' 
,-------~----~~~-------- X 4 
g(x)-1 with 'Tail' 
,-----~~----~~~------- X 
10 
-1 
-1 
Comparison 
- 0.8 
Comparison 
-0.9 , 
Comparison 
Fig. 3.2.1 - Left: The simple straight line g ( x ) - 1 in orange and the tail 
function in blue. Right: Shows the original function g ( x ) - 1 in orange and 
the result of the transform and inverse Fourier transform in red. 
The resuJts here show that as the range of the numerical transform increases, so to does 
the accuracy in the overall transform. When the range of integration is below 5 the 
inverse differs greatly but as we increase towards 10 we see great improvements in the 
accuracy. As we increase the range further still the accuracy improves, but the rate at 
which it does decreases giving us a balance between accuracy and computing time. As 
a final test, the algorithm was run with an exponential function similar to a simple wave 
function to evaluate its ability to transform a function that is not as basic as a straight 
line. The results are shown injigure 3.2.2. 
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-1 
- 1 
Comparison 
- 1 
g(x)-1 & 'Tail' Comparison 
10 
-1 
Fig. 3. 2. 2 - On the left we have our g ( x)- 1 function with an analytical tail to CXl. On the 
right we have the original g ( x) -1 function in orange and the returned .function after the 
transform in green. 
ln figure 3.2.2 we can see that as we increase the range of the numerical integration the 
accuracy increases but here we still have a considerable error at the intersect which 
would accumulate as the iterations are performed. To gauge whether the error is in the 
numerical routine or in the tail we can go to the limit x ~ 0 with a simple exponent 
g(x)-1 =-e-~ {3.2.12} 
and evaluate both the numerics and the tail in thjs limit. The analytical expression for 
this is shown with {3.2.13} where E is very small and almost equal to 0 
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' -2£ 
As we have gone to the limit x ~ 0 then in {3.2.11} the trigonometric terms vanish and 
we are left with the simpler equation between the yellow arrows. Notice that the C 
coefficient is missing, this is due to the fact that in this case it is equal to I and not 
needed. As we have taken E to be very small then this transform should be equivalent to 
the full range transform ofthe tail {3.2.1}. 
{3.2.13} 
which ask~ 0 
-2A. = -2£- 2A.e -~ {3.2.14} 
These values agree very well within their limits and it is not apparent where the error is 
coming from. It seems that the transform itself is working very well and any error that 
we are seeing in the returned function must be coming from the inverse transform. 
The inverse transform is calculated in the same way as the transform is calculated, by 
extrapolating the function with a simple exponent. However in k-space the curve 
{3.2.13} follows the form of a e function and not an exponential. With this in mind 
we should perform an analytical inverse transform on our tail function {3.2.11} in k-
space to gain an accurate in verse transform and eliminate our error. However { 3 .2.11 } 
has 1(2 as a denominator which makes the analytical inverse almost impossible, so to 
work our way around this problem we shall take the full range transform of the 
analytical tail, which we know will inverse transform back to our original tail {3.2.1}, 
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and subtract the region that corresponds to the numerical transform to gain our inverse. 
A schematic of this procedure is shown infigure 3.2.3. 
Xn 
.-------+-------~----~~------~ k 
----- ------
The full range transform of {3.2.1 } is calculated as 
Fig. 3.2.3 - shows 
the foil range 
transform of {3.2.1} 
in red and the 
numerical transform 
in blue, bound by the 
limits Xn. 
{3.2.15} 
and this will inverse back to our original {3.2.1} without any nasty calculations. When 
we now carry out our inverse transform we shall add our numerical inverse to the tail 
function {3.2.1} and then subtract the numerical transform of {3 .2.15} in the range 0 to 
X 
00 
-2/LC Xn -2/LC · 
Inverse = Numerica1J0" + J 2 2 e'kx dk- J 2 2 e'kx dk 
0 k/t +1 0 k/L +1 
{3.2.16} 
Although this seems to 'work on paper" it does not seem to give any accurate results as 
there are problems getting the e tail to fit properly and tend to I at large k. We have 
now exhausted most avenues of approach to this problem without it becoming 
unnecessarily difficult and from here we will now turn to the Discrete Fourier 
transform to try gain accurate results. 
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Fourier Transform of Discretely Sampled Data 
If function f(x) is sampled then its value is recorded at evenly spaced intervals, ~. in 
x-space ~. 
!, = f(n~) n= ..... -2, -1, 0, 1, 2 .... . {3.3.1} 
The reciprocal of the x-space interval, ~. is the sampling rate and if ~ is measured in 
metres then the sampling rate is the number of samples recorded per metre. 
For any sampling interval there is a special frequency kc called the Nyquist Critical 
Frequency and is given as 
k =-1 
c 2~ {3.3.2} 
Therefore if a sine wave, with a frequency equal to that of the Nyquist frequency, is 
sampled at its positive peak then its next sample point will be at its negative peak and so 
on. With this in mind x is usually measured in units of the sampling interval :. kc = 1/2 
Now we move to estimate the Fourier transform of a function from a fmite number of 
sampled points, which is ideally how we would like to operate given that our previous 
problems have come from the fact that the transform is meant to be taken over the full 
range, - oo ~ oo . Suppose we haveN consecutive sampled points 
a=O, 1, 2, 3, .... , N-l {3.3.3} 
If h(x) is non-zero over a finite range then that whole range should be contained in the 
N points. If however the function in infinite then the sample points should at least be 
typical of h(x) at all other times. 
With N numbers of input we can only get N output values so instead of estimating 
h ( k) at all k in the range- kc ~ k ~ kc, we seek estimates only at discrete values 
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k = _!!_ 
" NI:!. 
{3.3.4} 
where the limiting values of n correspond to the Nyquist critical frequency. These two 
limiting values are not independent but equal. 
The Fourier transfonn and inverse transfonn are given by 
"" h ( k) = f h ( x) e2" 1a dx {3.3.5} 
"" 
h ( x) = J h ( k) e -2mh dk , {3.3 .6} 
respectively. Now this can be rewritten as 
"" h ( k,) = f h ( x) e21r1k".r dx {3.3.7} 
N- l 
h ( k,. ) ~ L)ae2;riknxa /:!.. {3.3.8} 
a=O 
h(k,. ) = /:!..Iha/ITiafN {3.3 .9} 
a=O 
Now we have a set of complex numbers, H 11 ' s which can be gained from mapping the 
ha ' s into N complex numbers as 
N-l 2~rlanl 
H ="he IN 
" L..J a 
a=O 
{3.3.10} 
This relation does not depend on any dimensional parameters such as!:!... However the 
relationship between the discrete Fourier transform of a set of numbers and the 
continuous Fourier transform when taken as samples of a continuous function sampled 
at an interval~:!. is given as 
iz(k )~m n n {3.3.11} 
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Up to this point we have taken the n-range to be that of {3.3.4} but we can see that 
{3.3.10} is actually periodic in n with a period of N. This means that 
H_11 = HN-n with n = 0, 1, 2 .... With this in mind we can let n in H11 vary from 0 toN 
- 1 then n and a vary exactly over the same range so the mapping of numbers is true. 
Now having transformed a set of discrete numbers we will need an inverse which will 
recover the set of ha ' s exactly from the H" ' sand is given as 
{3 .3.12} 
The only difference here is a negative sign in the exponent and a factor of 1/ N. This 
means the algorithm used to gain the Fourier transform can easily be adapted to gain the 
inverse transform. 
Aliasing 
In sampling theorem it is necessary to have no power at frequencies above the Nyquist 
critical frequency. If a function has then it is not bandwidth limited and these powers 
are "folded over" back onto the range or aliased (falsely translated) by the very act of 
the discrete sampling. The power found at a frequency vk + va will appear at vk - va 
c c 
and a frequency at 2vkc will be found at 0 etc. There is little we can do to negate this 
aliasing when the function has been sampled and therefore have to adjust the sampling 
rate accordingly or apply some kind of low-pass filter to the function before it is 
sampled. When a function has been properly sampled then we can estimate its Fourier 
transform from the discrete samples and this should be equal to zero outside the Nyquist 
frequency. We can then use this to see if the original function has been sampled 
correctly, aliasing minimised, as the transform should be approaching 0 at its limits. If 
the transform is converging to some finite value then the chances are that components 
outside of the range have been folded over onto the critical range. 
Now if we use a simple exponent function we can analyse the sampling theorem 
analytically to get a feel for how it operates. 
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IN-I 2trlan/ -xal H = e IN e i'.t 
" a=O 
H, = i: e a(2m1N-%) 
a=O 
N-1 H,=L:Xa 
a=O 
{ 
2;rii,_ -~ X=e N .t, 
which can be expressed as 
N-1 ( I- X N J 1-( e2" 1" e -l\N~A ) I xa = 1 X = _....:_(_2_m-_nl---tJ--7-) 
a=O - J- e I N e 7A 
{3.3.13} 
{3.3. 14} 
{3.3.1 5} 
{3.3.16} 
The numerator of {3.3.1 6} is quite easily simplified as the imaginary exponent of any 
integer multiple of 2n is equal to unity 
{3.3.17} 
The denominator of {3.3.16} is separated as follows 
I l 
1- ( e 2"% e -~ ) = 1- e -~ (cos ( 2mfN ) + i sin ( 2nfN )) {3.3.1 8} 
1 _ 1- e -% ( cos(2nfN )+ isin (2nfN )) 
t-( /"% e -~ ) - (t -e -~ cos(2nfN) r -e-2% sin 2 (2nfN) {3.3. 19} 
{3 .3.19} can now be separated into imaginary and real values giving the real part of the 
discrete Fourier transform as 
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H = (I -e -6NfA ) (I -e -% cos ( 2tr%,)) 
n (J-e-% cos(2trfH) r -e-2% sin 2 (2nfN) {3.3.20} 
By multiplying through by the density, p of the system and adding 1 we will have the 
structure factor of the system and this can then be calculated for different sampling 
intervals and numbers of points to gauge how it reacts. 
The full range transform for a simple exponent is shown in {3 .2.15}, however this was 
calculated without a factor of 2n in the transform exponent and to make it relevant to 
the discrete transform we shall do the calculation again to gain a continuous structure 
factor function for comparison to the discrete transform. 
00 --jxl/ 
ii(k)=- Je h dx 
-00 
00 0 
ii(k)=- Je-~ dx - J e~ dx 
0 -oo 
- - 2..1. 
h ( k) = -47f_2_k_2 ..1._2_+_1 
{3 .3.21} 
{3.3.22} 
{3.3.23} 
As we have taken the integral over the whole of space the density is given asp= X 
and the structure factor of this system is 
{3.3.24} 
When {3 .3.23} and {3.3.20} are compared it becomes apparent that the analytical 
transform is twice that of summation {3.3.20}. This is due to the fact that we have 
taken the transform of a symmetric function so the value of the integral hould be 
doubled and {3.3.11} becomes 
h(k, ):::: 2Mf, {3 .3.25} 
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Also however, when both the analytical expressions are compared we see that they are 
dependant on the sampling interval,~. This is shown infigure 3.3.1 and we can see that 
as the sampling interval is decreased then {3.3.20} agrees with the true analytical 
expression {3.3.23} as more points are sampled and we get a better approximation of 
the full range transform. 
S(k ) Structure Factor, S(k ) 
1 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
6 8 10 
- 0.2 
Fig. 3.3.1 - Shows the increase of accuracy from blue to orange as we decrease the 
value of the sampling interval~ 
k 
As we can see in figure 3. 3.1, the structure factor gained from the numerical calculation 
approaches the exact analytical result as the split width between data points !). 
decreases. 
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Programming the DFT Routine 
Now we have a discrete Fourier transform that gives us a good estimate of the full range 
transform that we need. From here we now need to adopt this routine into our code to 
calculate the two-body radial distribution function. 
In equation {3.3 .10} the Hn values are gained from summing all points from 
a = 0, 1, 2 ... , N - 1 for a specific value of n. This summation over a. and n can be 
calculated using a vector matrix multiplication where the ha points, in vector form , are 
multiplied by a Transform Matrix such as 
{3.4.1} 
As the ranges a = 0, l, 2 ... , N -1 and n =-Nh , ....... , Nh are equal then this transform 
matrix is square and can easily be flipped to be used as the inverse transform matrix. 
Figure 3.4.1-3 shows the results from transforming a simple exponent function to gain 
its structure factor and then the comparison between the original function and that of the 
inverse transform, which should yield our original function . 
g(x}-1 Initial g(x )-1 
0.2 0.4 0.6 
- 1 
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which we start 
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Fig. 3.4.2 - shows the 
analytical transform in 
orange and discrete 
transform points in red 
JL.-..--~--~---~--~--~k 
2 4 6 
g(x)-1 Initial & Returned 
8 10 Fig. 3.4.3 - shows the 
original function in 
~----~~~=----------------- X 1 orange and the return 0.4 0.6 0.8 
-0.2 from the inverse 
transform in blue. 
- 0.4 
-0.6 
-0.8 
-1 
As it can be seen in figure 3. 4. 2 the discrete points do not match perfectly with the 
analytical transform and this is due to 11 being too large. The mapping of the complex 
numbers in to the Hn 'sand back into the ha 's however seems to be working very well 
as there is little difference at all between the initial function and the return from the 
inverse transform (Fig 3.4.3). This matrix for this calculation, however, can become 
very large and awkward for the computer to handle in its memory, especially when the 
sampling interval is decreased to gain an accurate function in k-space. The calculation 
can be simplified if we do not transform into all the n points, just a few to gain a picture 
of our transform, and plot them in k-units 
{3.4.2} 
However if we do not sum from n = - ~ , ....... , ~ then our matrix will not be square 
and cannot be used for the inverse transform. To gain our inverse transform we can fit a 
curve to our points in k-space from which we can then sample, as we did for the 
transform, giving us our inverse transform. If the curve in k-space is sampled at an 
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interval 11k which is chosen so that the number of points is equal to the number of 
points in x-space then the same transform matrix can be used for both the transform and 
the inverse transform if 
11 k = k max;N, 
xmax 
{3.4.3} 
where kmax and xmax are the limits of the transform in k and x-space respectively. As 
we are performing another transform in k-space and not the inverse given in {3.3.12} 
then we do not need our factor of ~ or the negative sign in the exponent as we are not 
trying to map our H, 's back into our ha 's. To gain our inverse we apply exactly the 
same rules as to our transform 
{3.4.4} 
where 
{3.4.5} 
In the program we need to set kmax and xmax so that they both encompass a section of 
the function that is a true representation throughout all space so that an accurate 
transform can be acquired. Therefore if we have a function that rapidly decreases to 
zero in x-space we will have a function in k-space that gradually decreases to zero and 
we will need a much larger k-range to encompass it. Also, from {3.4.2} and {3.4.3} we 
can see that the range from which we transfer, N/.1 or NI':.* , affects the spacing between 
the points. This means that if we increase our range from which we are transforming 
then the point spacing will be tighter but in doing so we reduce the range from which 
we can transform into. Upon transforming a function from x-space to k-space, the point 
spacing will be ~1.1 and the function will have a range 0 ~ k ma(x max. As was 
discussed in section {3.3}, the sampling interval, 1.1, affects the accuracy of the 
transform itself so we have to make sure that as we are changing our ranges and 
adopting a new sampling interval to accommodate the use of one transform matrix we 
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are not losing accuracy. From here I shall show the Fourier transforms and inverses in 
figure 3.4.4 & 5 of; i) slowly changing exponent and ii) sharply changing exponent. 
These will transform to give a slowly changing function with a large range and a 
quickly changing function with a small range respectively and should demonstrate the 
accuracy of the Fourier transform technique used. 
~----------~~------------x 50 
- 1 
g{.'C)-1 Initial and Returned 
DUIJ/ 9 lXJ-l 
.._.__ ~x 
0.1 0.15 0.2 
- 0.6 
- 0.8 
- 1 
g(x)-1 Initial lllld Rr!tumed 
- 0.2 
- 0.4 
- 0.8 
- 1 
0.1 0.15 
X 
0.2 
FT Fourier TtanSionn of g(X)-1 
- 4 
- 6 
- 8 
- 10 
- 12 
- 14 
i) Fig. 3.4.4 - shows a s/O'tvly changing initial 
function sampled at ~=0.01 which still yields 
an accurate shmply changing transform. (DFT 
- red, Analytical - purple). Finally have 
initial and returned .functions ( b.k = 0.0002 ). 
- 0.02 
ii} Fig. 3.4.5 - shows sharply changing exponent 
sampled at ~ = 0.0001 which yields a slowly 
changing function in k-space that still agrees 
with the analytics. The inverse used ~* = 0.125 
and still returned the initial function. 
The previous figure shows that as long as the sampling interval is small compared with 
the range of the transform then the resu lt will be accurate. It shows that a change in 
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range or sampling interval does not affect the accuracy as long as we are aware of how 
the function behaves and can effectively sample it. This will allow us to utilise just the 
single matrix to perform our transforms and cut down computing resources without fear 
of losing accuracy in the result. 
This new DFT algorithm now needs to be worked into the HNC equations to gain our 
radial distribution functions and structure factors for a one-dimensional Bose gas. After 
F ourier transforming our initial g ( x) -1 function it has to be operated upon in k-space 
to gain the correction terms to our two-body function before it is inverted to give the 
corrections in x-space. As long as we are aware of the range of the x and k functions we 
can modify our xmax and kmax so that, in all cases, we are transforming a true 
representation of the function in all space and getting an accurate result. 
Pre-Programmed Algorithm 
The Wolfram software, Mathematica, has its own Fourier sub-routine defined similarly 
to our own matrix operation. The in-built operation utilises what is known as a Fast 
Fourier Transform that uses the symmetry properties of matrices to minimise the 
number of calculations and therefore further decrease computation times. This has been 
run along side our own algorithm and was found to deliver the same results but with far 
shorter computing times. Now we have a numerical Fourier Transform method that 
delivers accurate results with an acceptable computation time and can be worked into 
the framework of the HNC equations. This will allow us to iterate our system to high 
levels of convergence. We can also incorporate loops in the programs structure so we 
can effectively scan through the variable parameters of the system being studied and 
gain radial distribution functions. These results can be stored into graphics arrays and 
plotted when all the results are complied. 
Before we carry on and evaluate complex systems with this technique I shall firstly 
show the analytical and numerical results for the first iterati.on in the HNC scheme for 
the simple exponent function outlined in {2.1.2}. 
Figures 3.4. 6 & 7 show the functions X ( k) and N ( x) respectively after the first 
iteration ofthe HNC scheme is carried out. 
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k 
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Figures 3.4.6 & 3.4. 7 - show 
the analytically calculated 
functions in red and the 
numerical counterparts in 
blue. We can see they overlap 
perfectly to the eye and 
converge to very accurate 
levels as the number of points 
is increased 
r---~----------------~------._______ X 
2 3 4 5 
We can see that the numerical routine exactly matches the analytical expression for the 
first iteration in the simple exponent model. Now all that is left is to leave the routine 
to iterate until convergence is reached. The convergence is determined as the absolute 
difference between the density in the previous and current iteration. The routine will 
then run until this convergence falls below a set percentage. The results for a fully 
converged simple exponent system are show in Figures 3.4.8 onwards. 
5 
Oxr.lerged N(x) 
- 1 4 
- 2 
3 
- 3 
-4 
-5 
-6 
- 7 6 8 
Fig 3. 4. 8 & 3. 4. 9 - show the converged X ( k) and N ( x) sets respectively. 
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Fig 3.4.10 and 3.4.1 1 - both show the radial distribution functions attained from the HNC scheme, 
although they are plotted with different ranges. The dashed lines show the initial radial distribution 
functions before they are iterated upon. 
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Fig 3.4.12 & 13 -show the convergence of the HNC scheme. Each iteration brings about a new density 
calculation and these results show haw that density value converged. 
The simple exponent function {2.1.1} has been iterated upon in the numerical HNC 
scheme to within 0.001% as shown injigure 3.4.12. This effectively means that there is 
less than 0.001% change in the one-dimensional density between successive iterations. 
The functions in .figures 3.4.8 & 9 represent the X-set of possible diagrams to construct 
nodal diagrams and the N-set of nodal diagrams respectively. The nodal diagram 
contribution can then be incorporated into the existing two-body function to give us our 
many-body radial distribution functions shown in figures 3.4.1 0 & 11. It seems that in 
this simple mathematical test function we have two distinct radial di.stribution functions 
emerge when we iterate to convergence. This is also shown in the convergence pattern 
as functions in the middle of our variable range take far longer to converge. As this is 
purely a mathematical test on the algorithms used and there is no real physical meaning 
or system to apply this to then I shall halt further discussion of the results. 
The simple exponent used in {2.1.2} is known as discontinuous function due to the 
discontinuity in the gradient as we approach the origin from either side. At this point 
we do not have a smooth change in gradient but if we simply square the x term in the 
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exponent,g(x)=l-e-Px2 , we will have a continuous function. The results for such a 
continuous function in the HNC scheme are shown in Figures 3.4.14 -19. 
Corr.lerged X (k ) 
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Fig 3. 4.14 & 3. 4.15 - show the converged X ( k) and N ( x) sets respectively. 
The above figures show the contribution from the set of all possible diagrams and the 
nodal diagrams that are summed from the possible set. The colour code red to blue 
represents high to low one-dimensional densities respectively. 
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Fig 3.4.16 and 3.4.17- both show the radial distributionfunctions attainedfrom the HNC scheme, 
although they are plotted with different ranges. The dashed lines show the initial radial distribution 
functions before they are iterated upon. 
Again we see two distinct functions to which all curves converge to in the plots of the 
radial distribution functions. The continuous function used here g ( x) = 1- e -Px2 shows 
the same instability in the mid region as the discontinuous function g ( x) = 1-e -alxl _ 
This variational technique we have used has picked up what would be a phase change in 
our systems if they had physical meaning. 
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Fig 3.4.18 & 19- show the convergence of the HNC scheme. Each iteration brings about a new density 
calculation and these results show how that density value converged 
The above plots display the convergence of the one-dimensional density in this 
continuous mathematical test system. The colour code red to blue again represents high 
to low density and we see that densities above some critical limit take far longer to 
converge which gives us our two distinct regions after the iterative process is 
completed. This has highlighted the variational techniques ability to pick out phase 
changes in one-dimensional systems and we can look for this in real physical systems. 
In the very first section we detailed how van Leeuwen et al used a potential in the 
exponent linked to a thermal constant. We can now use certain interactions to generate 
our initial exponential functions, such as the Yukawa potential. This function was 
derived to describe interaction of protons and neutrons via pion exchange. This 
function allows for a specific radius of separation or screening radius rs . This should 
lead to the formation of structure as particles should find their equilibrium separation 
when the conditions are suitable. The systems interacting via the Yukawa potential 
have been calculated in the HNC scheme and the results are shown in Figures 3.4.20-
25. The Yukawa potential is defined as Vruk = e-.</r, /x giving our initial functions as 
temperature increments in g ( x) ~ e -+-+, /.] where P ~ 1/ k , T , k, is the Boltzman 
constant and T is the temperature. 
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Fig 3.4.20 & 21- show the set of possible diagrams X ( k) from which we can calculate the 
contribution due to nodal diagrams N (X) respectively for the Yukawa potential 
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Fig 3.4.22 and 3.4.23- both show the radial distribution/unctions attained from the HNC scheme for the 
Yukawa potential. The dashed lines show the initial radial distribution functions before they are iterated 
upon. 
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Fig 3.4.24 and 3.4.25- both show the static structure functions attained from the HNC scheme for the 
Yukawa potential. 
Infigures 3.4.22 & 23 we see that our initial functions (dashed lines) for two particles 
are flat and smooth whilst our many body radial distribution functions gained from the 
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iterative HNC scheme display correlations in low density systems (blue curves). These 
correlations indicate the formation of an ordered structure in the system of one-
dimensional bosons interacting via the Yukawa potential. This structure manifests as 
the one-dimensional density decreases and short range order dominates. Figures 3.4.24 
& 25 depict the static structure functions for the Yukawa potential. Here we see the 
manifestation of peaks showing short range order and therefore implying that we have a 
solid rather than a liquid phase here. The figures, 3.4.26 & 3.4.27, show the correlation 
functions but the effective separation has been scaled with respect to the density that 
each curve represents. 
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Fig 3.4.26 & 3. 4.27 - again show the radial distribution functions gained from the HNC scheme, 
although in this figure the x-axis has been scaled with respect to the one-dimensional density p 
We see that in this scaled figure we have correlation peaks occurring at integer values 
of scaled separation. We also see a distinct jump between fluid like systems and 
structured systems. This jump in our many-body radial distribution function shows a 
one-dimensional phase change in this system of bosons interacting via the Yukawa 
potential. The variational technique does not seem to be able to pick up any stable 
states in-between the liquid and solid phases which indicates that there are no stable 
states here and the system is undergoing a phase change. If we look to figure 3.4.29 we 
can see two distinct convergence patterns, one followed by the red and yellow curves 
and the rest follow a much longer convergence curve. This can be investigated further 
using more powerful computing techniques to converge the system to higher levels and 
to see if we have a phase change or whether there are stable states in-between the solid 
and liquid phases. 
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Fig 3.4.28 & 29- again show the convergence of the Yukawa potentia/functions 
500 
The percentage convergence in the one-dimensional density is shown in the above 
figures. This system would accurately converge to within 0.1% between successive 
iterations but if we could iterate further we would see the green curves infigures 3.4.26 
& 27 converge towards the dark blue curve. This would again give us two distinct 
results, one fluid and one structured under variation of the one-dimensional density for 
many bodies. 
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Impenetrable Bosons and Fermions in One Dimension 
In 1960, M. Girardeau published a paper on the similarities between a system of hard 
core bosons and a non-interacting Fermi gas [431• Only until now we are able to access 
these systems experimentally [37•441• The impenetrable core condition for antiparticle 
interaction used by Girardeau is given by the subsidiary condition 
if lx 1 - x11 ~ a , {4.1.1} 
where; 1 ~ j <I ~ n , a is the hard-core diameter and x 1· •• Xn are the coordinates of N 
particles. The SchrOdinger equation is then given as 
(T +V }vi= Elf/ , {4.1.2} 
where V includes all the interactions except the hard cores and can therefore be accepted 
as unrestricted. 
If we first consider the Fermi wave function, lf/F, it is anti-symmetric in particle 
coordinates as 
A(x1 •••• xn)= IT sgn(x1 -x1 ), {4.1.3} 
j<l 
where A is the unit asymmetric function and sgn ( x) is the algebraic sign of x. For the 
Fermi wave function A is either + 1 or -1 depending on the order of a, b, ... c being an 
even or odd permutation of l ... N. 
The product 
{4.1.4} 
is symmetrical in the particle coordinates and therefore describes a Bose system 
provided that the necessary subsidiary conditions are satisfied. 
If the initial conditions are satisfied then we can see that A has discontinuities at the 
surfaces where Xj = x1 as two particles come together. lf/B however is continuous even at 
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these surfaces where rr vanishes due to subsidiary condition { 4.1.1}. Here the N-
dimensional configuration space is divided into N! disjoint regions at the surfaces 
x1 = x1 , in each of which A is a constant ( + 1 or -1 ). Due to this vfl satisfies { 4.1.2} 
throughout the configuration space bounded by all!x 1 - x1! > a (j =t: 1) as lf/F does. For 
the same reason lf/ 8 ~ 0 as !x 1 - x11 ~ a. From this we can conclude that vfl is a 
solution to { 4.1.1}, satisfying Bose statistics and belonging to the same energy as lf/F. 
For the case of a periodic boundary condition the total number of particles in the system 
must be odd for this case to hold. For odd N the function defined in {4.1.3} remains 
well defined if the x1 are interpreted modulo L, in which case A satisfies the periodic 
boundary conditions with periodicity L. For even values of N the substitution 
x 1 ~ x 1 ± L changes the sign of A and therefore the theorem for one-one 
correspondence is only valid for a system with periodic boundary conditions if N is odd. 
This method used here cannot be generalised for systems with higher dimensions 
because the unit asymmetric function is not generalised for the case where x1 is a vector 
rather than a scalar. The surfaces x1 = x1 fail to divide the configuration space into 
disjoint regions as they are lines rather than surfaces. 
In two or more dimensions we can fix all particles except one and freely move it in the 
system without encountering any of the fixed particles. In one dimension however, the 
others block the motion ofthe particle. Even for a one dimensional system this proof is 
limited to systems for which the inter-particle interaction has an impenetrable core. 
Girardeau considered the simplest possible interaction with an impenetrable core, that 
where the core has shrunk to a point and there is no other interactions. Subsidiary 
condition { 4.1.1} then became 
{4.1.5} 
At the surface x1 = x1 infinite repulsive forces cause a discontinuity in gradient and as a 
result the wave function vanishes. This means vfl is not required to satisfy the 
Schrodinger equation at this surface. Girardeau sought the Bose eigenfunctions, lf/8 , 
and energy eigenvalues, E, of the SchrOdinger equation 
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{4.1.6} 
It is well known that for a system of spinless fermions that point interactions are 
equivalent to no interactions at all. This is due to the fact that the Fermi wave function 
vanishes when two particles come together. The Fermi energy eigenfunctions, lf/F, 
satisfYing {4.1.5} and {4.1.6} are eigenfunctions of a free Fermi gas. The Bose 1Jf8 that 
satisfY {4.1.5} and {4.1.6} are then given in terms of free Fermi gas eigenfunctions by 
the general theorem {4.1.4}. 
The inability of particles to pass one another means Girardeau's model is that of an 
extremely dense system even though the density of the gas is low. Another 
disadvantage is due to the fact that Girardeau's model is essentially a zero-parameter 
model. It may have been hoped that changing the density, p, or hard-core diameter, a, 
would modifY the spectrum obtained but this was not true. If EN (P) is any energy 
level with momentum P then 
{4.1.7} 
where the hard cores play the role of the excluded volume. 
Olshanii [451 detailed the derivation of a one-dimensional scattering amplitude and 
showed that the inter-particle interaction can be approximated by a one-dimensional ~ 
function potential. In the case of a dilute atomic gas, when 3 body collisions are 
negligible, the effective potential can be described by a quasi-one-dimensional many-
body system. Olshanii detailed that in the limit where plawl << 1 the effective one-
dimensional scattering becomes reflection and this models a gas of one-dimensional 
impenetrable bosons known as a Tonks gas. (pis the density of particles and aw is the 
one-dimensional scattering length derived in Ref [ 45]) This system provides an 
example of the boson-fermion duality in that the elementary excitations of the bosonic 
system obey the Fermi statistics. 
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Following on from this work, Astrakharchik and Giorgini [461 used an exact quantum 
Monte Carlo technique to calculate the pair distribution function from the following 
Hamiltonian 
{4.1.8} 
where gw is the coupling constant given as gw = 2h
2/l I and o(x1 -x1 ) is a delta jmaw 
function potential. 
We too can calculate the pair distribution function and compare it to this one-
dimensional system. In the next sections I shall detail the calculation of a delta function 
potential and the trail wave function required to start the HNC scheme. 
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8-Function Potential 
To investigate a system ofbosons interacting via a 0-function potential a suitable model 
for the potential must be obtained. An approximated 0-function is given as 
s:( ) 1 1. ( a ) u x =- un , 
7r a~O X2 +a2 {4.2.1} 
"' 
where the factor of :r-1 normalises the 0-function when integrated i.e. J o(x)dx=l. 
Using this potential we can vary the value of a allowing us to investigate the potential 
for point interactions and interactions that associate some finite volume with the 
particles. In our program the constant coefficients must be modified to allow for the 
coupling constant [461 gw = 2n 2/mlawl to be included. This new constant, r, is given 
by 
21i2 1 21i2 r = ---= -...,....-....,. 
mlawi:r m:riawl {4.2.2} 
Using this potential we can now construct a trial wave function for the interaction and 
gain the two-body radial distribution function. The trial wave function is attained from 
the solution to the SchrOdinger equation 
{4.2.3} 
where U is the interaction. The SchrOdinger equation however, is seldom solved 
exactly and simplifications are often used to gain a trail wave function. This wave 
function is then improved in the iterative procedure of the HNC equations. 
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Construction ofthe Trial Wave Function 
In one dimension the zero energy SchrOdinger equation is given as 
{4.3.1} 
and when multiplied through by lf/ 1 this can be rewritten as 
-n
2 
d (lf/'2 J d (lf/2 J-- -- +U- -- 0 
2m dx 2 dx 2 
Now if we set rp' = tp(y) and If/= y then 
rp" = dtp = dtp dy = tp'tp 
dx dy dx 
{4.3.2} 
{ tp =If/'= dlf/ = dy. {4.3.3} dx dx 
With this taken into consideration the Schrodinger equation now reads 
{ ~ ~ ~: ~q> ~ {4.3.4} 
=-tp- p_ +Uytp=O n
2 
d ( 
2 J 
2m dy 2 { ~ ( ~ J ~V"!"~ yq> (4.3.5) 
{4.3.6} 
Now upon integrating we can find our trial wave function as 
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~ Jd(rp2 ) = Juy dy 2m 2 {4.3.7} 
{4.3.8} 
This can then be expanded using a Taylor series 
{ 4.3.9} 
Now we can assume a trial wave function by evaluating the boundary conditions. The 
conditions set upon our trial wave function are that; lim If/ ~ 0 and lim If/ ~ 1 . Using 
x--+0 x--+oo 
{ 4.3.8} we can approximate the wave function before applying the boundary conditions 
as 
2m () 2 
() 
- 2 Uxx lf/X=eh {4.3.10} 
Now using the Taylor series expansion {4.3.9}, only to the second term, we obtain 
{4.3.11} 
which gives a modified wave function 
-2mu(xlf 
lf/(x) = Ae h2 2 {4.3.12} 
Now we introduce the idea that the radial distribution function is equivalent to the 
square of the wave function If/ ( x) = ~ g ( x) [421 , we gain 
-2m 2 
( ) 
2 - 2 U(x)x g x =A eh {4.3.13} 
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Now as we tend to large x the radial distribution function should tend to unity. Our 
potential is defined as U(x) = r 2 a 2 where a determines the shape of the O-x +a 
function and r is the coupling constant determining strength of the potential. Now as 
x~oo 
This gives our radial distribution function as {4.3.17} 
2m -2m ( ) 2 
( ) 
2 ra - 2 u x x gx=e" e" 
2m(r r ax2 ) g(x) = e/1 a- x2+a2 
-2m r~ 
g(x) = e ,2 x2+a2 
{4.3.14} 
{4.3.15} 
{4.3.16} 
{4.3.17} 
Leading to our trial two-body wave function for a system interacting via a 0-function 
potential as 
-4 a3 
g (X)= etraw x2+a2 {4.3.18} 
This can now be used within the framework of the HNC equations and iterated upon to 
find a many-body solution for a system of hard core bosons as described by Girardeau. 
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One-Dimensional Bose Gas Analysis 
Now we have found a trial wave function relating to a one-dimensional &function 
potential U ( x) 
a U(x)=r 2 2 
x +a 
{4.4.1 } 
The r constant defines the strength of the potential and a determines the shape of the 
potential shown in figure 4. 4.1. 
40 
a=0.2 
- 1 
a = 0.025 
Fig. 4.4.1 -Shows how 
a dictates the shape of 
the potential. In both 
cases, r is equal to 
unity and the strength 
of the potential is 
U(O) =rj a 
In the recent paper [461 the two-body radial distribution function was determined for 
different values of the dimensionless gas parameter, p ja10 j (DGP), discussed earlier. 
There were two regimes that were investigated in this paper, the Tonks-Girardeau and 
Gross-Pitaevskii regimes with dirnensionless gas parameter values ranging from 1 o-3 to 
103 respectively. This was carried out by means of Quantum Monte Carlo techniques, 
namely the diffusion and variational methods. The Hamiltonian they studied is given 
as 
{4.4.2} 
where g 10 = 21i 2/ mja10 j is the coupling constant that determines the strength of the 
potential with respect to the effective one-dimensional scattering length aiD [451. In this 
case am is the variational parameter from which they gain different radial distribution 
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functions with regards to the effects on the system. Bearing this we should be able to 
gain the same radial distribution functions with our trial wave function by adjusting the 
r constant to allow for the variational parameter. 
{ 4.4.3} 
where the .n-1 comes from the normalisation of the pseudo delta function potential. 
When this is inserted into our wave function we obtain 
{4.4.4} 
This can now be used within the HNC method to gain radial distribution functions 
dependant on the scattering length aw. The following two figures, 4.4.2 & 4.4.3, show 
the radial distribution functions gained from the Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) 
techniques and HNC methods respectively. 
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Fig. 4.4.2 - Shows the 
radial distribution functions 
generated by the QMC 
techniques [46] for values of 
the DGP =; 10 -3, 0.3, I, 30 
and I 0 3 starting from the 
origin. 
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Fig. 4.4.3 - Shows the 
radial distribution 
functions generated from 
our trail wave function 
with the HNC methodfor 
DPG values ranging 
from; 10 ·3 to 10 3. 
As we can see here the results show similar characteristics within the two different 
schemes for same values of the dimension less gas parameter. In the above plot we see 
that as the density decreases (blue to red) then we see an ordered structure appear. 
Although the amplitude ofthe oscillations in g(x) do not match, the correlation lengths 
do when scaled with respect to the density that each curve represents. The high density 
results corroborate very well within the two schemes but as we tend to dilute systems 
then we see a difference in radial distribution functions We also see a continuous 
spread of results with respect to our variable a10 which suggests that there is no phase 
change and we are able to have states that have both liquid and solid phases. 
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Fig 4.4. 4 - shows the 
static structure functions 
generated by the QMC 
techniques f46J for values 
of the DGP = ; 10 "3, 0.3, 
1, 30 and 10 3 
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Fig 4.4.5 & 4.4.6 show the static s tructure .functions gained within the HNC scheme for DPG values 
rangingfrom; 10"3 to 10 3. 
The results gained for the static structure factor again show a good agreement in high 
density systems between the HNC and QMC schemes. The main differences again are 
in the dilute systems where, in the HNC scheme, we have strong peaks showing the 
presence of an ordered structure but also a major difference in gradient as we approach 
k = 0 . The QMC results show a linear relationship with k whereas the HNC scheme 
has shown a gradient tending to zero. The HNC results do not all tend to zero at the 
origin but this is due to the accuracy of the numerical routine and with more powerful 
computing abilities then this can be solved and all curves wjJI tend to zero as k ~ 0. 
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Bethe Anzatz 
A paper published in 1963 by Lieb and Liniger [481 detailed a method for solving the 
one-dimensional Bose system. This method involved constructing a wave function 
from a summation of plane waves bound by periodic conditions [471• This anzatz allows 
us to calculate the wave function of a system of hard core bosons by summing plane 
waves. Using this technique we can model our system of impenetrable bosons and 
compare the findings with our HNC scheme. 
If we start with the Schrodinger equation for N particles again interacting via a o-
function potential in one dimension we have 
{5.1.1} 
where: 2c is the amplitude of the 8-function potential, h = 2m = 1, and L is a 
i,j 
summation over pairs of particles. The region of space that is under consideration here 
is R : 0 :::; x1 :::; L . 
We are interested in the case wherec ~ 0 and we have a repulsive 8-function potential. 
The case for an attractive potential can be solved but has no real physical meaning as 
there is no saturation when the particles are pulled together. 
If we now integrate through our SchrOdinger equation we can arrive at a well known 
boundary condition to which our potential is equivalent. 
{5.1.2} 
{5.1.3} 
"' "' J o(x)f(x) = f(O) .. 2c J o(x)IJI(x)=2c1J1(0) {5.1.4} 
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lfwe now define x = x1 -xk then we arrive at our boundary condition 
{5.1.5} 
which tells us that 'I' is continuous whenever two particles touch but the derivative 
jumps by a factor of 2c. As with a Bose system we have a symmetric wave function 
then we can go one step further to say 
{5.1.6} 
If we now define a new region RI: 0 S: x1 S: x2 S: x3 S: ..... S: xn S: L then the information 
about 'I' in RI is equivalent to the information about 1f1 in R. As this new region has 
consecutive x terms then the 8-function will return zero giving 
inside R1 , {5.1.7} 
and this will also affect the boundary condition calculated earlier giving us 
{5.1.8} 
The symmetric periodic boundary condition for bosons is defined as 
{5.1.9} 
although the right hand side is not contained in RI but by definition 
{5.1.10} 
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therefore we obtain the result { 5.1.11} and a similar condition for the derivative 
{5.1.12} 
'!'( 0, x2 , .... , xn) = lfi(X2 , •... , xn 'L) {5.1.11} 
{5.1.12} 
Along with our original boundary condition {5.1.8} and the two conditions {5.1.11} 
and {5.1.12} we now cover the region RI completely. We can now make the following 
anzatz for 'I': If we let {k} be an ordered set of N numbers, {k1, k2 , ••• , k N}, then we can 
define 'I' as a summation over all the possible permutations, P, of this set with the 
spatial co-ordinates, {x1, x2 , ••• , x N}. 
{5.1.13} 
where we can see that the wave function is now created from the summation of plane 
waves, eikx, with a constant depending on the permutation, P. 
This is similar to the anti-symmetric property of a Fermi wave function where 
Now going back to SchrOdinger equation for the region RI {5.1.7} we can see that it is 
satisfied when we introduce our wave function 
{5.1.14} 
{5.1.15} 
then dividing through by 'I' we obtain the expected result 
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{5.1.16} 
If we now take two permutations, 1 and 2 and let 1 take {k} into {k1, k2 } and 2 take {k} 
into {k2 , k1}. Now if { 5.1.8} is to be satisfied then there must be a relationship between 
A1 and A2 depending on k1 and k2. 
2 Particle Case 
{5.1.17} 
TheN! term in {5.1.13} is linearly independent from the permutations then it can be 
placed outside the summation. Now using condition {5.1.8} we gain the difference 
between the derivatives with respect to the different x co-ordinates as. 
{5.1.18} 
{5.1.19} 
{5.1.20} 
Ifwe now set x1 = x2 = y 
{5.1.21} 
Then with a final simplification our boundary condition {5.1.8} reads as follows 
{5.1.22} 
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Now we can expand the wave function, 1/f, as a summation of plane waves to give 
i (Is - k2) (AI - ~) ety(k~+~ ) = c (AI + ~) ety(kl +k2) 
i(Js -k2 )(~- A1) = c(A1 + ~) 
~ =i(k1 -k2 )(~ -A1) -~ 
c 
{5.1.23} 
{5 .1.24} 
{5.1.25} 
{5.1.26} 
{5.1.27} 
{5.1 .28} 
The numerator and denominator in the fma1 part of {5.1.28} can both be expanded in 
the complex plane 
{5.1 .29} 
Now we can substitute in for x andy in the numerator as 
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{x=c c-i(k2 -~) = x+iy y=~-k2 {5.1.30} 
then 
c 
cosB12 = ~c2 +(kl -k2Y {5.1.31} 
~-k 
sinB12 = 
2 
~c2 +(kl -k2)2 {5.1.32} 
(}, -t -l(kl-k2) 12- an 
c {5.1.33} 
(}, • • (}, i 812 cos 12 + 1 sm 12 = e {5.1.34} 
We can treat the denominator in the exact same manner 
{x=c c+i(k2 -k1) = x+iy , y=k2-kl {5.1.35} 
giving 
c 
cosB21 = ~c2 +(k2 -~)2 {5.1.36} 
. (}. k2-kl 
sm 21 = ~c2 +(k2 -k~Y {5.1.37} 
(}. -I ( k2 - kl ) 
21 =tan -
c {5.1.38} 
(}. • • (}. i821 cos 21 +1sm 21 = e {5.1.39} 
Going back to { 5.1.28} we now have 
{5.1.40} 
The difference term in the exponent of {5.1.40} can be analysed as 
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{5.1.41} 
As tan_, is a odd function then tan 0 = -tan ( -0) then 
El ll 2 -l(k2-kl) u12 - u21 =- tan -c- {5.1.42} 
From result {5.1.42} we can see that eij = -OJi where 
{5.1.43} 
and we can now define B(r) where r = k2 - k, and ei=j = 0 
{5.1.44} 
and as long as r is real then Bean take values 
-Jl 5. O(r) 5. 7l {5.1.45} 
As {5.1.43} is a difference term then we can effectively say that if the set {k} is a 
solution then the set 
k , -k 27ln 
. - . + ' I I L {5.1.46} 
is also a solution. This result tells us also, that for any state with a momentum p there is 
corresponding state with momentum 
, 27rnN p =p+--
L 
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Therefore we can say that any state with a momentum IPI ;:: 1rp then there is a similar 
state in 
{5.1.48} 
We can now calculate the wave function, If/, as the sum of ~times the pairs of 
permutations that correspond to k1 and k2 and determine the allowed values of 
momentum, k, given by { 5 .1.11 } and { 5 .1.12}. The factor of ~ comes from the ~! 
term that was taken out of the summation due to its independence and can now be 
placed back in to gain our wave function. 
{5.1.49} 
{5.1.50} 
Setting the two equations {5.1.49} and {5.1.50} equal to each other as in {5.1.11} gives 
us 
{5.1.51} 
which rearranges to give 
{5.1.52} 
For the left hand and right hand side of {5.1.52} to be equal for arbitrary x then the 
contents of the parentheses must equal zero therefore our momentum values are give by 
kt =- 2812 +{2nt +1)7r 
L 
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Where the integer values n1 & n2 = ± { 1, 2, 3, ... , N} . From here we can now expand our 
() iJ term in terms of k 1 and k2 and arrive at a set of simultaneous equations for k in the 
limit where c ~ oo • 
{5.1.54} 
As our delta function potential tends to infinity then we can cancel these equations 
further with the property of the trigonometric function tan-1[x] ~ x when x <<1. 
k
1 
= (2n1 + 1};r + 2(k2 - k1} 
L cL 
k = (2n2 + 1}r _ 2(k2 -k1} 
2 L cL 
k _ 2(k2 - k1 } = (2n1 + 1 };r 
1 
cL L 
k + 2(k2 - k1 } (2n2 + 1};r 
2 cL L {5.1.55} 
k (1 + 2) -k (2) = - (2nl + 1 }tr 
1 
cL 2 cL L 
k (1 + 2) _ k (2J = (2n2 + 1 }tr 2 
cL 1 cL L 
We have now gained our simultaneous equations in the infinite c limit for our 
momentum values k. These equations are satisfied (in the case where n1 = n2 = 0) 
when the k-values tend to 
7r 7r 
k1 = - and k2 = --L L 
{5.1.56} 
In this case of two bosons interacting via a o-function potential we see that the energy 
values transform to that of a Fermi system, as can be seen infigure 5.1.1. 
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5.1 - Bethe Anzatz 
Fig. 5.1.1-Shows the energy 
spectrum for an infinite 0-
function potential for even N 
This is the ground state case when n1 = n2 = 0 but the momentum values cannot be 
equal to zero as they seem to obey the Fermi Dirac statistics and a Bose condensate 
does not seem possible here. It seems that bosons interacting via a delta function 
potential in one dimension exhibit Fermionic properties and this is reflected in the 
energy levels. 
The basis for our Bethe Anzatz calculation can now be determined as 
N 
·""o 
( )
N-1 -ik.£ 'L... '1 
= - e ' =e •=I , 
where {}ij = -81; and 8;; = 0 . 
3 Particle Case 
{5.1.57} 
{5.1.58} 
From equation {5.1.58} we can easily calculate our momentum values for any number 
of particles interacting via this o-function potential. The three particle problem reads as 
such (N.B: there is no(-) sign in front ofthe exponent for odd numbers of particles) 
{5.1.59} 
{5.1.60} 
{5.1.61} 
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This can be rewritten as 
-2(tan-'(1G. -k2 )+tan-'(1G. -!s)) 
k = 0!2 + 0!3 + 2"';r = c c + 2"';r 
I L L L {5.1.62} 
( ( k - lr ) ( k - k )) -2 tan-' -
2-"'~- +tan-' 2 3 
k = 021 +023 + 2n2;r = c c + 2n2;r 
2 L L L 
{5.1.63} 
{5.1.64} 
Again taking the limit as c ~ oowe obtain 
k, = - 4k1 + 2(k2 + kJ + 2n,;r 
cL L 
{5.1.65} 
k (1 + ..!) -(k + k )2 = 2n,tr 1 
cL 2 3 cL L 
Performing the same operations on the equations for k2 and k3 we again arrive at a set of 
simultaneous equations for our momentum values such that 
k (1 + ..!) -(k + k )2 = 2n 2tr 2 
cL 1 3 cL L 
{5.1.66} 
k (1 + ..!) -(k + k )2 = 2n3tr 3 
cL 2 1 cL L 
Again using the lowest three quantum numbers n1 = 0, n2 = -1, n3 = 1 we gain 
momentum values as in {5.1.67} with an energy spectrum depicted injigure 5.1.2. 
{5.1.67} 
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Fig. 5.1.2 -Shows the energy 
spectrum for an odd 
numbered particle system 
interacting via an infinite 0-
.function potential 
~----2~~---------=~~=---------~2~~--~k 
L 0 L 
From the calculations of the two and three body problems we can now design a set of 
simultaneous equations for any number of particles, N, as 
{5.1.68} 
where x ( N) returns zero for N odd and ;r for N even. 
These results have been taken in the infinite limit of the interaction and the results 
returned are exact multiples of ;r. The exact solutions to the momentum equations 
{5.1.68} read as 
OddN 
k = 2n;r 
- L +2(N-rc 
EvenN 
k = 2(n-l):r 
- L +2(N-rc 
{5.1.69} 
Now we can easily see that as the interaction becomes infinite then the divisor term in 
the denominator will disappear leaving L, but as the interaction tends to zero then the 
second term in the denominator will become dominant and k = 0 for all cases. 
We can also determine a new quantum number from the ones used in the calculation of 
the momentum values to give a total momentum for the system as 
{5.1.70} 
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L + 2(N-rc. NOdd 
p= {5.1.71} 
L + 2(N-rc. NEven 
As in the cases we have studied previously lim p ~ 0 due to the fact we have taken the 
"o-40 
lowest energy state of the system and the quantum numbers n1, n2 , etc cancel each other. 
Free Particles 
For free particles with no interaction { 5 .1.1} becomes 
{5.1.72} 
{5.1.73} 
Now with no interaction we obtain 
{5.1.74} 
Then again expanding the derivative(x = x1 -xk) and making use of the symmetric 
property of the boson wave function we arrive at 
{5.1.75} 
{5.1.76} 
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Therefore if there is no interaction present in the system then the constants and phases 
{}iJ are not required and the anzatz becomes the simple summation of plane waves. 
From {5.1.11} we obtain 
2;r 
:.k! =-~ 
L 
where n1,n2 = 0,±1,±2, ... 
{5.1.77} 
{5.1.78} 
{5.1.79} 
{5.1.80} 
{5.1.81} 
Here we can see that a free particle system follows that of an odd number of particles 
2;r 2;r 4;r 4;r 
taking momentum values as 0 - -- - -- etc and again our total 
'L' L'L' L' 
momentum of the system depends on the quantum number n0 {5.1.70}. The 
dependence of the momentum with respect to the interaction potential c is no longer 
present here, as would be expected, and the solutions are exact multiples of2;r. 
From equation { 5 .1.16} we can now calculate the energy of our N particle system as 
N ( 2n;r J2 L I NOdd 
N 
2 
i=I L+2(N -1)/c ' 
E=Lk = 
i=! 
1 ~( (2n; -1)1f J2 L..J N Even 
i=I L+2(N -1)/c ' 
{5.1.82} 
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Thermodynamic Limit 
We now need to take this system to the thennodynamic limit where the one-dimensional 
density is a constant p = const = % . In this limit both the size and number of particles 
in the system ~ oo and it becomes a macro system for which we can calculate ground 
state energy values. 
Returning again to equation {5.1.58}, ifwe divide two successive equations and equate 
their coefficients we are left with 
-iL(k--k ) ;(fo .. r fo,,J+IJ 
e , J•l = e •=I •• 1 {5.1.83} 
N 
oj =L(kj+l -kj) = I(o .. j -Bs,j+l)+27rnj' {5.1.84} 
s=! 
where the integer nj depends on the index j = 1,2 ... The sum in {5.1.84} is negative as 
o.j is an increasing function ofj therefore nj ~ 1 for allj. 
{5.1.85} 
If we now take the sum of the left hand side of equation { 5 .1.85} from 1 ~ j -1 we 
arrive at 
{5.1.86} 
Now if we take the same sum over the right hand side we obtain 
{5.1.87} 
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So we can now calculate the other momentum values in the system by 
{5.1.88} 
The total momentum in this system is given by the sum of the k-values 
N ( 1 I ) ( 1 2 ) ( 1 N-1 ) p= ~)i =k1 + k1 +-Los + k1 +-Los + ... + k1 +-Los 
j=l L s=i L s=l L s=i {5.1.89} 
this can be expressed as 
1 N-1 
p = Nkl +-L(N- /)<5j 
L i=I 
{5.1.91} 
From { 5.1.44} we can deduce that as the interacting potential tends to infinity then 
e ~ 0 which leaves us with 
limoj = 2;mj , 
C~<O 
{5.1.92} 
on the other hand, as the potential tends to zero (free particle case) and from {5.1.45} 
we find that 
limB(x) = ' {
-7r 
c~O 1r, 
x>O 
x<O 
{5.1.93} 
With this in mind the latter of {5.1.84} now reads as follows for a zero our potential 
system 
{5.1.94} 
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Now we have defined the above equalities we can go on to calculate the ground state 
energy of the system as we pass to the thermodynamic limit. The ground state energy 
can be expressed as 
{5.1.95} 
where f is a dimensionless function. The variable E0 is dependant on the quantity of 
substance studied (extensive) therefore the function,/, must be dependant on variables 
that are independent of the quantity (intensive), such as temperature pressure and 
density. The only dimensionless intensive variable in this problem is given in {5.1.96} 
where, as detailed earlier, c is half of the constant preceding the &function {5.1.1} 
c 
r=-, 
p 
In the zero momentum case, p = 0 , { 5 .1.91} gives 
1 N 
Nk1 +-L(N- j)81 =0 L J=i 
{5.1.96} 
{5.1.97} 
{5.1.98} 
{5.1.99} 
If the range of 8 is given as 2;r ( n 1 -1) :5 81 :5 2;rn 1 and we use the equality { 5 .1.48} 
then K ( 0) = 0 and K ( oo) = ;rp . In this p = 0 case there will be an equal and opposite 
momentum in { k} and passing to the infinite limit gives the effect (depicted in figure 
4.4.3) of adding more points to the set {k} between the limits ±K. 
The fact that 81 < 2;rn1 allows us to say that k1+1 - k1 < 2i£, when n1 = 1 which 
corresponds to our ground state system. 
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Fig. 5.1.3 - Depicts the k's 
being "filled in" between K 
and-K 
Now bearing in mind we are passing to the limit where L -+ oo so our kj+l - kj will be 
very small indeed. We can make use of this property as we can now Taylor expand 
{5.1.84} as follows 
{5.1.100} 
O(a+ fJ) ~ O(a)+ [JO'(a)+ ~: O"(a)+ .... +.9(~2 ) 
:. e •. j -Os,j+l ~ -,BO'(a)+.9(~2 } 
where .9 is the error function associated with the expansion. Now substituting from 
{5.1.44} and taking account ofthe constant c in the variable ofthe function we obtain 
e.,j -Os,j+I ~ -2c(kj+I -kj )~ArcTan(%)1 +.9(~). da a=t,-t1 L {5.1.101} 
where the differential of the Arc Tan function is well known as .!!_ArcTan(x) = - 1-2 dx 1+x 
{5.1.102} 
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We can now return again to {5.1.84} and rewrite it as follows 
{5.1.103} 
If we now define ( k1+1 - k1) as a new function fr 17 ( k1) then we can go further and 
say 
2;r 
L 
{5.1.104} 
{5.1.105} 
As LT] ( k) dk = number of k 's in ( k, k + dk) then we can say that in the limit where 
r' ~ 0 that 1J ( k.) ( ks+l - k.) = 7] ( k.) dk. . This approximation now allows us estimate 
the summation in {5.1.104} by an integral as 
( ) KJ TJ(ks) 2tr1] k1 -1 = 2c { 2 _ 2 )dk. , 
-K C +(ks k1 ) 
{5.1.106} 
where the limits of the integration have changed to that of k. which takes values 
between -K and K (figure 5.1.3). Using this change of limits of integration we can also 
define the one-dimensional density, p 
K 
p= J TJ(k)dk, {5.1.107} 
-K 
as the number of particles in (k,k+dk)r'. The energy of the system can now be 
calculated by multiplying the density of k's by /C, integrating throughout all the k-values 
then finally multiplying by the one-dimensional volume = L. 
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{5.1.108} 
We now have a set ofthree equations:{5.1.106}, {5.1.107} and {5.1.108} which can be 
solved to calculate the ground state energy of a one-dimensional bosonic system 
interacting via a &function potential. If we firstly apply a change of variables we can 
solve to find e(y) directly and then gain the energy levels from {5.1.97}. The change 
of variables is as follows: kj = Kx, k. = Ky, c = KA, 77(Kx) = r(x) 
K 77(Ky) 
27T1](Kx)-1=2KA I 2 2 dKy 
-K(KA) +(Ky-Kx) 
{5.1.109} 
27Tr(x)-1=2K2A
1I r(y) 2 dy 
-I K2 A 2 + K2 (y- X) {5.1.110} 
I r(y)dy 
27T r ( x) = 1 + 2A I 2 2 
-1A +(y-x) 
{5.1.111} 
I 
p=K Ir(y)dy {5.1.112} 
-I 
A I 
-= Ir(y)dy 
r -i 
{5.1.113} 
I 
A= r Ir(y)dy {5.1.114} 
-I 
NK 
E0 =- I 17(Ky)(Ky)2 dKy 
p -K 
{c=KA, y=:A} {5.1.115} 
{5.1.116} 
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The ground state energy E0 is given by {5.1.97} and setting this equal to {5.1.116} we 
obtain 
{5.1.117} 
3 I 
c(r)=.; Jr(y)ldy 
A -1 
{5.1.118} 
We now have a set of equations ({5.1.111}, {5.1.114} and {5.1.118}) that we can solve 
to find the dimensionless function c (r) of this one-dimensional system. The equation 
{ 5.1.111} is known as an inhomogeneous Fredholm equation, if this can be solved for a 
fixed A then we can use {5.1.114} to gain A as a function of our dimensionless 
intensive variable r. Then by the way of { 5.1.118} we can gain c (r) and access the 
ground state energy. 
A- ooLimit 
Ifwe take the extreme limit where A =oo then {5.1.111} gives 
1 
r(x,A) = 27r 
In this limit the kernel in { 5.1.111} can be simplified giving 
21r r(y) = 1 +2 J.r(x)(~)dx 
{5.1.119} 
{5.1.120} 
Now coupled with the fact that r ~constant, n, in this limit shown by {5.1.119}, then 
we can solve { 5.1.111} quite simply 
I 
2!27r=1+2nA-1 Jcix 
-I 
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2Q[ ]I 2Q.1l'=1+~ X _1 
4Q 
20.1l'=1+-
A 
We can now find A.(r) as 
I 
A= r(2.1l'-4..1-1r Jax 
-I 
We can now take the final step in this infinite A limit and find s ( r) 
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{5.1.122} 
{ 5.1.123} 
{5.1.124} 
{5.1.125} 
{ 5.1.126} 
{5.1.127} 
{5.1.128} 
{5.1.129} 
{5.1.130} 
{5.1.131} 
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{5.1.132} 
{
t:(O) = 0 
This dimensionless function will return ;r2 and the ground state energy of the 
e(oo)=-
3 
system is given as 
{5.1.133} 
Now from {5.1.128} we can see that as A.~ oo then so does r and this in turn 
corresponds to a dilute system where the density p ~ 0. This is our Tonks-Girardeau 
limit, discussed in previous chapters, where we see a mapping of Bose energy levels to 
Fermi levels. In this limit our ground state is l47l 
{5.1.134} 
This is proportional to the density squared, as is the Fermi energy. 
Lieb and Liniger stated that [481 the error in these solutions is no more than 1% for 
values of r ;:: 10 . Due to the fact that the integral { 5.1.119} is less than one and 
coupled with the factor of ~ 2 in this infinite limit then the error is minimised in this 
approximation. We can use this estimation on the error to calculate the limits of the 
dimensionless gas parameter, p!aw!, that we can investigate and still gain reliable 
results. From our code in the HNC equations the constant c = -
1
2 
I and this gives us 
;raw 
limits on the gas parameter as 
c 2 
r=-= ;::IO, 
P tr!aw!P 
{5.1.135} 
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{5.1.136} 
We wish however to investigate values around 1 o-3 and for this we are going to have to 
evaluate the A.~ 0 limit. Lieb and Liniger evaluated this limit but there were problems 
at the actual point A. = 0 . There turns out to be a singularity at this point coupled with 
the fact that in this limit the kernel of { 5.1.111} becomes a difference term giving 
2;r ( x) = 2;r r ( x) -1 as an unbounded solution. They went further to guess at the 
zeroth order form ofr and managed to calculate the leading expressions as [481 
{5.1.137} 
This result gives ground state energy as 
{5.1.138} 
This is equivalent to that calculated in the Gross- Pitaevskii regime using mean field 
theory. We have now calculated both results and can cover our desired ranges of the 
gas parameter. The values required to calculate these energy levels are easily accessible 
in the code of the HNC equations so from here we shall calculate the energy levels for 
all limits. 
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Tight Binding Model 
In the Tight Binding model [49•50] the kinetic energy of a particle is determined by the 
hopping between its nearest neighbouring sites. 
4 ............... L 
The kinetic energy of a particle is given as 
Fig 5.2. 1 - The particle 
(red) has probability 
Pn = llf'nl2 of occupying 
site n (blue) 
{5.2.1} 
where n is the site position, a is the lattice spacing and L is the total number of sites in 
the system. Now if lf'n =a e ilcan then the energy spectrum E can be defmed as, 
Elf', = 2a e ilcan _a e ilca(n+l) _a e ilca(n-I> 
{5.2.2} 
E = 2- 2 cos ( ka) 
Now if we impose boundary conditions our spectrum of energy values, En in a 
magnetic flux, J, becomes 
e ilca(n+f) = e'lca(n+L+f) 
ileaL • 2n ( ) e = 1, . . kn =- n + f 
aL 
{5.2.3} 
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and in figure 5.2.2 we can see how the magnetic flux affects the energy spectrum. 
L 
2 
-I 
E(j) 
0 L 
2 
Fig 5.2.2 - Shows the energy 
spectrum {5.2.3} as a 
function of flux, f The colours 
blue red and green represent 
n = 1, 0, -1 respectively. 
As we can see from the above figure, as we increase the magnitude of n then we 
effectively shift this spectrum either side of n = 0 . The total kinetic energy for a system 
with a given flux can be gained by summing all the occupied sites 
-M+ f ~ n ~M+ f where M is defmed according to whether the system has an even 
or odd number of particles. 
E(n) 
-1 0 
Fig 5.2.3 - Shows a 3 particle 
system with a flux f = 0. This 
summation is equivalent to 
summing the f = 0 axis in 
Fig 5.2.2. 
The total kinetic energy in this Tight Binding model, E8 can be calculated as 
{5.2.4} 
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This limit M is straight forward for odd numbered systems asM = N- I but for even 
2 
systems the limits are not quite symmetric due to the n = 0 site being occupied and we 
N N N N have limits such as --+ 1 ~ n ~- or--~ n ~ --1, where N is the total number 
2 2 2 2 
of particles. 
OddN 
The ground state kinetic energy is given as 
N-l 
E"" ~ "~E. ~ JAI-cos(2; (n+ Jl)J {5.2.5 } 
2 
where the cosine term can be expanded as complex exponential functions to give 
~ 121r (n+ f) -i~n+ f) 
Eodd = 2N- L.... e L + e L {5.2.6} 
n;-M 
{5 .2.7} 
and as then we can say 
E odd = 2N -2cos -f L e L ( 27r ) M ?tr 11 L n;-M {5 .2.8} 
Eodd =2N-2cos -f I e L + I e L - 1 ( 27r )(M ?tr , M -?tr, J L n; O 11=0 {5.2.9} 
The two summations in {5 .2.9} can be represented as a geometric progression, S, 
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Sn=)+r+r2 + ..... . +rN S 2 3 N+l r n =r+r +r + ...... +r 
sn- rSil = SI! (1- r) = ]- rN+l 
Sn =()-rN+I) 
1-r 
Now going back to {5.2.6} we have 
( )[( 
;2tr(M+l)J ( -12tr(M+l)J J 27! 1 - e L I - e L 
E = 2N- 2 cos - f + -1 
odd L ?,.. _121r 
1-e L 1-eL 
{5 .2.10} 
{5.2.11} 
The exponential terms in { 5 .2.11 } can also be expanded if we take out a factor of a half 
in the power of the exponent as we will gain equal and opposite powers that will cancel 
down into trigonometric terms. 
(1_e;
2
:(M+l) J ei~(M+l) [e-i~(M+I) -/~(M+l)J ;!!..M [Sin(~ (M +1))] 
12,.. = ;!!.. _1!!.. ;!!.. = e L -~___,.(-7!""'")-~ 
1-e L e L e L -e L sin L 
{5.2.12} 
Using the result in { 5.2.12} we can arrive at a new expression for our kinetic energy 
{5.2.13} 
Now using the trigonometric identity, sin(B+~)=sinBcos~+cosBsin~ we can 
expand the numerator term in {5.2.13} including the cosine term to give 
{5.2.14} 
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And then if we use identities: 2 cos B sin B = sin 2B and 2 cos2 B -l = cos 2B then we 
gain 
. _ ( 2;r )[sin(TM }os(~) cos(TM }m(~)] 
Eodd -2N -2cos -f ( ) + ( ) {5.2.16} L . ;r . rr 
sm - sm -
L L 
If we now substitute in for the limjt, M, then our ground state kinetic energy for a 
system size, L, with an odd number of particles, N, influenced by a magnetic flux J, is 
given as 
{5.2.18} 
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EvenN 
For the case of an evenly numbered system we can take; {5.2.19} or {5.2.20} 
depending on how we fill our system. These two different starting configurations are 
shown infigure 5.2.4. 
-2 
(i) 
(ii) 
-1 
-1 
E(n) 
0 
E(n) 
0 
1 
n=Nh ( (2 )) E ... , = L 2 1- cos _!!_(n+ f) 
n=-Nh+' L 
n=~- 1 ( (2 )) E ••• ,= L 2 1-cos _!!_(n+ f) 
n=-~ L 
Fig 5.2.4 - Shows the two 
different starting scenarios; 
(i), (ii) for systems containing 
an even number of particles 
with zero flux. The asymmetric 
top band will give a persistent 
Fermi current. 
{5 .2.19} 
{5.2.20} 
In the case of the oddly numbered system, the summations were symmetric about n = 0 
which aided in the cancellation of the mathematics in the calculation. With this even 
system we can treat the particle at position ~ or -~ (asymmetric top band in 
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figure 5.2.4) separately which will leave us with a symmetric calculation for the 
remaining particles. 
{5.2.21} 
asymmetric lop band remaining particles 
h h I .. K N-2 w ere t e untt = -- . 
2 
We can now expand these cosine terms as complex 
exponential functions again and cancel as before. 
{5 .2.22} 
(2n ) (2n ) K ?1fn E.,,." = 2N -2cos -(K + 1 +f) -2cos -! L e L L L n=-K {5.2.23} 
{5.2.24} 
{5.2.25} 
This result is very simi lar to {5.2.18} and if we expand using trigonometric identities 
then we can further cancel {5.2.22} to gain a more simplified result. 
{5.2.26} 
{5.2.27} 
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a = 2n f f3 = n N 
L ' L ' 
7r 
r=-L 
[ 
( )( sin(f3)cosy-sin(r)cos(f3)J] 2N - 2 cos a . ( ) 
E .... n = Sin r 
-2( cos(f3)cos(a )-sin (f3)sin (a)) 
(
2cos(a)sin(f3)cos(r)J . (/3) . ( ) Eeve/1 = 2N- . ( ) + 2 Sin Stn a 
sin r 
(
sin (/3)] E..,." =2N-2{cos(a)cos(r) - sin(a)sin(r)) sin(r) 
(
sin (/3)] 
Eeven = 2N- 2 cos (a + r) sin (r) 
{5.2.28} 
{5.2.29} 
{5.2.30} 
{5.2.31} 
{5.2.32} 
{5.2.33} 
We can now see that result {5.2.18} and {5.2.33} are identical apart from the addition 
of Ji in the cosine parenthesis of {5.2.33}. We can now rewrite {5.2.18} and {5.2.33} 
in a slightly different form 
{5.2.34} 
{5.2.35} 
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where the value m represents units of applied flux and me {1,2,3,4,5, .. ... ,N} . 
J 
/ 
Fig 5.2.5 - Shows energy with 
respect to flux f for {5.2.34} . 
Red to green represents the 
increase of applied flux m in 
integer values. 
Fig 5.2.6 - Shows energy with 
respect tofluxf {5.2.35}. Note 
here the stationary points occur 
at half integer values as we 
increase flux m 
from blue to pink. 
Figures 5.2.5 and 5.2.6 are plotted between -(~-m)~ f ~(~+m) 
form= {0,1,2,3,4,5}. Each value of m corresponds to the colour change from left to 
right respectively in the above figures. We can see, from both set of results, that as we 
reach ± ~ we can jump into a system where m = m± I . 
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Slater Determinant 
The Slater determinant [51 •521 or Hartree-Fock method is a means by which we can 
construct an approximate anti-symmetric wave function, for systems such as interacting 
fermions. 
{5.3.1} 
If we take the case of interacting fermions the Pauli exclusion principle forbids any two 
particles being in the same state at the same time and if we apply boundary conditions 
such as e;kx = eik(x+L) then we gain 
E(k) = n?e 
2m 
27r 
L 
B.k) 
27l' 
L 
k 
Fig 5.3.1 - Shows the energy 
spectrum and the first three 
particles of an odd numbered 
system. 
The wave function for such a system can be written as 
Loughborough University 
.(N-l}tr 
1--x1 e L 
110 
/ (N-I)tr --x,. 
e L 
{5.3 .2} 
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h. h "f h h . 21! . b . w tc 1 we use t e p ase notation rp1 =- x1 1t can e written as L 
.(N-I} 
-1 911 
e 2 
1 
.(N-1) 
1- Q'I 
e 2 
.(N- 1) 
- 1 'IIN 
e 2 
.(N- 1) 
1-tpN 
e 2 
{5.3.3} 
This form of the matrix can then be simplified by bringing out a factor of the exponent 
~ l {5.3.4} 
ei(N-I}f/IN 
We can introduce a magnetic flux to act on the particles such that kn = 21! (n+ f ) then 
L 
going back over the last few calculations we would attain 
EX.k) 
k 
Loughborough University 1 1 1 
~ l {5.3.5} 
i(N- I}f/IN 
e 
Fig 5.3.2 - Shows the flux 
acting (blue arrows) on a 
system leaving it in the stale 
within the grey limits. This 
wave function is calculated as 
{5.3.5}. 
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EvenN 
Again taking the case of interacting fennions, our anti-symmetric wave function for a 
system with an even number of particles can be constructed from the Slater determinant 
of a matrix containing all possible quantum states. Applying the same boundary 
conditions and including a magnetic flux, our energy spectrum for this even system is 
shown infigure 5.3.3. Again, as with the Tight-Binding Model, we have two possible 
starting configurations due to the n = 0 site being occupied, as this leaves an unevenly 
filled top energy band known as a persistent current. 
Fig 5.3.3 - Shows both starting configurations for a system of 4 particles. We can see the 
un-even top band and that a .flux of ±! can .flip between either state (grey) . 
The wave function will differ slightly depending on which configuration we start with 
i.e. (i) or (ii). 
.(N-2f);r 
- I--XI 
e L 
(i) 1 
.(N+2/-2);r 
1 XI 
e L 
Loughborough University 112 
(N-2f);r 
- 1--x, 
e L 
1 
/(N+2/ -2);r x, 
e L 
{5.3.6} 
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_(N-2f-2)tr 
- 1 X1 
e L 
.(N-2/ -2)tr 
- 1 XN 
e L. 
(ii) 1 {5.3.7} 
_(N+2/)tr 1--x1 
e L 
(N+2f)tr 
1--x, 
e L 
Rewriting both these terms in phase notation, rp1 = 
2
1l x1 , will simplify the matrix L 
_(N-2/) (N - 2/) 
- 1--9'1 - 1--q>, 
e 2 e 2 
(i) 1 lf/..-.n ( rp" . . • rpN ) = det JN {5 .3.8} 
1(N+2f-2)9'1 .(N+2f-2) I 'I'N 
e 2 e 2 
_(N-2/-2) {N-2/-2) 
-1 9'1 
- 1 "'" e 2 e 2 
(ii) 1 If/even ( CfJw .. CfJN ) = det JN 1 {5.3.9} 
.(N+2f) 
1
(N+2f) 1--9'1 --rp, 
e 2 e 2 
We can now bring out a multiplier as we did with {5.3.4} to further simplify the matrix 
elements 
(i) 
: ] {5.3.10} 
e'(N- I)q>,, 
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(ii) 
{5.3.11} 
Both forms (i) and (ii) utilise the same matrix, the only difference is in the power of the 
multiplying exponent that precedes the determinant calculation. Due to this fact we 
shall carry on any further calculations with (i) as it seems slightly simpler. We can also 
now compare the results with respect to the parity of the system. We can see that 
looking at {5.3.5} and {5.3.10} that again the only difference is in the power of the 
exponent preceding the determinant and we are again left with the same matrix 
containing phasesq7; . We can now use this wave function to calculate the off-diagonal 
density matrix, p( q7pq71
1
) , from which we can calculate the kinetic energy of the 
particles in this system l46l. 
21f f If/• ( q7/ , ... ,q7N )If/( q7p·· · q7N )dq72, ... dq7N 
( ') N 0 p q7, , q7, = -::2~1<--------------
p f If• ( q71'"""' q7N ) If' ( q7p ... , q7N) dq71'"""' dq7N 
{5.3.12} 
0 
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Off-Diagonal Density Matrix Using Anti-Symmetric Wave Function 
A density matrix is can be defined as a matrix in which the elements are composed of 
all the possible quantum states of the system and the value of each element represents 
the probability of finding the system in that state. The diagonal elements of such a 
matrix represent the population of two eigenstates whereas the off-diagonal elements 
represent the transition between two states. The mathematical definition of the off-
diagonal density matrix is given as {5.4.1 }[461 where p = N/27i is the one-dimensional 
phase density 
21T f 111• ( rp,'' ... , (/JN) 111 ( (/Jl ' ... , (/JN) drp2' ·· · drpN 
( ') N 0 p ~-~ =--~2~/T----------------------------
p J111• ((/Jp-··• (/JN)111((/J, ... , rpN)d(/Jp··· ,d(/JN 
{5.4.1} 
0 
Here we can substitute our anti-symmetric wave function {5.3.5} or {5.3.1 1} to 
calculate the off-diagonal elements. The multiplication of the wave function with its 
complex conjugate in the denominator will cancel down to the multiplication of two 
determinants, as the exponent terms preceding them will cancel to give unity . Due to 
the introduction of the new phase factor, rp,' , in the numerator of { 5.4.1} we will be left 
with a function depending on ( rp1 - rp/) after we multiply the wave function with its 
complex conjugate. 
{5.4.2} 
{5.4.3} 
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The prime notation on the determinants of matrices {5.4.2} and {5.4.3} refers to cp1 
being replaced by the pseudo phase rp1'. Before we can evaluate { 5 .4.2} or { 5.4.3} 
fully we must first evaluate the determinant calculation. The determinant of a matrix 
can be represented as a summation i.e. 
{5.4.4} 
where: lis the set l = { ~ , · · ·, nN} and P is the parity or number of permutations in the set 
I. We shall put this to use on the denominator first as this does not contain the pseudo 
phase and is a direct multiplication one determinant with its complex conjugate It is 
also the common factor in both the equations for our off-diagonal density matrix. There 
will be N! different permutations of the set I and therefore there will be N! 
calculations that can be separated in the determinant. The product of two determinants 
will yield ( N!)2 calculations that we will be able to separate and integrate, although as 
we increase the number of particles the number of calculations required will drastically 
escalate. However if we look at a simple integration we will see that the majority of the 
21T 
(N!)2 calculations will return a zero result i.e. f e'' = [ie''J:" = 0 . Therefore to gain a 
0 
non-zero result from the integration the set I in {5.4.4} must have been permutated 
exactly as the set I in the conjugate of the determinant {5.4.5}. This means our (N!)2 
required integrations have cancelled down to N! non-zero results. Ln these non-zero 
resu lts each permutation is multipLied by the complex conjugate of that same 
permutation and therefore will give unity as e ' (v.>t-v.>tl = e10 = 1 
2 1T 
:. f def det drp1 ···drpN = N!(27rt {5.4.6} 
0 
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The calculation of det' * det is not quite as straight forward as the introduction of the 
new phase does not allow us as simple a cancellation as with the denominator. We will 
still be dealing with the same N! results but they will not all give unity. All other 
phases except rp1 and rp/ will cancel with their conjugate and give unity again leaving 
us with N exponential functions depending on the afore mentioned phases. After the 
integration is carried out over phases rp2 • • • rpN we are left with 
2~r N-1 ( ') J • ( ) N-1 ( ) "" lm qJJ-qJJ det' detdrp,· .. drpN= 2n N-l !L.,e 
0 m=O 
{5.4.7} 
We now have the first form of our off-diagonal density matrix from {5.4.1} where the 
density is given as p = N /2n 
{5.4.8} 
{5.4.9} 
{5.4. 10} 
where~ -is a parity operator that returns 0 for odd Nand 1 for even, as {5.4.10} is 
valid for both parity terms. This function p( rp,- rp/) is also known as a one-body 
momentum distribution and if we take the second differential with respect to the phase 
rp1 then set rp,' = rp1 and integrate throughout rp1 then we will gain the effective average 
kinetic energy per particle. If we take the Fourier transform of p ( rp1 - rp,') then we will 
gain the momentum distribution. If p( rp1 -rp,') is constant then we will gain a delta 
peak upon our Fourier transform giving evidence of a condensate in the system, 
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-8
2p(qJ1- (/J11 ) _ I N-1( (N-q ))2 {m-(N;~ r))qJJ-qJJ') 
-----'-----!... ---I m- --- f e 8cp~ 2nN m=O 2 
-82 P( qJ1 - rp/) 
arp~ 
1 N-1( ( N -q ))2 
--I m - --f 
2nN m=O 2 
{5.4.11} 
{5.4.12} 
None of the terms in { 5 .4.12} depend on rp1 therefore the integration over this phase is 
simply carried out as 
] N-1( (N -q ))2 (T)=-I m- --! 
N m=O 2 
{5.4.13 } 
We can expand the brackets in {5.4.13} , (m - K)2 = m2 -2Km+K2 , and separate the 
summation as 
(T) =- N - --- f + Im2 +2 - -- - f I m 1 ( (N q )2 N-1 (N q )N-1 ) 
N 2 ~ 2 ~ 
{5.4.14} 
Now both summations in {5.4.14} can be simplified using algebraic series 
"' 1 (i) I I r 2 = - w ( w + 1 )( 2w + I) and I r =-w ( w + 1) to give 
~ 6 ~ 2 
I N-q 1 N-q 
( ( )
2 ( ) ) (T)=N N -
2
- - J +6N(N-1)(2N-1)- -
2
- -J N(N-1) {5.4.15} 
{5.4.16} 
(T )=N
2
+12/
2
+12f+2 
even 12 
{5.4. 17} 
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We can now introduce an integer value of magnetic flux m, like we did with the result 
from the Tight-Binding Model {5.2.34} and plot our energy values with respect to the 
flux through values of -}i ~ f ~ }i . These results are plotted in figure 5. 4.1 and 
5.4.2. 
E(j) 
E(j) 
--~1-+~1L---~--~~--~--~g~ I 
- 2 2 2 
Fig 5.4.1 - Plot of (T odd ). Red 
to green illustrates the increase 
of magnetic flux, m by integer 
values. 
Fig 5.4. 2 - Plot of ( T:ven ) . 
Notice again the stationary 
points on half integer values. 
Here we see, in the above plots, the same physical phenomena that arose in the Tight-
Binding Model. As we increase or decrease our flux,/, past j}ij then the energy levels 
allow us to be in a state with m± 1 respective of whether the flux, J, was increased or 
decreased. Our one-body function {5.4.10} operates in phase space whereas if we 
introduce the idea that ((J1 = 
2
; x1 and Y = ( N ;; -f) then we have 
{5.4.18} 
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{5.4.19} 
{5.4.20} 
{5.4.21} 
{5.4.22} 
If we now substitute back in for Y = ( N ~ 0 -f) giving 
{5.4.23} 
Then we can now split the exponential term in {5.4.23} into its real and complex 
constituents and set x = x1 - x; then we arrive at a real value for the off-diagonal density 
matrix similar to that in [S3l 
x =[cos(f(2f +~ -1)x )][sin( Tx )] 
p( ) NL . (;r ) 
sm -x 
L 
{5.4.24} 
The kinetic energy per particle can now be gained form taking the result in {5.4.24}, 
differentiating to the second order and finally integrating over x1 , i.e. 
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{5.4.26} 
Taking the second differential of {5.4.24} is not straightforward task and an easier 
approach will be to expand the trigonometric terms as Taylor series to the first two 
powers and then differentiate. The Taylor approximation is only valid for small x but as 
we are to set x1 = x: then our x --+ 0 and the expansion should hold true. Now using 
. . . x2 x4 • x x3 x5 
the two tdentlttes· cos(x)=:1--+-- ... sm{x)=---+-- ... we can expand 
' 2! 4! ' 1! 3! 5! 
{5.4.24} and setting x=(x1 -x:) we have {5.4.27} if we only take the first two non-
zero powers from the Taylor expansion. 
p(x)= 
1-~(~(2/ +;-1)x r 
NL 
{5.4.27} 
{5.4.28} 
{5.4.29} 
Now disregarding any terms that involve x in power three or greater and we have 
(x -x')=1+(~-p2;r2 ;r2{2J+;-1)2J{x -x')2 p I I 6E 6L 2E I I {5.4.30} 
The second differential of { 5.4.30} is now trivially calculated as 
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{5.4.31} 
As we no longer have any dependence on xi or x: then setting them equal to each other 
will not have any effect on {5.4.31} and we can move straight onto the integration over 
xi defined in { 5.4.26} 
{5.4.32} 
{
0 -EvenN 
where f- unit magnetic flux and ~ = . Therefore for a system with no 
1-0ddN 
magnetic flux, i.e. f = 0 then we have 
{ 5.4.33} 
{5.4.34} 
Now, if we treat this as if we were going towards the thermodynamic limit, then both 
N & L ~ oo and the kinetic energy per particle falls out as the Fermi energy [46•481. 
2 2 (T)= p 7T 
3 
{5.4.35} 
This method has used a simplification, in the Taylor series, but the analytical 
differential of { 5.4.24} has also been calculated in Mathematica. This differential can 
then be expanded as a Taylor series and we find the same result as in {5.4.32}, further 
validating our method of calculation. 
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Symmetric Off-Diagonal Density Matrix 
We can also use a symmetric wave function, that which models Bose systems, to 
calculate our off-diagonal density matrix. This will be useful in a comparison between 
one-dimensional Bose and Fermi systems. The fermionic wave function was 
constructed from a Slater determinant giving us our anti-symmetric property. A Bose 
system is invariant under the permutation of momentum values and can be constructed 
by taking the average sum of all different permutations i.e. 
{5.5.1} 
where the sum over n represents the sum over the set n = {~t:t.~ •.. ,nN} which is 
permutated through all N! combinations. If we now use a plane wave such that 
e;kn;xJ = 'lfn
1 
{ xj) then we can start to operate on our wave function. 
Homogenous Case 
Bosons do not follow the Pauli exclusion principle as fermions do, this means that more 
than one particle may occupy the same state. This is very important as we can study the 
homogenous state where 11:t = n2 = ... = nN = 0 . This is known as the Bose Condensate 
where all particles occupy the ground state and their wave functions become coherent. 
When studying this state the plane waves we are using will give unity and therefore our 
wave function will be a constant 
{5.5.2} 
Our off-diagonal density matrix can now be trivially calculated as 
Yz J dxz, ... ,dxN 
p(x1-x/)=; -Pz =1 
J dxw··• dxN 
-Yz 
{5.5.3} 
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To calculate the kinetic energy from {5.5.3} we must take the second derivative with 
respect to Xi which will in fact give us a zero answer. Therefore when in a Bose 
condensed state the particles have no kinetic energy. We can see that {5.5.3} is a 
constant value and therefore when we calculate the momentum distribution we will have 
a delta peak showing that all particles are in the same energy state, as we would expect 
from a Bose condensate 
Inhomogeneous Case 
In the inhomogeneous case the values of set n can vary from 1 ~ N in any number of 
different combinations, whether they are repeated or not. This means we could 
calculate the kinetic energy in any number of different states depending on how we 
arrange the energy spectrum initially. The off-diagonal density matrix is a single 
particle function and when we apply our symmetric wave function to the case of 
successive energy levels then we will gain the same answer as with the anti-symmetric 
case. Therefore for a system of N interacting bosons in a magnetic flux, f we can say 
the off-diagonal density matrix is given by 
Although, bosons can occupy any number of states whether that state is already 
occupied or not, the answer in {5.5.4} can vary depending on which states are summed 
through. The result in {5.5.4} is only valid for the hard core Bose condition where the 
particles take successive energy levels in the lowest N levels. Here we take it that the 
hard core, or point-like interaction behaves like a pseudo Pauli exclusion principle for 
Bose particles and forbids them from occupying the same state. As this is the same 
result for the anti-symmetric or fermionic case then it is trivial to see that the kinetic 
energy of the interacting Bose system will be the same as that for the non-interacting 
Fermi system {5.4.35}. 
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Radial Distribution Function Using Anti-Symmetric Wave Function 
In the previous section we have used the one-body operator (off-diagonal density 
matrix) to calculate the kinetic energy for a system of fermions. We can now use this 
same anti-symmetric wave function in the calculation of our two-body operator, known 
as the radial distribution function. Now if we recall 
211' 
- N(N -1) J If/. (q.>l,-··,tpN )lf/(qJI,···,tpN )dq.>3 ···dqJN 
g(tpl-q.>2)- 2 211' {5.6.1} 
p J If/• ( qJp • • •' qJN) If/ ( qJI, • • •' qJN )dq_>l • • • dtpN 
0 
We can then calculate the effective potential in the system {5.6.2} which will then 
allow us to gain potential energy, Ev. 
{5.6.2} 
211' 
Ev = J~ff (q.>l -q.>2)dq.>ldqJ2 {5.6.3} 
0 
Now if we recall the anti-symmetric wave function: 
{5.6.4} 
1 
{5.6.5} 
We have two options here due to the parity of the system in that odd and even numbered 
systems give different wave functions. In {5.6.1} we can see that there is no pseudo 
phase as there was with the calculation of the off-diagonal density matrix{5.4.1 }. This 
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means that when we multiply the wave function by its complex conjugate, the exponent 
terms preceding the determinant calculation will cancel to unity in both the numerator 
and denominator. This means that in the calculation of {5.6.1} we will only have to 
integrate over the multiplication of two determinants, which resolves our parity issue as 
the only discerning feature between {5.6.4} and {5.6.5} is in the exponent preceding the 
determinant which will cancel to unity. 
The denominator will integrate out simply again to giveN!(2.7Tt {5.4.6}. The 
numerator is not integrated over phases rp1 and rp2 so after the integration over the 
remaining phases we will be left with functions that depend on these variables. As with 
2tr 
the off-diagonal density matrix, due to J e;~ = [ ie;~ J:tr = 0 , the only non-zero results are 
0 
going to come from the multiplication of two configurations that have been permutated 
in exactly the same way. Further proof is shown in Appendix I where the two and three 
particle cases are treated exactly. This is the same argument that was outlined in section 
{5.4} that cancels our (N!)2 calculations, in the multiplication of two determinants, 
down toN! . In this case however, we will have 2N! terms as each permutation of the 
conjugate matrix will give a non-zero result with two different permutations of the non-
conjugate matrix, i.e. those where rp1 and rp2 are permutated. 
e -it;fPI e -in2'1'2 = e -ifPI e -2i'I'J. x 
' ' 
conjugate matrix elements 
{
e;fl'l ,e2i'I'J. 
e2ifPI ,e;'l'l 
'----v---' 
non-conjugate elements 
{5.6.6} 
The negative sign in front of the exponent is due to the parity term in {5.4.4}, as the 
diagonat2 term will give unity but the second non-conjugate term will have been 
permutated by a factor P = ±1. 
Now if we hold ~ = 1 in our conjugate matrix while summing over n2 = { 2, · · ·, N} we 
will gain { 5.6. 7}, where rjJ = ( rp1 - rp2 ). 
N-I (N -1)- Leim~ {5.6.7} 
m= I 
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Now if we perform the same operation but hold n2 = 1 in our conjugate matrix then we 
will gain 
N-1 (N -1)- Le-imql {5.6.8} 
m= I 
Now if we move on and set ~ = 2 in the conjugate matrix then we will only have to 
sum over non-conjugate elements n2 = { 3, · · ·, N} as all others are degenerate. 
Performing this summation and integration will give us 
N-2 (N -2)- Leimql {5.6.9} 
m= I 
Following on from this we can write the summation over all permutations as 
N-1 N-l N-k N-l N-k 2L(N -m)- LLeimql_ LLe-imql' {5.6.10} 
m=l k=l m=l k=! m=! 
which, if we use known identities for the above summations can read as 
N(N -l) _""' e -e _""' e -e N-2( iql i(N-k)q! J N-2( -iql -i(N-k)q! J ~ l-e;; ~ l-e-;; 
N(N -1)-((N -I)( 1 ~·:,, )-(1_1e'' )t,e"' J 
-( (N -i)C ~; .. H~-~-·· )t,e-''' J 
{5.6.11} 
{5.6.12} 
Each of the summations inside the square brackets of { 5.6.12} can be calculated as a 
known result giving 
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where the exponents can be cancelled into trigonometric form as 
((
(N -1)e;;J ( e;; -eiN; JJ 
N(N - 1)- 1-e;; - 2(cos(~)-1) 
((
(N -1)e-;;J ( e-;; -e-iN; JJ 
- 1-e-;; - 2(cos(~)-1) 
N N-1- N-1 --. +--. + ( ) ( )( e;; e-;; ) (cos(~)-cos(N~)J 1-e'" 1-e-'; cos(~)-1 
And our summation can finally be given as 
N(N _ 1)+(N _ 1)+(cos(~)-cos(N~)J cos(~)-1 
{5.6.13} 
{5.6.14} 
{5.6.15} 
{5.6.16} 
Ifwe now look back to {5.6.6} where we first determined the different non-zero results 
that were obtainable, we can see that we only consider the first two phases. This is 
because the remaining phases cancel to unity with their conjugate partner, however 
there will be ( N- 2)! coincidences of this for each pairing in { 5 .6.6} leading to 
(N _2)!(N2 _ 1 +(cos(~)-cos(N~)JJ cos(~)-1 {5.6.17} 
If we now perform the integration over all remaining phases and re-introduce our 
denominator we get 
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1 ( 2 1 (cos(~)-cos{N~)JJ 
47r 2N(N -1) N - + cos(~)-1 {5.6.18} 
Then our two-body radial distribution function can be written as 
In this one-dimensional calculation the density can be calculated as p = N = .!!_ giving 
L 21r 
{5.6.20} 
We can go on further to expand the cosine terms and using the identity 
cos 2(} = 1-2 sin 2 (} we can cancel to 
(
cos( rp1- rp2) -1 + 1- cos( N( rp1- rp2) )J = 1 +(1- cos ( N( rp1- rp2) )J 
cos ( rpl - rp2 ) -1 cos ( rp, - rp2 ) -1 
{5.6.21} 
finally giving us our N particle two-body radial distribution function as 
{5.6.22} 
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We can now substitute back in for CfJ; = 2" X; to give us correlations dependant on the 
L 
spatial distance between particles 
{5.6.23} 
This result has been verified [43•46•54•551 with a spherical Bessel function 
g (z) = 1- j~ (ptrz) and is derived in more detail in Appendix I. 
As we are working in only one dimension we can also use this radial distribution 
function to realise the two-body interaction in a string of lattice sites where if we take 
sites nand m we have a result verified by Kusmartsev in [56] 
{5.6.24} 
For our radial distribution functions to be properly normalised then {5.6.22} and 
{5.6.23} follow the sequential condition pJg(1,2)-ld1d2=-1, where pis the 
density of the system under investigation. Our radial distribution function relating to 
ordered lattice positions {5.6.24} is normalised when the summation of the radial 
L 
distribution function over all lattice positions is equal to unity i.e. 11 L g N ( n-m) = 1. 
NP L JgN(x1-x2)-1 dx,dx2 =-1 
a 
Loughborough University 
( ) = {( 0, 2tr) a,f3 ( ) 
-1!,1! 
{
(O,L) 
(a, /3) = (- ~' ~) 
130 
n,m=l 
{5.6.25} 
{5.6.26} 
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{5.6.25} and {5.6.26} have been calculated numerically and are known to be correct. 
To correctly normalise {5.6.24} we must first calculate the summation and then take the 
inverse, as it is not as apparent as the other cases. 
As a lattice creates discrete points then we can perform a summation over these sites 
using a divergent potential i.e. 1/r whereas if we performed an integration the result 
would obviously be divergent itself. Now if we can properly normalise this radial 
distribution function we will be able to correctly access the effect of divergent potentials 
in our systems. Equation {5.6.27} is the summation of the radial distribution function 
over all lattice sites. The indices n, m can take values between 1 and N therefore our 
value of (n-m) will have a range -(N -1) ~ (N -1) 
{5.6.27} 
The frequency of the value ( n-m) is such that we can say that { 5.6.27} is equivalent to 
{5.6.28} 
where 
~ I(L-k) sm L =(.!:.-1)L 
[ 
• 
2 (NJTk)l 
N k=l sin2 ( 7) N {5.6.29} 
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Therefore 
{5.6.30} 
We can now take the inverse of {5.6.30} and gain our normalised density matrix for N 
particles G N ( n- m) with respect to lattice positions as 
{5.6.31} 
This is again verified by Kusmartsev in Ref [56]. We now have a correctly normalised 
N particle two-body radial distribution function using an anti-symmetric wave function 
for use with phase, distance or lattice co-ordinates. This, coupled with the off-diagonal 
density matrix for an anti-symmetric wave function, will allow us to investigate the 
potential and kinetic energy in a variety of fermionic or hard core Bose systems that will 
be discussed later. 
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Radial Distribution Function Using Symmetric Wave Function 
If we now use a symmetric wave function in our radial distribution function calculation 
we will be able to access the effect of two-body interactions in Bose systems giving us a 
complete comparison with a fermionic system. For this we have chosen the wave 
function used in the symmetric off-diagonal density matrix calculation. 
{5.7.1} 
Homogenous Case 
Again, with the symmetric case we can look to two extremes when we are concerned 
with bosons. Firstly we shall investigate the so called Bose condensate, where at low 
enough temperatures all particles fall into the lowest energy state and their wave 
functions become coherent. As with the previous homogenous case 
n1 = n2 = ... = nN = 0 and If/ ( ~, •• , xN) = JNi.. Our radial distribution function in this 
Bose condensed state is therefore given as 
L/2 
J dx3"""dxN 
) N(N -1) -L/2 g N (XI - X2 = 2 -:L::;,:/2:....._ _ _ 
p J dx1 ... dxN 
{5.7.2} 
-L/2 
{5.7.3} 
As N increases {5.7.3} will~ 1 therefore demonstrating that a Bose condensed state is 
completely on-correlated. 
Inhomogeneous Case 
If we introduce an interaction then our particles will not populate the lowest state and 
our wave function ceases to be a constant. Our wave function will be comprised of N! 
separable terms of e;(k1x1+ ... +kNxN) from the permutations of k;Xr When we multiply the 
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wave function by its complex conjugate then we will be left with ( N !)2 tem1s to 
integrate in the both the numerator and denominator of the radial distribution function 
calculation. This is similar to the calculation of the anti-symmetric radial distribution 
function in that certain tem1s will cancel to give unity and the rest will disappear on 
integration. If we now remind ourselves of our full calculation 
L/2 J If/• (xi' .. ,XN )lf/(Xp-.,XN )dx3 ... dxN 
) N ( N -1) -L/2 gN(~-X2 = 2 -L*/2-------------------------
p J If/• (~, .. ,XN )lf/(Xw.,XN )dx1 ... dxN 
{5.7.4} 
-L/2 
As the denominator of {5.7.4} is integrated over all co-ordinates then only tem1s which 
cancel to unity will survive and after perfom1ing the integration we have 
L/2 J If/• (xw.,XN )lf/(Xw.,XN )dx1 ... dxN = N!L2 
-L/2 
{5.7.5} 
The numerator is not integrated over all the co-ordinates so we will be left with all 
tem1s dependant on ~ and x2 , with our unity tem1s, after integration. When we 
investigated the anti-symmetric case we found that with each unity tem1 we found an 
exponent tem1 dependant on x1 and x2 • The anti-symmetric property of the wave 
function meant that the exponent tem1 had a negative sign preceding it, but in this case 
we should have the same summation all be it with a change in parity of the exponent 
teims. We can then look back to {5.6.11} and calculate our numerator in this case as 
L/2 
~(e;p -e;p (N-k)J 
N(N -1)+ L..J ip 
k=o 1-e J If/• (x1' .. ,xN )lf/(Xw.,XN )dx3 ... dxN = LN-2 
-L/2 
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The expansion and calculation of {5.7.6} has been handled before and we can take the 
previous answer bearing in mind our parity change. We can therefore state that for a 
system of N interacting bosons we have 
{5.7.7} 
The result in {5.7.7} is again dependant on the energy spectrum of the bosons and will 
differ according to which levels are filled and therefore which correlation lengths arise. 
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Numeric and Analytical Comparison 
We have now calculated the exact expression for the radial distribution function of a 
one-dimensional non-interacting Fermi gas { 5.6.23} which can be plotted as a 
comparison with the numerical results gained from the HNC scheme. We have also 
calculated the exact expression for a system of homogenous bosons {5.7.3} which can 
also be plotted along side our numerical results and are in fact shown in the following 
figure. 
g(x) 
2 
0.5 
I 
I 
10 
Cotrelation Furx::tions 
ax 
20 30 40 50 
Fig 6.1.1 - Shows the numerical results attained within the HNC scheme for one-dimensional bosons 
interacting via a pseudo delta .function potential in the solid colours and the analytical Fermi result 
{ 5 .6.23} in the dashed colours. The colour code red to blue represents a change from low to high one-
dimensional density. 
For results in the TG regime where pa10 < 1, we have a good agreement for the 
frequency of oscillations with the analytical Fermi gas calculation. These can also be 
compared to results seen in Refs [46,54,57,58,59,60]. Results in the GP 
regime P~n » 1 tend to unity in both the numerical routine and the analytical Bose 
condensate showing that this system of bosons interacting via a delta function or hard 
core case, can exhibit Fermi properties if the conditions are suitable. 
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We have found evidence to suggest that this system ofbosons can adopt a Fermi energy 
structure in the hard core case. What we now have to do is investigate the energy levels 
that we have calculated analytically and compare those to which we calculate within the 
numerical model. We can compare the analytical energy per particle gained in {5.4.35} 
for a non-interacting Fermi gas with the Bose kinetic energy per particle for a Jastrow 
wave function defined in {1.2.8} along with the result {5.1.133} from the Bethe Anzatz 
for a system of hard core spheres. We can also compare the Gross-Pitaevskii energy per 
particle { 5.1.138} with that we gain from the interaction or potential energy calculated 
within our HNC scheme for a Jastrow function defined as { 1.2. 7}. The interaction 
V(x) is the approximated delta function {4.4.1} but we have also used the induced 
potential gained from the Structure factor of the numerical system {1.3.42}. The 
followingfigures show the Structure factors and Feynman excitations gained from the 
numerical routines. The Structure factor can simply be extracted from the numerical 
data by taking 
"' 
p J eikx ( g ( x) -1) dx + 1 
S(k) 
1.75 
1.5 
1.25 
0.75 
0.5 
0.25 
0.2 0.4 
S(k)=p(X(k)+N(k))+1 , which is equivalent to 
[42,57] Then the Feynman calculation follows on as 
Structure FactOtS 
0.6 0.8 1.2 
k 
1.4 a 
Fig 6.1.2 - shows the 
Structure factor for the 
corresponding radial 
distribution jUnctions 
shown in 6.1.1 
The reference to a on the axes of these plots is with respect to the approximated delta 
function 5 ( x) = a/ ( a2 + x2 ) • When we change this value to effectively sharpen our 
delta function then the results only differ in the scale of the axes. As a ~ 0 the 
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approximation of the analytical singularity becomes very accurate and we approach a 
true delta function. 
2 40 tt 
2a2m 30 
20 
10 
Feynman Excitations Feynman Excitations 
---------- k 1 2 3 4 5 a 
Fig 6.1.3 - shows the Feynman excitation spectrum gained from the Structure factor. Red is low density 
moving through to blue which shows high density. The limits of the plot do not clearly show the 
photonlroton minimum in the red curve although it is present. 
The Feynman excitations here follow the Feynman approximations [591 as we see a 
distinguished peak form. This peak, apparent in all curves is the phonon/roton region 
that has been proven theoretically and experimentally of super fluid 4He. Super fluid 
4He is in essence a system of interacting bosons in a condensate so the above result can 
be said to show that we still have a condensate in all density profiles. The induced 
potential is also gained from the Structure factor as 
n
2
e ( 1 J2 V,nd (k)= - -(2S(k)+l) 1--( ) and is shown injigure 6.1.4. The factor of r-' 
4mL S k 
is a normalising factor [6' ·621 and is equivalent to the maximum x-range taken m the 
numerical routine. 
Induced Paertial k 
0.8 1 a 
- 0.0004 
Loughborough Uruversity 138 
Fig 6.1.4 - Shows the 
induced potential 
calculated from the 
Structure factor. Again 
blue represents high 
density systems. 
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If we now apply an inverse Fourier transform we shall gain the induced potential in x-
space and this is show infigure 6.1.5. 
Induced Prientia/ 
0.0001 
6 8 
- 0.00025 
ax 
10 
Fig 6.1 .5 - hows the 
x-space 
potential. 
Induced 
To gain the effective potential {5.6.2} we now multiply the two-body radial distribution 
function with the induced potential and we gainfigure 6.1.6. Now we can numerically 
integrate the following function to gain the potential energy per particle in our system 
arising from the induced potential. 
g()() Vind(X) 
6 8 
ax 
10 
Fig 6.1.6 - Shows the 
effective potential for 
the induced 
calculation. 
The other potential we are investigating is the approximated delta function interaction, 
given as V ( x) =raj ( a2 + x2 ) the results of which are as follows 
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ltteraction 
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Fig 6.1. 7 - Shows the 
delta function potential 
for differing values of a 2m 
lil 
100 
r from the TG to GP 
80 
regime. 
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ax 
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Again, we can generate an effective potential then numerically integrate to gain the 
potential energy per particle due to the delta function interaction. Now the potentials 
have been calculated we need to calculate the kinetic energy in our system as outlined in 
{ 1.2.8}. The function f (r) is equivalent to the square root of the initial function 
before we start to iterate and this can be extracted from the numerical routine and the 
differentialstaken. The plottedresultsfor ~ ln f(r)= !22 ln ~g1nwal(x) areasfollows 
Kinetic 
300 
250 Fig 6. 1.8 'hows the 
200 kinetic energy 
a 2m function used as part 150 
of the kinetic energy 
100 
calculation. Red 
50 represents low 
ax density systems. 
4 6 8 10 
- 50 
- 100 
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The plots in the previous figure are then used to gain functions analogous to the 
effective potential outlined in { 1.2.8} and the kinetic energy per particle can be acquired 
with another numerical integration. These energy levels, along with the analytical, have 
been plotted in the following figure for values of the dimensionless gas parameter 
ranging from 10-3 --+ 103 [46•631 • 
Energy Per Particle 
0.001 O.D1 0.1 10 100 
Fig 6.1 .9 - Shows the energy per particle for the: TG (Blue), GP (Orange), Bethe Anzatz (Purple), 
kinetic from Jastrow (Red), delta function potential (Yellow), induced p otential (Green). 
We can see from figure 6.1.9 that in the TG regime, or that of a non-interacting Fermi 
gas we have a good agreement with the analytical expression for the kinetic energy per 
particle and the kinetic energy per particle calculated for a Jastrow wave function. This 
is interesting as the Jastrow function is essentially a Bose or symmetric function and 
this agrees very well with the exact analytical Fermi energy. We do not consider the 
energy from the delta function or the induced potential as this system it transforms into 
is a non-interacting one therefore interaction potentials should yield no contribution. 
Therefore our system of bosons interacting via a hard core potential have adopted a 
Fermi energy structure when paw « 1 i.e. when the density of the system is lowered. 
The contribution from the potential at low densities far exceeds the Fermi energy but 
this can be attributed to the fact that our low density results in the HNC scheme differ 
from the exact QMC results. 
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In the GP regime our potential energies gained from the Jastrow method agree exactly 
with the analytical expression {5.1.138} for values. The Lieb-Liniger calculation 
{5.1.133} is only valid for 10-3 <paw< 0.1 and does not smoothly bridge the gap 
between the two regimes although the induced potential calculation looks to be a good 
fit at bridging the gap between the two regimes giving us a smooth transition between 
the two states. This cannot strictly be used though as the potential should come from 
the interaction described in the Hamiltonian but in this case it seemed to fit well. 
The following figure shows how the convergence progressed throughout the iterative 
procedure. 
8 
6 
4 
2 
50 100 150 200 250 
Fig 6.1.10 - Shows the 
percentage convergence 
of the one-dimensional 
density of the system 
between successive 
iterations in the HNC 
scheme. 
As we can see from figure 6.1.1 0, the convergence of all functions within our range of 
variables chosen follows a smooth pattern down to our convergence limit of 0.1 %. This 
highlights the trend of our results and shows there are no singularities or errors in the 
functional flow program used. The functional flow program is shown in Appendix Ill. 
We can also see that the curve in green takes far longer to converge than the rest 
indicating that there may be a phase change. To converge the functions further however 
would require many more data points than we are able to handle in the computers 
memory, and coupled with this problem is that of computing time which would 
drastically increase. 
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Quantum Dots 
The term quantum dot or artificial atom is a relatively new term in physics and there is a 
considerable amount of both experimental and theoretical research being put into the 
subject. It is essentially a small semiconductor island with a capacitance, C, that 
confines electrons holes or electron-hole pairs. When the size of the island becomes 
comparable to that of the de Broglie wavelength of the trapped electrons then we have a 
quantum dot. Due to the confinement, the electrons take discrete energy levels giving 
rise to the term artificial atom, where the quantisation can be controlled by changing the 
size or shape of the dot or even the confining potential. 
Fig 7. 1.1 - Shows the layout for a split-gate semiconductor quantum dot. The bias 
applied at the gates determines the flow of electrons tunnelling from source to 
drain. 
To add one electron to the dot would cost energy efc and at low temperatures this can 
be greater than the thermal energy of the dot therefore transport of the electron can be 
suppressed. This is known as the Coulomb blockade effect [641 where Coulomb 
charging determines the transport through the dot. It is based on the charging of a small 
capacitor and can allow for the transportation of single electrons. If electrons are to 
travel from source to drain then the island, or capacitor, must be populated, or charged. 
For this to happen we need a threshold bias to allow electron transport, below which no 
electron transport is observed and we experience the Coulomb blockade. If we apply a 
voltage to the gate electrodes we can change the potential of the dot and we will get 
oscillations in the current with respect to the gate potential. These are know as 
Coulomb oscillations and the period of the oscillations is inversely proportional to the 
capacitance. These will hopefully be realised as a switching application in future 
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electronic systems. Another application of quantum dots is in the realisation of 
quantum computers. Such devices would utilise an array of quantum particles in which 
the superposition and subsequent collapse of the wave function would lead to new 
computing algorithms that a deterministic computer would take years to process. 
An array of quantum dots are shown infigure 7. 1.2 
1 
I I I 
2 3 4 
Fig 7.1.2 - Shows an array of L semiconductor islands populated by spinless 
electrons. 
The external potential and the dimensions of the capacitance island would allow us to 
recreate the energy levels of any atom making this a very diverse technique. We could 
investigate an array such as this using our anti-symmetric wave function calculation. 
First we need to determine the Hamiltonian for a system of spinless fermions . The 
potential energy associated with the hopping between islands is given in terms of 
creation and annihilation operators as 
{7.1.1} 
where the second quantisation operators are defined as: ai 0) =I 0) 
{7 .1.1 } becomes 
{7.1.2} 
{7.1.3} 
Then if we state that ( b;t b,+l ) = 1 then 
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{7.1.4} 
This gives us an overall Hamiltonian for a system of N spinless electrons populating L 
semiconductor islands as 
{7.1.5} 
where the sum over (i,j) is the sum over nearest neighbours. The kinetic term in 
{7.1.5} can be interpreted as the charge per unit area and unless our islands are small 
enough then this term will be negligible. The one-body operator or off-diagonal density 
matrix will give us our kinetic energy ofthe electrons. This has already been calculated 
using an anti-symmetric wave function in {5.4.16} and we can say that the kinetic 
energy of N electrons is 
{7.1.6} 
In the calculation of the potential we can envisage the array of quantum dots as evenly 
ordered fermions in a one-dimensional lattice and if we look back to {5.6.3} we can say 
that the potential due to tunnelling is 
L (V,)= N(N -1)0:2: GN (n-m)V, (n-m), {7.1.7} 
n"m 
where V,(n-m)=cos( 2: (n-m)) and the factor of N{N-1)/2 scales for the 
interactions between all the particles. If we expand and assume p = N / L then 
L (V,)= p 20LgN (n-m )V, (n-m) {7.1.8} 
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[ 
• 2 ( N tr ( )) l L L 2 sm - n-m LgN (n-m)v; (n-m) = :Lcos(__!!_(n-m)) 1- ( ) {7.1.9} 
n"#m n"#m L Nz sinz ;r (n-m) 
L 
The sum over the two sets of indices n and m can be condensed down to the sum of one 
variable. There will be a frequency of ( L -1) for ( n- m) = 1 , ( L - 2) for ( n- m) = 2 
and so on to {L-(L-1)) for (n- m)= (L-1). The symmetric property of the cosine 
function allows us to simplify further, as we do not have to consider the parity of 
( n-m), finally giving 
L L-I 2 k sm L 
[ 
• 
2 (N;rk)l ~gN(n-m)V,(n-m)~2t;(L-k)cos( ~ ) 1- N'sin'( "}) {7.1.10} 
{7.1.11} 
Finally going back to {7.1.8}, the potential energy due to N electrons tunnelling 
throughout L evenly ordered one-dimensional lattice sites is 
(V,)= Q(1- N) {7.1.12} 
This result is for what is known as a doped system as all the lattice sites are not filled. 
We can compare this result with that of a fully filled system i.e. N = L. 
()I LN (2;r( )J[ sin2 {tr(n-m))] v; = Q cos - n- m 1 
N=L N (;r J 
n"#m N 2 sin2 L ( n-m) 
{7.1.13} 
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We can perform the same operation as we did to gain {7.1.10} in that we can simplify 
to a summation of one variable. We can also note the integer values of 1r in the 
denominator which will cancel to zero leaving 
{7.1.14} 
The summation can be calculated and it is found that 
{7.1.15} 
Coulomb Interaction 
If we are studying a system of charged electrons we can consider the effect of a 
Coulomb repulsion between the particles. The potential energy due to a Coulomb 
repulsion between N electrons in L sites is given as 
{7.1.16} 
e2 
where Vc ( n -m) = I I [56'651 is our Coulomb interaction dependant on charge e 
an-m 
and separation scaled by a . 
{7.1.17} 
We can simplify this summation as before if we determine the frequency of k. 
{7.1.18} 
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Ifwe take the fully filled system to start with i.e. N=L then {7.1.18} simplifies as if 
we take the sine of any integer multiples of ;r then we get zero. 
p2e2 ( N-Il) (V )I =- 1-N+N"-c N=L a L,.k 
k=I 
{7.1.19} 
The divergent summation of ..!_ has been calculated in Appendix 11 and we can say that 
k 
{7.1.19} is equivalent to 
{7.1.20} 
{7.1.21} 
The result {7.1.21} is only valid for the special case of a fully filled system i.e. N = L 
but if we now look back to {7.1.18} and investigate the case where we have un-
populated sites in our lattice we will find, 
[ 
. 2 (N;rk) . 2 (N;rk)l p2e2 L-I 1 1 L-I sm L L-I sm L 
(vc)=- (1-L+LL-)+-, L ( k) -LL ( ) {7.1.22} 
a k-I k N k-I • 2 7r k-I k · 2 ;rk 
- - sm - - sm -
L L 
( l-17L +In( (L(L+ l)t)) 
[ 
. 2(N;rk)l +~ N(L-N)-LI sm L ' 
N k=I k sin 2 ( ~) 
{7.1.23} 
where 17 = 0.4227843 giving 
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[ 
• 2 (N;rk)l 2 2 L 1 L-Ism L (vc)=P....!!__ Lln(L(L+1))-L1J+- 1--L ( ) {7.1.24} 
a N N k-1 k . 2 ;rk 
- sm -
L 
The result in {7.1.25} is valid for the interaction between like charges i.e. repulsive as 
with proton-proton and electron-electron interactions. Recently there has been a 
considerable amount of interest generated in the area of degenerate matter. The afore 
mentioned form of matter is generated under extreme compression where the main 
dominance in interaction is the Pauli exclusion principle and the degeneracy pressure 
maintains the state and does not allow it to collapse. One of the main areas of research 
involves metallic hydrogen [66-691 or electron-hole liquids [601. Such materials are 
thought to be found at the centre of brown dwarf stars, where there is insufficient heat 
for fusion to occur, such as Jupiter. When hydrogen is compressed sufficiently it will 
undergo a phase change into a state where we have a crystal lattice of protons with a 
separation far less than the Bohr radius, in actuality it is comparable with the de Broglie 
wavelength of an electron. When the hydrogen atoms become compressed to this extent 
the electron orbitals overlap and the electrons become free to exchange places. At this 
point the hydrogen is described as metallic as the electrons behave as conduction 
electrons in metals. In one dimension such a system can be realised as a string of 
electrons and protons modelling our electron-hole liquid. Such a system is investigated 
in l601 where the Hamiltonian for the interaction is given as 
{7.1.26} 
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where the total number of particles N =N. + Nh and the concentration is defined as 
Nh = xN and N. = ( 1-x) N. The potential interaction in { 7 .1.26} can be separated into 
four parts; electron-electron, hole-hole, electron-hole and hole-electron. 
where ne,h and me,h are lattice points of the electron or hole. This is a divergent 
potential and if treated in a continuous limit we would have a singularity at n = m but 
we can calculate an effective potential using the normalised discrete radial distribution 
function calculated in {5.6.31} and used in [S6l. 
Electron-Electron: 
V (n -m)--1 (N.(N.-1)]( N. J( q.q. J[1 
e.ff e e -28 2 L2 {N.-1) ln.-m.l 
sin
2 
( ¥(n. -m.)) l 
N; sin2 (~ (n. -m.)) 
{7.1.28} 
[ 
• 2 ( N.7! ( )) l 22 sm --n.-m. 
V,.ff ( n. -m.) = N. zqe I 1 I 1-_ ____,.......,L(------7-) 
4L 8 n.- m. N2 • 2 7! ( _ ) 
e sm L n. m. 
{7.1.29} 
If we now sum over all our discrete points we can gain the energy per particle due to the 
electron-electron contribution as 
(V..)= N;;; ~ 
4L 8 n>#m 
' ' 
{7.1.30} 
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The summation in {7.1.30} does not allow for the electrons to occupy the same point as 
the Pauli exclusion principle forbids this. As we are looking at the magnitude of the 
separation of particles then we can say that equation {7.1.30} is equivalent to 
{7.1.31} 
This is now in the form of {7.1.18} and will cancel further to give 
[ 
. 2(Nenk)l 2 2 L Ism --(V.e) = Neqe _l +ln(L2 +L)-77---4 t L 
4Le Ne Ne k=i k . 2 (nk) sm -
L 
{7.1.32} 
If we now introduce the concentrations from [601 we will arrive at an expression for the 
electron-electron energy per particle contribution which will also be valid for the hole-
hole interaction 
{7.1.33} 
{
x for hh 
where p = N j L is the one-dimensional density and .9 = ( ) 
1-x for ee 
Electron-Hole: 
To gain correlations between electron-hole pairs we can multiply the electron wave 
function with the hole wave function which is in itself a multiplication of two Slater 
determinants. The operation of multiplying two determinants gives unity and therefore 
our wave function is a constant which gives the radial distribution function 
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{7.1.34} 
Summing over all lattice sites we have 
{7.1.35} 
Therefore our normalised radial distribution function analogous to { 5.6.31} is 
{7.1.36} 
The effective potential for the electron-hole interaction is then calculated as 
{7.1.37} 
Summing over all discrete points now gives the energy per particle as 
{7.1.38} 
As we are dealing with electrons and holes we can say their associated charge is equal 
in magnitude lq.l = lqhl but opposite in sign 
N (N 1) 2 (V)=- • h- q (1-nL+2LlnL) 
eh 4&L(L-1) •t {7.1.39} 
The hole-electron interaction will yield the same result, therefore 
{7.1.40} 
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If we now take the results in {7.1.33} and {7.1.40} we can determine the potential 
energy per particle for an electron-hole liquid with a varying concentration of holes with 
respect to electrons. The results shown in figure 7. 1.3 represents a system where all 
levels are filled i.e. where N. + Nh = N = L. 
Vo 
80 
40 
20 
0.2 0.8 
N = 2 a 
1 
Fig 7.1.3 - shows the potential energy per particle for an electron hole liquid 
with respect to the concentration of electrons and holes a . Plotted in units 
lqhl = lq.l = q and (q 2 /4&) = 1. The colour differentiation represents systems 
with differing numbers of particles N 
It is clear to see that when we have a high concentration of either holes or electrons we 
experience a large positive energy. This is due to that fact that the particles in the 
system have identical charges and wish to repel each other. As we reach 50% 
concentration, even mixture of holes and electrons, then we see a negative potential 
emerge. In fact, a mixture anywhere between 40%-60% should yield a small attractive 
force between the particles creating a stable state. 
If we set the condition that & = 6C then we can include our kinetic calculation from 
{7.1.6} to give us a total ground state energy E0 plotted infigure 7. 1.4. 
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Fig 7.1.4 - shows the ground state energy calculated from {7. 1.6}, {7.1.33} and 
{7.1.39} plotted with respect to the concentration of electrons to holes in the 
system. Plotted in units jqhj = jq. j = q and { q2 /4£) = 1. The colour code 
shows systems with differing numbers of particles. 
We can again clearly see that we have a minimum at the point where we reach a 50% 
concentration. This makes physical sense as at this point the system is balanced 
between like and un-like charges and if we increase the concentration of either particle 
we will tend towards an increase in the repulsive potential. 
We have plotted the ground state energy for systems with different numbers of particles 
but we can also analyse the relationship between the ground state energy and the filling 
factor of the system i.e. N/L. This has been plotted injigure 7. 1.5. 
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Fig 7.1.5 - shows the potential energy per particle with respect to the concentration 
of holes and electrons a . The different colours represent systems that have been 
filled to differing degrees out of a total of I 0 sites i.e. L = 1 0 . 
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Ring with Spinless Fermions 
The Hamiltonian for a system of N spinless fennions of mass m confined to a one-
dimensional ring, as in.figure 7.2.1, with a radius R and a Coulomb coefficient Ec can 
be given as 
{7.2.1} 
where i , j is the summation over all possible interactions in this many-body system, n 
is Planck's constant divided by 27l and f = J; + J; + ... + f N is the magnetic flux applied 
to the system. In this system the fermions interact via a Coulomb repulsion 
Vij = Ec cos ( q;i - q;1 ) . The cosine term is used as it will give a maximum repulsion 
when the fermions are "on top" of one other, i.e. q;i - q;1 = 0, 27l and a minimum when 
they are at opposite sides of the ring, i.e. q;i - q;1 = n 
Fig 7.2. 1 - shows a system of N spinless fermions 
of mass m confined to a one-dimensional ring 
with a radius R 
Our system of N interacting fermions in a magnetic flux f can be modelled by the 
anti-symmetric wave function {5.3.10} calculated earlier in this thesis. We can then 
utilise the one and two-body operators to gain potential and kinetic energies. 
{7.2.2} 
where a is our variational parameter a= ( N -1 + 2/)/2. Now using this wave function 
in the off-diagonal density matrix {5.4.1} we can calculate the kinetic energy and then 
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minimise this with respect to the variational parameter a. Now if we look back to 
{5.4.10} we can say our off-diagonal density matrix for a system of one-dimensional 
Josephson Junctions is 
( - ')=-~-~ e'(m-a)(l"' - 911' ) p rpl rpl 27r N 'f::o {7 .2.3} 
Taking the second differential of {7 .2.3} gives us 
{7.2.4} 
When we then set the condition rp1 = rp/ then we are left with 
a
2 P ( rpl - rp/ ) 
arplarpl' 
1 N-1 
- ""' 2 
=-L..(m-a) 
27rN m=o 
{7.2.5} 
We finally arrive at an expression for our kinetic energy 
{7.2.6} 
{7.2.7} 
If we perform the summation we can gain 
1i
2 (N2 N 1 ) (T)=-- ---+-+a(a-N+l) 
2mR2 3 2 6 
{7.2.8} 
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If we now minimise our kinetic energy with respect to a then we simply take the 
differential of {7.2.8} with respect to a 
a(T) =2a-N+I=O 
a a 
{7.2.9} 
Equation {7.2.9} now tells us that the energy is minimised when our variational 
parameter a=(N-1+2!)/2 when f=O which ifwe look back to {5.3 .11} indicates 
that this is equivalent to a system with an odd number of particles that are occupying 
successive energy levels in the range n(N - l)5k5n(N-l). Taking the L L 
minimisation into account, the kinetic energy for a ring of N spinless fermions in a 
magnetic flux f is now given as 
{7.2.1 0} 
As we have solved the kinetic energy of this Fermi system we can now use our radial 
distribution function {5.6.22} to calculate an effective potential then access the potential 
energy as described in the Hamiltonian {7.2.1 }. Our effective potential is given as 
{7.2.11} 
Now if we say ~ = cp1 - cp2 and if 0 5 cp1, cp2 5 2n then -2n 5 ~ 5 2n and we can 
calculate our many-body potential energy as 
{7.2.12} 
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where p is our phase density N/27! and the N(N -1)/2 comes from the scaling for 
each particle interacts with each other in the system. Splitting the integral will ease the 
calculation 
{7.2.13} 
if 
We can expand i in {7 .2. 13} via trigonometric identities and we can see that 
2a 
J cos(~)d~=[sin(~)J~;, =0 , {7.2.14} 
-2tr 
therefore 
• 2 (N ,~,) 2a sm - 'f (v) = -E (N-I) J cos(~) 2 d~ 
47! 2 •. 2 ( 1 A.) 
-" sm - 'f 
2 
{7.2.15} 
Following on now, we can see that {7.2.15} has been integrated through the cycle 
-27! ~ 27!. Due to the cosine and sine square terms an integration over -27! ~ 27! 
will be zero leaving us with no interaction. 
(v)=o {7.2.16} 
The resultant energy being wholly kinetic is a known result first calculated by Maksynm 
and Chakraborty and leaves us with a total ground state energy for a one-dimensional 
ring of spinless fermions of mass m, figure 7.2.1 , with an applied magnetic flux f, 
described by the Hamiltonian {7.2.1} as 
{7.2.17} 
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lfwe now introduce a unit magnetic flux n such that f = (f -n) we can plot {7.2.1 8} 
in the range -1/2 ~ f ~ 1/2 and vary our magnetic flux units n as in figure 7.2.2. 
{7.2.18} 
Eo 
n=O 
1.02 
.015 
.01 
n=2 
2 
n = 3 n =4 n =5 
3 4 5 
Fig 7.2.2 - shows the ground state energy {7.2.18} plotted in the range 
-1/2 ~ I~ J/2 f or different values of n . These results are for a system of 5 
particles, N = 5 in units n2j( 24mR2 ) = J. 
f 
These results show that there is an Aharonov-Bohm effect in a ring of one-dimensional 
spin less fennions interacting via a potential defmed as V!i = Ec cos( lP,- <PJ where 
f = J; + J; + ... +IN is the magnetic flux that is applied to the N particles. 
If we now introduce the fact that the current I= -8E/8f the we can say our current in a 
one-dimensional ring of spin less fermions is 
{7.2.19} 
This has been plotted in figure 7. 2.3 in the range - L/2 ~ f ~ 1/2 for integer values of 
the unit magnetic flux n. 
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Fig 7.2.3 - shows the current induced in our ring of spin/ess fermions plotted in the 
range - 1/2 ::; J::; 1/2 . Results for system where N = 5. 
Here we can see, in the previous figure that the Aharonov-Bohm oscillations are present 
in the current induced due to the magnetic field. If we introduce a unjt magnetic flux n 
then vary our flux f in the system then we can enter a new system when we reach 
values off= ±1/2. 
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Ring of Superconducting Josephson Junctions 
The Hamiltonian for a system of connecting superconducting Josephson Junctions with 
a Capacitance, C, and a Josephson coupling, E1 is [?OJ,(?IJ 
{7.3.1} 
where; <i,j> - nearest neighbour interactions and e - electric charge of a cooper pair. 
We only take nearest neighbour interactions as for us to get a current then the 
superconducting material must be almost touching. If these junctions are constructed in 
a ring then one superconductor can only be in contact with each of its neighbours. 
Therefore we have neglected long range interactions here. 
r=---<p ~ 
f 
<p4 
fi 
Fig 7.3.1 - Shows a basic layout of N 
Josephson Junctions interacting with a 
magnetic field, f = J; + J; + h + · · · + f N · 
The blue arrows show the interactions 
between junctions but in reality they will be 
joined. 
Our system of cooper pairs that create the superconducting phenomenon inside these 
Josephson junctions can be effectively modelled within the hard core Base condition. 
We can calculate the potential effectively here with our two-body radial distribution 
function described in { 5 .6.22}. We have an interaction potential detailed in the 
Hamiltonian {7.3.1} and if we take only nearest neighbour interactions then we can 
calculate our potential energy as 
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where rjJ = rp1 - rp2 and p = N /2n is the phase density. Splitting the integral will ease 
the calculation 
{7.3.3} 
We can expand i in { 7 .2.13} via trigonometric identities and we can see that 
{7.3.4} 
and subsequently that 
{7.3 .5} 
therefore 
. 2(N "") 21T Stn - 'f' 
(v) = -E1 f cos(r/J+~) 2 drp 
4nN 2 • 2 (1 "") 
- 1( sm - 'f' 
2 
{7.3.6} 
Following on now, we can expand about the same identity and split the integral 
{7.2.15} again to simplify the calculation 
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{7.3.7} 
Using another identity to cancel the square terms in the denominators of {7 .2.16} we 
have 
{7.3.8} 
giving 
(v) = -EJ 
47!N 
{7.3.9} 
Now using: 
{I sin ' ( N ~ /2) /tan ( fl /2) d ~ ~ 0} we can finally ea lculate our potential energy as 
{7.3.1 0} 
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We now have an expression for the potential energy per particle for a ring of N 
Josepbson junctions dependent on the magnetic flux I= J; + J; +};+···+IN. We can 
now plot our result with respect to the number of particles or magnetic flux and can be 
seen infigures 7. 3.2 & 3 respectively . 
V(N) 
0.75 
0.5 
0.25 
-0.25 
- 0.5 
- 0.75 
8 
f = l 2 
10 
Fig 7.3.2 - shows the potential energy per particle / junction from {7.3.10} 
plotted with respect to the number ofjunctions . The coloured curves represent 
different units of magnetic flux applied to the ring of Josephson junctions. 
Plotted in units E1 = I . 
N 
Here we can see, in the previous figure, that we can reduce the potential energy per 
particle by increasing the magnetic flux, f, applied to the system. 
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Fig 7.3.3 - shows the potential energy per particle given in {7.3.10} plotted with 
respect to the magnetic flux experienced by the cooper pairs. The colour 
differentiation represents systems with differing numbers of particles and is plotted 
in units EJ = 1 . 
ln figure 7. 3.3 we see that as the magnetic flux increases then it again becomes 
energetically favourable to alter the system. Rather than increasing the flux, as with 
figure 7. 3.2, it becomes favourable to increase the number of Josephson junctions in the 
ring. We can see that at the turnjng point of N = 4 we have a lower energy state with 
N = 5 on so on. This is the Aharonov-Bohm effect and we have shown it to exist in 
one dimension for a ring of Josephson junctions experiencing a magnetic flux f. 
If we now introduce a unit magnetic flux n such that f = (f- n) we can plot {7 .3 .11} 
in the range -1/2 ~ f ~ 1/2 and vary our magnetic flux units n as in figure 7. 3.4. 
{7.3.11} 
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Fig 7.3.4 - shows the potential energy per particle {7.3.1 1} plotted in the 
range - 1/2 ~ f ~ 1/2 for differing values of the unit magnetic flux n . 
Results for system where N = 5. 
We can clearly see that the potential energy of our Josephson Junctions exhibits the 
Aharonov-Bohm oscillations as with the ring of spinless fermions . 
We can calculate the current flowing in our Josephson Junctions as in the previous 
ection. We need to take our expression for the ground state potential energy in 
{7.3.11} then calculate I, =-8V/8f as 
{7.3.12} 
The current present in a ring of Josephson Junctions has been plotted in .figure 7. 3.5. 
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Fig 7.3.5 - shows the current in a system of5 Josephson Junctions plotted in the 
range where - 1/2 ::;; I::;; 1/2 . The colour code represents different values of the 
unit magnetic flux n . 
I 
In the previous figure we can see the Abaronov-Bohm oscillations in the current as we 
increase the unJt magnetic flux n and vary our flux -1/2 ~ I~ 1/2. 
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Quantum Wire 
As we decrease the size of modern nanotubes [SOl we start to reach the de Broglie 
wavelength of the carrier particles. When thjs happens we experience quantum effects 
due to the carrier particles and we have what is known as a Quantum Wire. There are 
many novel applications in the fields of micro-electronics and opto-electronics 
generating a considerable amount of interest in this subject to date. Current drawbacks 
to quantum wires include their cost and complexity of fabrication, which in itself 
creates severe limitations on their size as we are working on the atomic scale. Quantum 
wires can be constructed using a string of confmed particles, cased in carbon-walled 
nanotubes or even constructed using the band gap properties of different semiconductor 
materials such as gallium arsenide. They are essentially a one-dimensional object that 
can be simulated as a string of particles like our other cases. 
One application could be used to solve a major problem facing the physical reality of a 
quantum computer, this being the transfer of data which is stored as the property of a 
quantum state on an atom, electron or photon. One way of exchanging data between 
qubits is to arrange our particles in a chain i.e. spin up, spin down, spin up, etc.. . When 
we spin orientate one end of our chain, or quantum wire, we create a 'domino' like 
effect as the rest of the chain orientates itself. In this case our string of particles is 
analogous to a wire but instead of carrying current it carries quantum information or 
states. 
A method for constructing quantum wires that both conduct electricity and quantum 
states uses carbon-walled nanotubes. These can be found in two main varieties, 
armchair and zig zag each with their different properties of conductance. 
Fig 7.4.1 - Top scanning tunnelling microscope image 
{Lieber Group, Harvard University} shows a zig zag nanotube with the 
hexagonal structure winding round the circumference in the left and an 
armchair nanotube with the hexagonal structure running along the 
length of the wire in the right picture. 
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It has been found that zig zag structured nanotubes have band gaps that stop current 
flowing and are classed as semiconductors. These could be utilised as quantum state 
carrying wires as the particles will be trapped in the band gaps created by the nanotubes 
and form a string of particles or quantum dots. The armchair nanotubes have a 
rotational symmetry that gives the nanotube metallic properties and it becomes 
conducting. This however is a fragile state and only becomes apparent when an 
armchair nanotube is isolated. If another nanotube is placed in the vicinity of the first 
then molecular interactions break the rotational symmetry and create pseudo gaps and 
the nanotube becomes a semiconductor once again. If single armchair nanotubes can 
manufactured and isolated they could be widely used throughout the electrical industry 
with the added benefit of being much stronger as well as their increased conductivity. 
Another common concept of a quantum wire lies in semiconductor physics. In one-
dimension we expect to only require a very low threshold current for lasing to occur. 
This is due to the one-dimensional density of states developing a sharp peak at the band 
edge and gives us superior laser characteristics. To create a quantum wire from a 
semiconductor we have to manipulate materials to such an extent that we can create 
single atomic layers. If we can do this then we can select two materials, one with a 
small band gap and one with a wide band gap, allowing us confme our electrons in a so-
called one-dimensional electron gas. 
GaAs 
Fig 7.4.2 - heterojunction- Creation of a one-dimensional quantum gas in a GaAs 
A /GaA.s sandwich. GaAs has a narrow band gap and electrons in here cannot 
escape into the wide band gap region created by the A IGaAs. 
If we now took a slice out ofjigure 7.4.2 halfway down vertical axis thus exposing the 
gallium arsenide centre we would have our quantum wire which can operate as an 
intense laser with a switching time of 1 OGHz, exceeding that of quantum well lasers. If 
we then went on to isolate areas of the gallium arsenide on the surface of the aluminium 
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gallium arsenide then we would recreate our previously studied quantum dot system of 
one-dimensional electrons. We can interpret this one-dimensional gas as a quantum 
wire populated with electrons in a string formation. If we take the case of N electrons in 
a one-dimensional quantum wire, or electron gas, of length L then we can apply our 
anti-symmetric wave function to solve the system and gain the energy levels via our one 
and two-body operators discussed in earlier sections. 
4 ._,. ___ _. 
Fig 7.4. 3 - Shows our N electrons in a quantum wire of length L 
The anti symmetric off-diagonal density matrix and radial distribution function were 
calculated previously as 
and 
{7.4.2} 
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Conclusions 
In this paper we have shown strong evidence to suggest that a system of interacting 
bosons in one dimension exhibits ferrnionic properties when we enter dilute regimes. 
We have shown an almost exact agreement with the correlation length of a system of 
hard-core bosons to that of non-interacting fermions when pi awl« 1. The amplitude of 
correlations at these lengths is greater in the hard-core Bose systems telling us that they 
will adopt these configurations with more ease. The radial distribution functions that 
have been scaled with respect to the density of the system they represent show direct 
agreement with work undertaken using the Quantum Monte Carlo technique for high 
densities systems. Whereas in low density systems we have a difference in amplitude of 
the radial distribution functions but an agreement on the period of oscillations in the 
functions. This further validates the theory of a one-dimensional crossover as two 
completely separate techniques have yielded the same correlation lengths for the hard-
core Bose system. The existence of an ordered system arising at low values of the gas 
parameter is validated by the occurrence of short-range order displayed by the static 
structure factor. We see clear peaks at low momentum values, which lead to our short-
range order. This however is not shown in the exact QMC method and we also have 
differing results for lim S ( k) in low density regimes. Taking these into account we can 
k-+ 0 
say that we have a good agreement within the two regimes for high density systems but 
in low density systems, where we experience Fermi properties, we see differences in the 
radial distribution function and structure factors. The Feynman excitations gained 
within the numerical routines show photon/roton minima. This has been found 
theoretically and experimental for superfluid 4He, giving evidence of a Bose 
condensate in all density profiles. Our work has shown that in one dimension the 
photon-roton region displays a region of linearity whereas in three dimensions we have 
a saddle point defining our roton region. This is only a property of the one-dimensional 
system as is the crossover between the bosonic and fermionic regimes. The kinetic and 
potential energy per particle for a Bose fluid calculated within the HNC framework has 
been shown to agree with theoretical energies for either bosons or fennions in their 
respective regimes. In the mean-field regime we have direct agreement with the Gross-
Pitaevskii energy per particle and both the pseudo delta function potential and induced 
potential. Although the induced potential was not defined in the Hamiltonian and 
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strictly should not be used, it has shown itself to be a good bridge between the bosonic 
and fermionic regime. In the Tonks-Girardeau regime of impenetrable bosons we find a 
direct agreement with the kinetic energy of a Bose fluid and system of non-interacting 
fermions. This shows that as we decrease the density of a one-dimensional system of 
impenetrable bosons the hard-core interaction acts like a pseudo Pauli exclusion 
principle and the bosons adopt a fermionic energy structure. 
Following on from the boson/fermion analogy we calculated the kinetic and potential 
energies for a one-dimensional string of quantum dots using the approximated fermionic 
radial distribution function . This then led to the calculation of potential energies in 
metallic hydrogen, a degenerate form of matter of considerable interest. Here we found 
a minimisation of the potential energy when we encountered a system populated with 
50% holes and 50% electrons. 
The second analytical one-dimensional system investigated was that of a ring of 
spinless fermions influenced by a magnetic flux. Here we found Aharonov-Bohm 
oscillations present in the ground state energy and consequently the currents induced in 
the ring. We found that this system is independent of interactions in that the potential 
energy calculation yielded a zero result and the system of spinless fermions exhibits 
only kinetic energy. 
The final model investigated was that of a ring of superconducting Josephson Junctions 
in a magnetic flux. The potential energy has been calculated and we have shown the 
Aharonov-Bohm effect occurs in the one-dimensional case for the potential energy and 
the subsequent current induced from the phase difference between the junctions. 
Models that are left open for investigation include that of the quantum wire. These are 
effective one-dimensional systems as motion is confined to only one direction in a wire 
or nanotube. The different structures of quantum wires can be modelled with the wave 
functions calculated within this thesis and can be treated in the same manner to calculate 
energies in the one-dimensional regime. The application of a one-dimensional quantum 
gas for the creation of intense high frequency lasers also applies to the quantum wire 
system and can be treated theoretically with the techniques used in this thesis. 
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Appendix/ 
Determinant Multiplication 
This appendix will shown the expansion and cancellation of the multiplication of two 
determinants i.e. wave functions, when they are integrated over all co-ordinates barring 
the first two. This is a long worked method for two and three particle cases that is 
shown to give the same results as we discuss in section { 5.6}. 
The general expansion term for a determinant is given as 
• _ ""' ( ) P(t) Determmant = L...J -1 ~11 G212 ••• aNI, , {A.l.l} 
where the summation over i represents the summation over all permutations of the set 
i = {i1 ... iN}. The function P(i) is a parity operator that will return integer values with 
respect to the number of permutations that have been taken in set i. The number of 
terms in the summation will be equal to N! where N is the number of particles in the 
system being studied. 
2 Particles 
If we now take our two particle case using planes waves i.e. lfl( xj ) = eixl then our 
Slater determinant is constructed as 
{A.l.2} 
If we now multiply this by its complex conjugate we arrive at 
{A.l.3} 
{A.l.4} 
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If we now use result { A.1.4} in the two-body radial distribution function calculation, 
which was given as 
L/2 J lfl• (xl .. ,XN )lfi(Xl" .,XN )dx3" 'dxN 
( ) N ( N - I) -L/2 gN xl -x2 = 2 ~~~2~----------------------- , 
p J If/• (~ , .. ,XN )lfi(Xp .. ,XN )dx1 ... dxN 
{A.1.5} 
-L/2 
then we gain 
{A.1.6} 
{A.1.7} 
3 Particles 
The two particle case is easily calculated as there are no integrations required in the 
numerator of {A.I.6}. The three particle case is not quite as simple but we will be able 
to see how the integrations cancel as we go to higher orders. Our three particle wave 
function is constructed like the following 
When we multiply this wave function by its complex conjugate then we gain {A.l.9}. 
Even though we have only increased the number of particles by one, we see a dramatic 
increase in the number of calculations to be made. This is due to the factorial nature of 
the determinant 
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{A.l.9} 
{A.l.lO} 
Although we may have expanded we still see similarities with {A.l.3}. The terms 
highljghted in blue in {A.l.lO} are the same as those found in {A.l.3} and are 
dependant on .x; and x2 only. Any terms involving higher terms of X; will integrate out 
to zero so we need only be concerned with the blue terms of {A.l.JO}. The 
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denominator of { A.l.5} i.s integrated through all co-ordinates therefore only terms 
independent of all x1 will give a non-zero answer after the integration is performed. In 
the case of {A.l.lO} these will be the unity terms which trivialises to 
L/2 
N! J dx1 ... dxN =N!J!i. Our radial distribution function for a system ofthree particles 
- L/2 
is then given as 
g3 ( x1 - x2 ) = i( 6 - 4cos( k( x1 -x2))- 2cos(2k(x1 - x2 ))) {A.l.ll} 
Fig A.l . l The radial 
distribution functions given by 
{A ./ .7} & {A.l .ll} for systems 
with 2 and 3 particles 
respectively. Each is 
normalised as it runs between 
zero and one and is periodic in 
L when k = 27i / L 
From {A.l.7} and {A.l.11} we can generalise and say that 
{A.1.12} 
Before we go further and expand the summation in {A.1.12} I would just like to add 
that the summation of terms highlighted in blue is equivalent to the method laid out in 
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{5.6.6} so even though our calculations seems slightly different we should arrive at the 
same answer. 
m= I 
N-1 
{A.I.l3} 2 L ( N - m) cos ( mk ( x1 - x2 )) = 2 a N - 1 
m=l 
- L:mcos(mk(x1 -x2 )) 
m= I 
p 
{A.1.14} 
{A.I.I5} 
'k( ) lk-{x1-x1 ) -ik-(x1-x2 ) lk-(.x1-.x2 ) e' x,-xle 2 e 2 -e 2 
(N- 1) ( {N-1) (N- 1) J 
N 
a=-
2 
{A.I.17} 
(N-1) ( (N-1) (N-1) J 
-lk(x -x ) -lk-(x1-x2 ) -ik~x1 -x2 ) ik-(x1-x2) e , 2 e 2 e 2 -e 2 
+ k ( k k J -1-(x1-x2) - i-(x1-x1 ) i-(x1-x2) e2 e 2 -e 2 
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N 
a=-
2 
{A.l.18} 
a = N cos ( 7 ( x, - X2)) sin ( ( N ; I) k ( x, -X, ) J sin(~(x, -x2 )) {A.l.l9} 
We can further expand this around the sine term in the numerator of {A.l.l9} and for 
ease of notation we shall use (J = ( .x; - x2 ) 
_ [sin(Nk~)cos(~~) ' (Nk J] 
a-N ( ) cos -(J {A.I.21} 
2 . k"' 2 Stn - '1' 
2 
a = N[sin (Nkf/J)sin (k</J) cos( Nkf/J) + '] 
( ) 
{A.I.22} 
4sin 2 ~(J 2 
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lfwe now analyse j3 of {A.1.13} in much the same way, 
N-1 1 N-1 1 N-1 . 
/3= _Lmcos(mk(x1-x2 )) =-_Lme1mkfl +-_Lme-'mk9l 
m=l 2 m=l 2 m=l 
{A.I.23} 
Then we, again, have the summation of exponents of increasing powers. However, this 
time we have a multiplier in front of the exponent that is linked to the power in the 
exponent. To gain a geometric expression for this summation we must first expand and 
N-1 
cancel a basic form as S N-J = L nr" then we can apply this to { A.l.23} 
n=l 
SN-J = (r + 2r2 + 3r3 + .. + ( N -l)r(N-J)) 
rSN-J = (r2 + 2r3 +3r4 + .. +(N -l)rN) 
SN-J -rSN-J = (r + r 2 + r 3 + .. + r(N-I)- ( N -l)rN) 
SN-1 =-"'"=::.:..I ____ _ 
1-r 
( r -rN )-(N -l)rN 1-r s = ....o...._ _ __....<_ __ _ 
N-1 l-r 
r-NrN +(N -I)rN+I 
s =---~~~-N-1 (l-r)2 
{A.I.24} 
{A.I.25} 
{A.I.26} 
{A.1.27} 
{A.I.28} 
{A.I.29} 
We can now drop {A.l.23} into our framework for the summation {A.I.29} to gain 
The square term in the denominator of both parentheses of {A.l.30} can be expanded 
and as we will have complex terms partnered with their conjugate counterparts then we 
can cancel to trigonometric form as 
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f3 =( l-Netk(N-l); +(N - l)e;kN; )+(1_ Ne-tk(N- 1); +(N -l)e-1/cN;) 
4 cos ( k~ - 1) 4 cos ( k~ - 1) {A.1.31} 
Now we have identical terms in the denominators so we can simply sum the numerators. 
We can also see that the two numerators are in fact complex conjugates of each other so 
summing them will give us a real trigonometric identity as 
f3 = _1 -_N_c_os__.:_( k__..:(_N-:--_:__I) __,..t-~ )_+....:._( N___,.-_1 ):...._c_os....:...( kN__:_~) 
2( cos(k~) -1) 
f3 = -[1- N cos(k(N -l)~)+(N -l)cos(kN~)] 
4sin 2 (~~ J 
If we now expand the cosine term we will have 
{A.1.32} 
{A.I.33} 
_ -[1- N( cos( kN~)cos( k~) +sin ( kN~)sin ( k~)) + ( N -l)cos( kN~)] 
f3- (k J {A.I.34} 
4sin2 -~ 
2 
If we now perform our sum a- f3 we have {A.l.22} minus {A.l.34} which will give 
/3 -[1- Ncos(Nk~)cos(k~)+ (N -l)cos(Nk~)] (N cos(Nk~) -NJ a - - (k J - {A.1.35} 
4sin 2 -~ 2 
2 
{A.l.36} 
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[
-2Nsin
2 
( ~rp )+I l 
a- f3 ~ N + ( fos ( Nk~) ( ) + N 
2 4' 2 kd. 4' 2 kd. 2 sm - 'f' sm - 'f' 2 2 
{A.I.37} 
a- /3= [N + 1-cos(Nk~)] 
2 4sin 2 (~~) {A.I.38} 
a-f3=J_[N sin'(-¥~)] 
2 . 2 (k "') sm - 'f' 
2 
{A.I.39} 
Now if we look back to our expression for our two body function { A.1.12} we have 
{A.1.40} 
which cancels to leave us with 
{A.I.41} 
If we take that k = 2n/ L then this is the exact result we see in the calculation of the 
anti-symmetric radial distribution function {5.6.23} in Refs [43,46,54,55]. 
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Appendixll 
The divergent summation of .!. where k takes successive integer values can be 
k 
represented as in integral if we look to the Taylor expansion of the natural logarithm 
function. When x < I then we can say that 
x2 x3 x4 
ln(I-x) =-x------- .... . 
2 3 4 
lfwe take the differential of this series then we gain the expression 
a ( ) 2 3 -1 
-ln 1-x =-1-x-x -x - ... =--& 1-x 
{A.2.1} 
{A.2.2} 
The summation of a power series is a well-known result that has been used before 
during this report and is given as 
Ix; =(~) 
i=O )-X 
{A.2.3} 
We can now incorporate {A.2.3}into {A.2.2} to show that 
a - I (1-xN) 
-ln(l -x)=-=- - , 
fu 1-x 1-x 
{A.2.4} 
hence 
{A.2.5} 
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therefore the summation of }1; can be represented in integral form as 
N=J 1 R1-xN) 2:-= - dx 
k=l k 0 1- X 
{A.2.6} 
This representation in integral form is still left to be solved to gain the value of the 
summation, however the nature of the inverse power of x in { A.2.6} means we cannot 
integrate tills function by any straight-forward means. To gain a more complete 
solution we can look at the integral of K, as the integral process itself in basic form is 
a summation of rectangular blocks 
1 
k 
1 
k 
Overestimate 
/ 
Underestimate 
/ 
Fig A.JJ. 1 - Shows the basic 
schematic that the integration 
process follows. As the width of the 
rectangles, h, become smaller then 
we approach the true value of the 
integral. 
If we take the case ofthe overestimate of the integral then we can say 
N+l 1 J- dk ~ h(f(ls)+ f(k2)+ !(Is)+ ... + f(kN )) , 
I k 
{A.2.7} 
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therefore 
{A.2.8} 
and if we take h = 1 then k, become integer values and we can say that 
N 1 L -= ln(N +I) 
k=l k 
{A.2.9} 
We can now treat the underestimate case in the same way, again setting h = I to gain an 
upper bound of our summation. 
N 1 
L:-=Ln(N)+l 
k=l k 
{A.2.l0} 
{A.2.11} 
{A.2.12} 
Now combining {A.2.9} and {A.2.12} we have a the answer to our summation between 
two limits as 
N I Ln(N + 1)~ L -~ ln(N)+ l 
k=l k 
{A.2.13} 
The solution { A.2.13} is still a very rough guide to the summation and when this was 
investigated numerically we could see that the half way point between the two limits 
was far more accurate. This gives us a modified expression for our summation as 
f _!_:=In (N + 1) +_!_(I+ Ln (_!!_)) , 
k= l k 2 N + 1 
{A.2. 14} 
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which can be cancelled further using knowledge of logarithmic identities to 
N 1 1 I-= ln(N(N +1))+-
b lk 2 
Upon further numerical investigation this was improved to give 
N J L-= ln(N(N +1))+0.5772157, 
k= i k 
with errors 
Error in 
Number of particles, N 
result,% 
2 1.8 
10 0.05 
100 0.0003 
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"Global Variables & Ranges"; 
Off[General: :spell1); Off[General: :spell); 
<<Graphics 'Graphics-
"Clears all lists and constants before starting"; 
HNCPrograms 
Clear [Correlation, Structure, Feynmann, InducedPotential, InducedKPotential, 
InducedContribution, InducedEnergy, InitialWaveFunc, Convergence, NSet, XSet, NKSet, XKSet, 
Tonks, Gross, Lieb, GasParameter, Interaction, Kinetic, KineticEnergy, InteractionEnergy, 
Scaledg, ScaledS, a, g, ZEROS, ONES, a, Initial, Final, change, min, xmax, col, Tot, PlotDiv, 
numresults, ConLimit, IO, MR, IW1, IW2, INFUNCS, i, f, 6 , AnalyticalGofX, L, 6k , 6); 
"Initialises all lists for numeric and graphical data"; 
Correlation= {}; Structure = {} ; Feynmann = {}; InducedPotential = {} ; 
InducedKPotential = {}; InducedContribution = {} ; InducedEnergy = {} ; InitialWaveFunc = {} ; 
Convergence = { } ; NSet = {} ; XSet = {} ; NKSet = { } ; XKSet = { } ; Tonks = {} ; Gross = {} ; 
Lieb = {}; GasParameter = {} ; Interaction = {} ; Kinetic = {} ; KineticEnergy = {}; 
InteractionEnergy = {}; Scaledg = {} ; ScaledS = {}; AnalyticalGofX = {} ; 
"Set all constants for ranges, iteration level, step size, transforms etc ... "; 
Initial= 0. 0005; Final= 1; change= 3; a= Initial; xmax = 500; min = 0; 
col= 1; Tot= 50000; PlotDiv = 103 ; numresults = 0; ConLimit = 10-1 ; IO = 1 ; 
MR 2 0 0 1 6 xmax · 0 L f 0 6 = 1; kmax = Tot ; 6k = ~ ; 
= ; a = · ; = Tot ; l = ; = xmax; = ; xmax L 
ZEROS= Table [ 0, {a, 0, T~t} j; 
ONES = Table [ 1, {a, 0, T~t } j ; 
"Here we enter our initial functions we wish to iterate "; 
r := _2_, 
JTa 
2 r ( •' ) g[x_) := e - ~ ; 
"Uses step size to calculate the number of results 
to be calculated then sets the colour step size accordingly"; 
While [a < Final, numresul ts = numresul ts + 1; a = a + change a;} ; 
Clear[a); a= Initial; 
colchange = numresults + 0. 2 numresults; 
"Plots of the initial functions appended to a list to be plotted 
with different ranges to check for initial errors such as step size"; 
While[a < Final, 
InitWave =Plot [g [x), {x, min, xmax}, 
DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotStyle ~Hue [col) , PlotDivision ~ PlotDi v) ; 
AppendTo[InitialWaveFunc, InitWave); 
1 
col = col + 1 h ; co c ange 
a = a + change a; J ; 
Clear[a, col); a= Initial; col = 1; 
IW1=Show({InitialWaveFunc}, DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotRange ~ {{0 , xmax}, {- 0.1, 1.1 }} , 
PlotLabel ~ FontForm[ "Initial Correlation Functions", { "Helvetica- Oblique", 14}], 
AxesLabel ~ {FontForm[ "x", {"Times-Italic", 14}), FontForm[ "g (x ) ", {"Times-Italic ", 14}]}, 
DefaultFont - > { "Helvetica-Oblique", 12}]; 
IW2 =Show [ { InitialWaveFunc}, DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotRange ~ { { 0, 6}, { - 0 . 1, 1 .1}}, 
PlotLabel ~ FontForm[ "Initial Correlation Functions", { "Hel vetica- Oblique", 14}) , 
AxesLabel~ {FontForm["6", { "Times-Italic", 14}), FontForm["g (x ) ", {"Times- Italic", 14})}, 
DefaultFont -> { "Helvetica-Oblique", 12}); 
IW=Show[{InitialWaveFunc}, DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotRange ~ {{0, 100}, {-0.1, 1.1}}, 
PlotLabel ~Font Form[" Initial Correlation Functions" , { "Hel vetica- Oblique", 14}) , 
AxesLabel~ {FontForm["x", {"Times-Italic", 14}], FontForm["g (x ) ", {"Times-Italic", 14})}, 
DefaultFont -> { "Helvetica-Oblique" , 12}); 
IW3 =Show[ {InitialWaveFunc}, DisplayFunction ~ Identity, 
2 2 ( a' ) PlotRange~ {{xmax-6, xmax}, {e- >ilniiTir • 2 .. max2 , 1.0000000001}}. 
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PlotLabel --7 FontForm[ "Initial Correlation Functions", { "Helvetica- Oblique", 14 )] , 
AxesLabel --7 {Font Form[ "xmax", { "Times-Italic", 14) ] , FontForm[ "9 (x ) ", {"Times- Italic", 14) ] ), 
DefaultFont - > { "Helvetica- Oblique", 12) ] ; 
INFUNCS2 = Sh ow[GraphicsArray[ {IW , IWl } ]] ; 
I NFUNCS = Sh ow [Grap hicsArray ( { IW2 , I W3) ] ] ; 
"Prints the number of results and convergence to unity at xmax as an initial check"; 
Print [ "Number of results to be calculated = ", numresults ] ; 
Print [ "Split = ", N (t.]] ; Print [ "Difference at xmax = l ( •' ) 11 1 - e -2 JJln.itfai Cl2Uia&X2 l • 
' ' 
g(x) Initial Correlation Functions g(x) Initial Correlation Functions 
1 '' ( 
0.8 f 
1 ~--------------------------
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
~----------------------~----- X ~----------------------~----- X 
20 40 60 80 100 100 200 300 400 500 
g(x) Initial Correlation Functions 
1 
Initial Correlation Functions g(x) 
0.8 f------------
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
.-..=====~o....---~-= 6, 
0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01 
Number o f r esults t o be ca l culated = 6 
Split = 0 . 01 
Difference at xmax = 0 . 0000101859 
499.99 499. 992499:"994499. 99&199. 998 
0.999998 
0.999996 
0.999994 
0.999992 
0.99999 
xmax 
"Iterative Procedure & Calculation of Results"; 
"First of the loop commands stepping in variable 'a' until we reach 'Final'"; 
While [a < Final, 
Clear [g, PSIX, XX, X, p , Conv, r , Kin, V, Diff ] ; 
"Again we set the initial function"; 
r : =-2- ; 
JT a 
2 r ( i' ) g[x_] : = e - ~ ; 
"Calculation of Kinetic energy function"; 
Kin [x_] = Bx, xLog[v'9fXJ ] ; 
"Calculation of the Interacion potential"; 
Cl 
V(x_] =r a2+ x 2 ; 
"Breaks initial function into points 
for numerical manipulation and calculates initial density"; 
PSIX = Table [g [x ] , {x, min, xmax, t. ) ] ; 
XX = Table [g [x ] - 1, {x , min, xmax, t.}] ; 
X = Listinterpolation [XX, { {min, xmax) } , InterpolationOrder--7 IO]; 
- 1 
P = 2 Ni ntegrate[g[x] - 1 , {x, min , xmax) , MaxRecu rsion -7 MR]; 
Diff = 10; 
Conv = {} ; 
"Second loop command that incorporates HNC scheme . Will 
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iterate until the difference in the density falls below 'ConLimit'"; 
While[Diff > ConLimit, 
Clear [Dens, XK1, XK2, XK, NK, NX1, NX2, NX, GX, g]; 
Dens = p ; 
"Fourier transform to gain X(k) & N (k) "; 
XK1 = Re [ Fourier [XX]] ; 
XK2 = 2 t.--/Tot (XK1 - XK1 [[Tot I 2 ]]) ; 
XK = Join[Take [XK2 , Tot / 2 ] , ZEROS]; 
p XK2 
NK = 1- p XK; 
"Inverse Fourier transform to gain N (x) then new X(x), g(x) etc ... "; 
NX1 = Re [Fourier[NK]]; 
NX2 = 2 Ilk --/Tot (NX1 - NX1 [ [Tot I 2 ]] ) ; 
NX = Join [Take [NX2 , Tot I 2] , ZEROS ] ; 
GX = PSIX eNX ; 
g = Listinterpolation [GX , ( (min, xmax }} , InterpolationOrder -7 IO ] ; 
Clear[XX, p , NDens, Diff ] ; 
XX = GX - NX - 1 ; 
HNCPrograms 
"Calculation of new density associated with new g(x) and difference with previous"; 
- 1 
p = 2 Nintegrate [g [x] - 1, (x, min, xmax}, MaxRecursion -7 MR ] ; 
NDens = p ; 
Diff = Abs [Dens - NDens] 
Dens 
AppendTo [Conv, Diff J ; ]; 
100 ; 
Clear [SF, SK, FE, INDK, INDX1, INDX2, INDX, 
EIND, EKIN, EINT, y , ETG, EGP, ELL, GP, Analitg, Analitp ]; 
"Calculations of the Structure factor, Feynman excitations & Induced potential"; 
SK = p (XK + NK) + 1; 
SF = Li stinterpolation [SK, ( (min, kmax }} , InterpolationOrder --) IO ] ; 
k 2 
FE [k_] = 2 SF [k ] 
INDK[ k_ ] =- 4k~ (2 SF[k ] + 1 ) (1 - SF~k ] ) 2; 
INDK2= Table [ INDK[ k], ( k , min, kmax, Ilk }] ; 
INDX1 = Re [ Fourier [ INDK2 ] ] ; 
INDX2 = 2 L:lk --/Tot (INDX1 - INDX1 [ [Tot I 2] ]) ; 
INDX = Join [Take [INDX2, Tot I 2 ], ZEROS ] ; 
IND = Listinterpolation[ INDX, ( (min, xmax} } , InterpolationOrder --) IO ] ; 
"Numerical integrations of 'effective' potentials to gain energy per particle"; 
EIND = Nintegrate [% g [x ] IND [x ] , ( x, min , xmax }, MaxRecursion --) MR] ; 
EKIN = Nintegrate [ -: g [x ] Kin [x ] , (x, min, xmax}, MaxRecursion -7 MR] ; 
EINT = Nintegrate [% g [x ] V [x ], (x , min, xmax}, MaxRecursion -7 MR] ; 
"Calculation of analytical energy levels and correlation fucntions"; 
2 lf2 p2 p 
Y = 7f a p ; ETG = - 3- ; EGP = 2a ; 
7r2 p 2 ( y ) 2 Sin [P 7f x] 2 ELL = - - ( ) ; GP = p a; Analitg [x ] = 1 - ------'-'-------'--,-
3 y+2 - p2 L2Sin [n: l 2 
Clear [GofX, Struc , Feyn, InducedK, Converge , KINX, VX, IX, CORIND, 
XofX, XofK, NofX, NofK, Rowx, Rowk, Scalg, SealS, AnalitPlot ] ; 
"Plots of the graphical results"; 
GofX = Plot [g [x] , (x, min, xmax}, DisplayFunction -7 Identity, 
PlotStyle -7 ( Hue [col] }, PlotDiv ision --) Plo tDiv] ; KINX =Plot [Kin [x ] , (x, min, xmax } , 
DisplayFunction -7 Identity, Plo tStyle -7 (Hue [col ]} , PlotDivision -7 PlotDiv] ; 
VX = Plot [V[x], (x, min, xmax } , DisplayFunction -7 Identity, PlotStyle -7 ( Hue [col]}, 
PlotDivision -7 PlotDiv]; IX = Plot [ IND [x], (x, min, xmax}, 
DisplayFunction -7 Identity, PlotStyle -7 ( Hue [col] } , PlotDivision -7 PlotDiv] ; 
CORIND = Plot [g[x] IND[x], {x, min, xmax}, DisplayFunction -7 Identity , 
PlotStyle -7 (Hue [col ]}, PlotDivision -7 PlotDiv] ; 
XofX = List Plot [XX, DisplayFunction -7 Identity, PlotStyle -7 {Hue [col ] } , PlotJoined -7 True] ; 
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XofK = ListPlot [XK, DisplayFunction-? Identity, PlotStyle-? {Hue [col] } , PlotJoined-? True] ; 
NofX = ListPlot [NX, DisplayFunction-? Identity, PlotStyle-? {Hue [col]}, PlotJoined-? True]; 
NofK =List Plot [NK, DisplayFunction-? Identity, PlotStyle-? {Hue [col]), PlotJoined-? True]; 
Struc=Plot[SF[k], {k, min, kmax ) , DisplayFunction-?Identity, 
PlotStyle-? {Hue [col] ) , PlotDi vis ion -t PlotDi v] ; 
Feyn=Plot[FE[k], {k, min, kmax), DisplayFunction-tidentity, PlotStyle -t {Hue[col]), 
PlotDi vision -t PlotDi v] ; Induced!<= Plot [ INDK [k] , {k, min, kmax}, 
DisplayFunction -t Identity, PlotStyle -t {Hue [col]), PlotDivision -t PlotDiv] ; 
Converge= List Plot [Conv, DisplayFunction -t Identity, PlotStyle -t Hue [col], PlotJoined-? True] ; 
k Rowx [x ] = p x; Rowk [k ] = -; 
- - p 
Scalg = ParametricPlot [ {Rowx [x] , g [x]), { x, min, xn;x } , 
DisplayFunction -t Identity, PlotStyle -t {Hue [col] ) , PlotDi vision -t PlotDi v] ; 
SealS= ParametricPlot [ {Rowk[k], SF [k]), {k, min, 2 Tot } , DisplayFunction-t Identity, xmax 
PlotStyle -t {Hue [col] ), PlotDivision -t PlotDiv]; 
AnalitPlot = Plot [Analitg [x] , {x, min, L I 2), PlotDivision -? PlotDiv, 
PlotStyle -t {Dashing [ { 0. 01, 0. 01)] , Hue [col] ) , DisplayFunction -t Identity] ; 
"Here we append all our results to the lists initialised in the first section"; 
AppendTo[Correlation, GofX]; AppendTo[Structure, Struc]; AppendTo[Feynmann, Feyn]; 
Append To [ InducedKPotential, InducedK] ; Append To [ InducedContribution, CO RIND] ; 
AppendTo[Convergence, Converge]; AppendTo[XSet, XofX]; AppendTo[NSet, NofX]; 
AppendTo[XKSet, XofK] ; AppendTo[NKSet, NofK]; AppendTo[Tonks, ETG]; AppendTo[Gross, EGP]; 
AppendTo(Lieb, ELL]; AppendTo[GasParameter, GP]; AppendTo[Kinetic, KINX] ; 
AppendTo(KineticEnergy, EKIN]; AppendTo[Interaction, VX]; AppendTo[InducedPotential, IX]; 
AppendTo[InducedEnergy, EIND]; AppendTo[InteractionEnergy, EINT]; 
AppendTo[Scaledg, Scalg]; AppendTo[ScaledS, SealS]; AppendTo[AnalyticalGofX, AnalitPlot]; 
"Steps on our variable 'a' and the colour of the plots" ; 
1 
col = col + 1 h ; eo c ange 
a= a + change a; i = i + 1; Print [ i] ; ] ; 
Null 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
"Plots of Graphical Results"; 
Clear(AGl, AG2, G1, G2, X1, X2, N1, N2, S1, S2, F1, F2, IK1, IK2, 
IX1, IX2, IG1, IG2, INT, INT2, KIN, KIN2, SG, SG2, SS, SS2, CON1, CON2] ; 
"Each list of graphical data is plotted and saved into memory 
then displayed in a graphics array . All ranges scaled with 
respect t o the effective width of delta function potential"; 
G1=Show[{Correlation), DisplayFunction -t identity, PlotRange-t {{0 , 50a}, {- 0.1, 1 . 75}), 
Plot Label -t FontForm[ "Correlation Functions", { "Hel vetica- Oblique", 14}] , 
AxesLabel-t {FontForm ["x a", {"Times-Italic", 14}], FontForm["g(x ) ", { "Times- Italic", 14 }]), 
DefaultFont -> {"Helvetica-Oblique", 12} ] ; 
G2 = Show [ {Correlation) , DisplayFunction -t Identity, PlotRange -t { { 0, 5 a}, { o, 2}}, 
PlotLabel -t FontForm[ "Correlation Functions", { "Helvetica-Oblique", 14}], 
AxesLabel-? {FontForm[ "x", { "Times- Ital ic", 14)], FontForm[ "g (x ) " , { "Times-I talic ", 14 )] ) , 
DefaultFont - > { "Helvetica-Oblique", 12}] ; AG1 = Show [{Correlation, AnalyticalGofX), 
DisplayFunction-t Identity, PlotRange-t {{0 , 50 a}, {- 0.1, 2}}, 
PlotLabel -t Font Form ["Correlation Functions", { "Hel vetica- Oblique", 14}] , 
AxesLabel-? {FontForm["a x", {"Times-Italic", 14}], FontForm["g (x ) ", {"Times- Italic", 14}]), 
DefaultFont - > { "Helvetica-Oblique", 12}]; AG2 =Show [{Correlation, AnalyticalGofX), 
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DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotRange ~ {{ 0 , S a} , {- 0 . 1 , 2} } , 
PlotLabel ~ FontForm[ "Correlation Functions", { "Helvetica- Oblique", 14 }), 
AxesLabel ~ {FontForm [ "x" , { "Times- Italic", 14 }] , FontFor m[ "g (x ) ", { "Times- Italic", 14 })} , 
DefaultFont - > { "Helvetica-Oblique", 12} ); 
Xl=Show[ {XSet}, DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotRange ~ { {0, 2000 }, {- 20, 1 }}, 
PlotLabel ~ Font Form[ "X (x ) ", { "Hel vetic a - Oblique", 14 } ) , 
AxesLabel ~ {FontForm [ "x", { "Times - Italic" , 14 }) , FontForm [ "", {"Times- Italic", 14 })} , 
Defaul tFont -> { "Hel vetica- Oblique", 12 }) ; 
X2 = Show [ {XKSet } , DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotRange ~ { {0, 2000 } , { -2 00 a , 10 a}} , 
PlotLabel ~ Font Form ["X (k ) ", { "Hel vetica- Oblique", 14 } ) , 
AxesLabel ~ {FontForm [ "k", {"Times- Italic", 14 }), FontForm["", { "Times- Italic", 14 } )}, 
DefaultFont -> { "Helvetica- Oblique", 12 }); 
Nl = Show( {NSet}, DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotRange~ {{ 0, 2000 }, {0, 20 }}, 
PlotLabel ~ Font Form [ "N (x ) ", { "Helvetica- Oblique", 14 }) , 
AxesLabel ~ {FontForm["x", {"Times-Italic", 14 }) , FontForm("", { "Times- Italic", 14 } ) } , 
DefaultFont -> { "Helvetica- Oblique", 12 }); 
N2= Show( {NKSet }, DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotRange ~ {{ 0, 2000 }, {- lO a , 200 a}}, 
PlotLabel ~ Font Form [ "N (k ) ", { "Hel vetica- Oblique", 14 }) , 
AxesLabel ~ {FontForm["k", {"Times- Italic", 14 }) , FontForm["", { "Times- Italic", 14 })} , 
DefaultFont -> { "Helvetica- Oblique", 12 }]; 
Sl = Show[ {structure } , DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotRange ~ { {o, 1~5 }. {- 0.1, 1.75 }} , 
PlotLabel ~ Font Form [ "Structure Factors", { "Hel v etica- Oblique" , 14 }] , 
AxesLabel~ { FontForm["~", {"Times - Italic", 14 }], FontForm [ "S (k )" , {"Times- Italic" , 14 })} , 
DefaultFont -> { "Helvetica- Oblique", 12 }]; 
82 = Show [ {Structure}, DisplayFunct i on ~ Identity , PlotRange ~ { { 0, ~} , {- 0 . 1, 2 } } , 
Plot Label ~ FontForm [ "Structure Factors", { "Hel vetica- Oblique" , 14 }) , 
AxesLabel ~ {FontForm["k", {"Times-Italic", 14}), FontForm["S (k } ", {"Times - Italic", 14 })}, 
DefaultFont - > {"Helvetica- Oblique", 12 }] ; 
Fl = Show [{ Feynmann}, DisplayFunction ~ Identity , PlotRange ~ {{ o , ·: } . {o , 0; 25 }} . 
PlotLabel ~ FontForm[ "Feynmann Excitations", { "Helv etica- Oblique", 14 } ], 
Axe sLabel ~{ FontForm [ "~", {" Times- Italic", 14 }] , FontForm ( "", {"Times- Italic" , 14 }J} , 
DefaultFont - > { "Helvetica- Oblique", 12 }]; 
F2 = Show [ { Feynmann}, DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotRange ~ { { 0, 1 ~ 5 } , { 0, : 2 } } , 
PlotLabel ~ FontForm["Feynmann Excitations", { "Helvetic a - Oblique" , 14 }] , 
AxesLabel ~ {FontForm [ "k", { "Times- Italic ", 14 }), FontForm["", {"Times- Italic" , 14 } ) } , 
Defaul tFont -> { "Hel vetica- Oblique", 12 }] ; IKl = Show [ { InducedKPotential } , 
1 -4 . lxlo-4 lxlo -6 
DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotRange ~ { { 0, -}, { , } } , 
a a3 a3 
Plot Label ~ Font Form [ "Induced Potential", { "Hel vetica- Oblique" , 14 }) , 
Axes Label ~ {Font Form [ "~" , {"Times-Italic ", 14 } ] , Font Form [ "", {"Times- Italic", 14 } ]}, 
DefaultFont -> { "Helvetica- Oblique", 12}] ; IK2 = Show [ { InducedKPotential}, 
· 1 · d . 1 {{ 0 . 1 } {- 4 . l x lo-
6 l x lo- 8 }} D1sp ayFunct1on ~ I ent1 t y , P otRange ~ 0, ---c;- , a 3 , a 3 , 
PlotLabel ~ Font For m [" Induced Potential" , { "Hel vetica-Oblique" , 14 } ) , 
Axes Label~ {Font Form [" ~", {"Times-Italic", 14 }] , Font Form ["", {"Times- Italic", 14 }) }, 
DefaultFont -> {"Helvetica- Oblique", 12 }] ; IXl = 
- 3 x lo-4 10- 4 Show [{ Induc edPotential}, DisplayFunction ~ Identity , PlotRange ~{{ o, lO a}, { a 4 , ~}} . 
PlotLabel ~ Font Form [ "Induced Potential", { "Hel v etica- Oblique", 14 }) , 
AxesLabel ~ {FontForm[ "a x", {"Times- Italic", 14 } ] , Font Form["", { "Times- Italic ", 14 } ] } , 
DefaultFont -> { "Helvetica- Oblique", 12 }] ; IX2 = 
Show[ {InducedPotential} , DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotRange ~ {(o , lO a}, { - 3 x lo -6 10- 6 } } a4 , a4 , 
PlotLabel ~ Font For m [ "Induced Potential" , { "Helvetica-Oblique", 14 }) , 
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AxesLabel ~ {FontForm[" cx x", {"Ti mes - Italic", 14 } ], FontForm [ "", { "Times- Italic", 14 } ] } , 
Defaul tFont - > { "Hel vetica- Oblique", 12 }] ; IGl = Show [ { InducedContri bution} , 
- 3 10 -4 10- 4 DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotRange ~ { {0, 10 ex}, { : 4 , ~}} , 
PlotLabel ~ Font Form[ "g (x ) Vind (x ) ", { "Helvetica-Oblique", 14 }], 
AxesLabel ~ {FontForm[ "ex x", {"Times-Italic", 14} ] , FontForm [ "", {"Times- Italic", 14 }]} , 
DefaultFont -> { "Helvetica- Oblique", 12 }] ; IG2 =Show [ { InducedContribution} , 
-3 10- 6 10- 6 
DisplayFunction ~ Identity , PlotRange ~ { {0, 10 ex} , { : 4 , ~}} , 
PlotLabel ~ FontForm [ "g (x ) Vind (x ) ", { "Helvetica-Oblique", 14} ] , 
AxesLabel ~ {FontForm[" cx x", {"Times- Italic" , 14 } ], FontForm["", {"Times- Italic", 14 } ]}, 
DefaultFont - > { "Helvetica- Oblique", 12 } J; 
INT = Show[ {Interaction}, DisplayFunction~Identity, PlotRange~ {fO, 50 cx}, { ~~, 1: 2° }}. 
PlotLabel ~ Font Form ["Interaction", { "Hel vetica-Oblique", 14 }] , 
AxesLabel~ {FontForm[" cx x", {"Times- Italic", 14 } ], FontForm["", {"Times- Italic", 14}]}, 
DefaultFont - > { "Helvetica- Oblique", 12} ] ; 
INT2 = Show [ {Interaction} , DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotRange ~ { {0, 10 ex }, { - ~; 1 , 1; 25 } } , 
PlotLabel ~ Font Form ["Interaction", { "Hel vetica- Oblique", 14}] , 
AxesLabel ~ {FontForm["cx x", {"Times-Italic", 14}], FontForm["", { "Times- Italic ", 14}]}, 
DefaultFont - > { "Helvetica- Oblique", 12} J; 
KIN = Show[ {Kinetic}, DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotRange ~ { f o, 50 cx}, {- 1: 2°, 3: 2° }}, 
PlotLabel ~ FontForm[ "Kinetic", { "Helvetica-Oblique", 14 } ], 
AxesLabel ~ {FontForm [ "cx x", { "Times- Italic", 14 } ], FontForm [ "", {"Times- Italic", 14 }]}, 
DefaultFont - > { "Helvetica- Oblique", 12 }] ; 
KIN2 = Show [{ Kinetic }, DisplayFunction ~ Identity , PlotRange ~ {f o, lO a:},{- : 2 , : 2 }} . 
PlotLabel ~ Font Form [ "Kinetic", { "Helvetica- Oblique", 14 }] , 
AxesLabel ~ {FontForm [ "ex x", {"Times-Italic", 14 }] , FontForm [ "", {"Times- Italic", 14 }]} , 
DefaultFont - > { "Helvetica- Oblique", 12 } J; 
SG = Show[ {Scaledg}, DisplayFunction ~ Identity , PlotRange ~ {{ 0, 1}, {- 0 . 01 , 1.75 }}, 
PlotLabel ~ Font Form [ "Correlation Functions", { "Hel vetica- Oblique", 14 }] , 
AxesLabel ~ {FontForm [ "px", {"Times-Italic", 14 }] , FontForm["", {" Times - Italic", 14 } ] }, 
DefaultFont -> { "Helvetica-Oblique", 12 }]; 
SG2 = Show [ { Scaledg}, DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotRange ~ { { 0, 5 } , { - 0 . 01, 1. 75} } , 
PlotLabel ~ FontForm[ "Correlation Functions", { "Helvetica-Oblique", 14 } ] , 
AxesLabel ~ {FontForm[" px", { "Times- Italic", 14 }], FontForm['"', { "Times- Italic", 14 }]} , 
DefaultFont - > { "Helvetica- Oblique", 12 }]; 
SS = Show [ { ScaledS}, DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotRange ~ { { 0, 1 }, { 0, 1 . 1 }}, 
PlotLabel ~Font Form[ "Structure Factor " , { "Helvetica- Oblique ", 14}] , 
Axes Label ~ {Font Form [" *", {"Times - Italic", 14 } J , Font Form ["", {"Times- Italic", 14 } ] } , 
DefaultFont -> { "Helvetica- Oblique", 12 } J; 
SS2 = Show[ {ScaledS}, DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotRange ~ { {0, 5 } , {0, 1. 75 }} , 
PlotLabel ~ FontForm[ "Structure Factor" , { "Helvetica- Oblique", 14}], 
Axes Label ~ {Font Form [" *", {"Times - Italic", 14 } J , Font Form [ "", { "Times- Italic" , 14 } ] } , 
DefaultFont -> { "Helvetica- Oblique", 12 } J; 
CONl = Show[{Conv ergence}, DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotRange ~ { {0, 2 50 }, {- 0 . 01, 10 } }. 
PlotLabel ~ FontForm[ "Convergence", { "Helvetica- Oblique", 14} ] , 
AxesLabel ~ {FontForm [ "", {"Times- Italic", 14 }] , FontForm[ "%", { "Times- Italic", 14 } ] } , 
DefaultFont - > { "Hel vetica- Oblique", 12 } ] ; 
CON2 = Show [{ Convergence}, DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotRange ~ {{ 0, 2 50 }, {- 0 . 1, 1 }}, 
PlotLabel ~ FontForm[ "Conv ergence", { "Helvetica- Oblique" , 14 }], 
AxesLabel ~ {FontForm[ "", {"Times- Italic", 14 } ], Font Form [ "%" , {"Times- Italic", 14 }] } , 
DefaultFont - > {"Helvetica-Oblique" , 12 }]; 
Show [GraphicsArray [ {Xl, X2} ] ] ; Show[GraphicsArray[ {N1 , N2} ] ] ; Show [GraphicsArray [ {Gl, G2 } ] ] ; 
Show [GraphicsArray [ {AG1, AG2 } ]] ; Show [GraphicsArray[ {Sl, S2 } ]] ; Show [GraphicsArray[ {Fl, F2} ] ] ; 
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Show [GraphicsArray [ { I Kl, I K2 } ]] ; Show [GraphicsArray [ { IXl, IX2 } ]] ; 
Show [GraphicsArray[ { IGl, I G2 } ]] ; Show [GraphicsArray [ { INT, INT2 } ]] ; 
Show [GraphicsArray [ {KIN, KIN2 }]] ; Show[GraphicsArray [{ SG, SG2) ]] ; 
Show[GraphicsArray[{SS, SS2)]]; Show[GraphicsArray[{CONl, CON2)]] ; 
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"Numerical Results"; 
"The numerical data is displayed as a table with headings"; 
ResultsTable = TableForm [ {GasParameter, Gross, Tonks, Lieb, InducedEnergy, 
KineticEnergy, InteractionEnergy}, TableDirections ~ {Row, Column} , TableHeadings ~ 
{{ upa " " EGP " ~~~" u ELL n ~~~", n EKIN ", n EINT .. }, Automatic}] ; 10 
' Orange ' Blue ' Purple ' Green Red Yellow 
"Logarithmic plots of the numerical energy levels with changing gas parameter"; 
<< Graphics'Graphics' 
INTEn = 
LogLogLis tPlot [Table({GasParameter[[n]] , Abs[InteractionEnergy[[n]]]) , {n, 1 , numresults}], 
PlotStyle ~ {Thickness [ 0. 0008], Hue [ o .15]}, DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotJoined ~True] ; 
KINEn = LogLogListPlot(Table [ (GasParameter [ (n]], Abs [KineticEnergy [ [n]]]}, {n, 1, numresults}], 
PlotStyle ~ {Thickness [ 0. 0008], Hue (0. 99]}, DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotJoined ~True] ; 
LiebEn = LogLogListPlot [Table [{ Gas Parameter [ [n ]] , Lieb [ [n]]}, {n, 1, numresults}], 
PlotStyle ~ {Thickness ( 0. 0008 ], Hue (0. 8 ]}, DisplayFunction ~Ident ity, PlotJoined ~ True ] ; 
GPEn=LogLogListPlot[Table[{GasParameter [[ n ]], Gross[[n]]} , {n, 1, numresults }] , 
PlotStyle ~ {Thickness [ 0. 0008], Hue [ 0 . 1 ]}, DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotJoined ~ True ] ; 
TGEn = LogLogListPlot (Table [ {GasParameter[ [n] ] , Tonks [ [n]]}, {n, 1, numresults }] , 
PlotStyle ~ {Thickness ( 0. 0008 ] , Hue [ 0 . 6]}, DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotJoined ~ True] ; 
INDEn = LogLogListplot [Table [{Gas Parameter [ [n]], Abs [ InducedEnergy[ [n]]]}, {n, 1, numresults}] , 
PlotStyle ~ {Thickness [ 0. 0008], Hue [ 0. 4] } , DisplayFunction ~ Identity, PlotJoined ~ True ] ; 
Show ( {TGEn, GPEn, LiebEn, KINEn , INDEn, INTEn}, DisplayFunction ~ $DisplayFunction, 
PlotLabel ~ FontForm[ "Energy Per Particle", { "Helvetica-Oblique", 14 }] , 
AxesLabel ~ {FontForm [ "pa1 o", {"Times-Italic", 14}], FontForm [ "", {"Times- Italic ", 14 }]} , 
DefaultFont -> { "Helvetica- Oblique", 12 }] ; 
Print[ResultsTable] ; 
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pale ____$o_ ~ ___!w._ 2ll..._ ~ ~ Orange Blue Purple Green Red Yellow 
1 0.00046625 3 932.507 2.86077 2. 85241 0 . 000453037 2.89466 105.024 
2 0.00453777 567.221 16.9357 16.463 0.00927577 18.4445 145.713 
3 0. 0630313 4 92.432 204.226 142 . 293 0.278021 94.3754 317.269 
4 1.09348 533.926 3841.5 195.281 0.479159 31.3643 488. 635 
5 17.5581 535.829 61903. 19.627 0.498565 7.99174 52 4 . 434 
6 281.031 536.025 991169. 1.2686 9 0.502583 2.0056 533. 1 23 
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